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1

1 Introduction

Life in an ageing society is a truly novel experience. For most of our 
species’ history, a large majority of people were young and life much 
beyond 60 seemingly a rarity (Thane, 2005). Now, populations around 
the world are ageing. It might be happening in countries at different 
speeds and to varying extents, but it is an almost universal phenom-
enon. In 2000 the median age in Western Europe was 37.7; in 2020 
the median age was 42.5. By 2050 it will rise to 47.1 (UN Department 
of Economic and Social Affairs, 2020). Looking at specific Western 
European countries, this trend becomes even more impressive. In Italy 
the median age in 2000 was 40.3, in 2020 it was 47.3 and by 2050 it 
will be 53.6. Spain follows a similar pattern, with a median age of 37.6 
in 2000, 44.9 in 2020 and a projection of 53.2 for 2050 (Statsita, 2020). 
Figure 1.1 shows us by how much the population is expected to age, 
looking at over 65 year olds in 2010 and 2050 as a share of the total 
population and comparing that with over 85 year olds in 2010 and 2050. 

The fact that societies are ageing is a good news story. If the twen-
tieth century were a movie, this would be a balmy last scene, with the 
protagonists ageing in health and peace after a very difficult adventure. 
It is a story of increased wealth, better health and improved human 
welfare around the world. 

Ageing of the population occurs for a number of reasons. People 
are by and large living longer than ever before. The average European 
born in 1950 could expect to live for 62 years based on the death rates 
at that time. Since then, the life expectancy of subsequent cohorts has 
mostly trended upwards. A European born in 2019 could expect to live 
for 78.6 years (Roser et al., 2019). These increases in longevity have 
occurred because health conditions that in previous years were a death 
sentence are no longer so threatening. Infant and child mortality rates, 
in particular, have fallen dramatically. This matters because a large part 
of average low life expectancies is due to childhood infectious diseases; 
life expectancy at age 1 has generally been higher than life expectancy 
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2 Ageing and Health

at birth. The fact that life expectancy at birth in the WHO European 
region was 77.1 years and life expectancy at 1 was a marginally higher 
77.3 years in 2015 is a sign of massive success in prenatal, perinatal 
and child health. Adults also have higher survival rates. To put this 
in perspective, consider that instead of dying at age 65 from an acute 
myocardial infarction thirty years ago, the same person today might 
survive the age 65 heart attack and eventually die of heart failure at 85. 

On top of reduced mortality, fertility rates have also declined sub-
stantially, so that the average woman in 2020 was having 1.62 children, 
compared to 2.66 children in 1950 (UN Department of Economic and 
Social Affairs, 2020). Greater legal, economic and social equality for 
women, hard-fought policy and legal changes that increase women’s 
reproductive autonomy, technological advances in birth control and 
changing expectations of life-courses all combined to reduce both 
desired and real fertility almost everywhere in the world. Much of the 
rich world has fertility below the replacement rate, presaging population 
decline and sparking worries. 

Figure 1.1 The shares of the population aged over 65 and 80 years in the 
OECD will increase significantly by 2050

Source: Colombo et al., 2011
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Introduction 3

The end result is an increase in survival and a decline in replacement. 
These two processes are leading to a slowly increasing population ‘bulge’ 
at older ages. While children up to the age of 17 comprise 19 per cent 
of the population in 2020 and are expected to make up 17.5 per cent 
of the population in 2050, the share of the total population in Western 
Europe over age 65 will increase from 19 per cent in 2020 to 28 per 
cent in 2050. For those above 85 years, their share of the population 
will increase from 2.5 per cent in 2020 to 5.6 per cent in 2050 (UN 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2020). Figure 1.2 shows 
this in graphic form. For most of human history, populations looked 
like Niger: a pyramid. Rich societies began to develop an urn shape 
after, roughly, World War Two, with a big bulge in the middle (the Baby 
Boom generation), more older people and fewer children.1

Some countries’ populations are expected to shrink in the coming 
years, if they are not already in the process of shrinking; for example, 
Belarus, Bulgaria, China (and Taiwan, China), Croatia, Cuba, Czechia, 
Estonia, Germany, Greece, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, 
Romania, the Russian Federation, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Korea, 
Spain, Sri Lanka and Thailand. While in some cases, notably in Central 
and Eastern Europe, outmigration is part of the problem, it is not the 
only reason and nevertheless leaves behind demographic structures that 
are unusual in world history. 

At face value one would think that the fact that populations are 
ageing should be celebrated. It reflects a range of successes in health 
care, from reproductive health to geriatric health, but also successes in 
social policy more broadly. People are living longer and enjoying all 
the life experiences that come with that. 

For some, though, these developments point to worry rather than 
celebration. Many writers view population ageing as a threat to societies, 
governments and economies. They see rising health care, long-term care 
and pension costs. They see a large older population retiring en masse, 
depriving labour markets of productive workers and leaving govern-
ments with fewer revenues generated through taxation. And they see 
too few young people to compensate for these declines. In their darker 

1 Throughout this book, the terms ‘older adults’ or ‘older persons’ will be used 
to refer to persons above the age of 65 unless otherwise specified. The reason 
these terms were chosen as opposed to ‘elderly’ or ‘senior’ is because they 
acknowledge the relativity of ageing (Taylor, 2011) as the ageing experience can 
vary and does so from person to person.
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4 Ageing and Health

Figure 1.2 Bell curve comparison

Source: populationpyramid.net, 2019
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versions, they see entire societies becoming decadent and dying, and 
perhaps perishing in geopolitical competition as a result. They posit a 
win-lose scenario for politics and policy, in which one generation’s gain 
is another one’s loss. 

These fears need not come true. They are, rather, ‘zombie ideas’, 
policy or political ideas which persist in debates despite multiple empir-
ical refutations (Quiggin, 2010). As the rest of this introductory chapter 
argues, there is extensive research arguing that population ageing need 
not be a threat to the sustainability of states or their health care sys-
tems. As Chapters 2 and 3 show, there is not even much evidence that 
people who share an age share much else. Nor need there be a tradeoff 
between the interests of people of different ages. Rather, what we refer 
to throughout this book as ‘win-win’ solutions are possible. These are 
policies which do not create a political divide between people of different 
ages or generations, but rather those which invest over the life-course 
in order to maximize people’s health and wellbeing. The question that 
matters, and which the rest of the book explores, is why win-win policies 
are, or are not, adopted. 

1.1 Two Very Different Narratives Depicting Ageing Societies

There are effectively two simple and in fact oversimplified narratives 
about older people in today’s society. The first is that older people 
are a forgotten and neglected group. They are pushed out of formal 
employment because of views that younger people are more productive. 
For reasons that largely have to do with the design (or lack thereof) 
of social welfare systems, they are overwhelmingly poor, lack good 
access to health care and live in low-quality housing. Perhaps the lack 
of public support afforded to them is due to concerns that expanding 
the welfare state would be untenable and unsustainable. And so, older 
people are left to suffer. This has been historically common. Societies 
with low poverty among older people are essentially a creation of the 
postwar welfare state, and they are not the norm (still rarer are the 
ones, notably the United States, where the elderly are less likely to be 
indigent than the working-age population). In Europe we can see a 
version of this forgotten-elderly model in Central and Eastern Europe, 
where healthy-looking fiscal balances can rest partly on very limited 
old-age security. Some societies effectively counterbalance poverty 
among older people with inter-family transfers (e.g. a parent who lives 
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with adult children and might give or receive unpaid care), but reliance 
on strong and generous families in modern European societies is not 
obviously sustainable and is clearly not an adequate basis for policy 
in many of them. 

It is also easy to find examples of ageism and age-related discrimina-
tion even in countries where public policies ensure an adequate material 
standard of living for older people. Care homes for older people were, 
for example, common COVID-19 hotspots, with terrible consequences in 
many places. Policies for transitions in and out of COVID-19 lockdown 
often blithely told ‘vulnerable individuals’ to stay home while reopening 
businesses and institutions – a sign that policymakers often failed to 
understand not just transmission mechanisms but also the important role 
older people play as employees, customers and unpaid workers in areas 
such as child care. A few politicians, such as the Lieutenant Governor 
of Texas (the state’s most powerful executive position) even went so 
far as to say explicitly that older people should be sacrificed2 for the 
greater good. Outside such stark reminders of the value that societies 
often place on older people’s lives, the evidence for age discrimination 
in areas from built environment to employment decisions is impressive 
(Center for Ageing Better, 2020; Chang et al., 2020).

The second narrative, which is much better represented in interna-
tional policy debates and the politics of some countries such as the UK 
and US, is that older people are primarily an entitled group. They are 
mostly Baby Boomers (those born just after World War Two) and as such 
have experienced substantial economic growth over their lifetime. They 
have good, steady, well-paying jobs even while youth unemployment 
skyrockets. They own property and other assets at a time in history 
when asset prices have reached historic highs. But their children or 
grandchildren’s generations are not, or should expect not to be, nearly 
as prosperous as them. A recent report published by the Resolution 
Foundation (Bangham et al., 2019) about the UK argued that it can no 
longer be taken for granted that every generation will do better than 
the last. This is neither a surprising nor an ubiquitous trend, though; 
policies that lead to increasing income and wealth inequality over time 
should be expected to have a different effect over cohorts, with people 

2 ‘As a senior citizen, are you willing to take a chance on your survival in 
exchange for keeping the America that all America loves for your children and 
grandchildren?’ Patrick said. ‘And if that’s the exchange, I’m all in’ (Sonmez, 
2020).
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who lived under more egalitarian political economies retaining advan-
tages relative to the people whose lives were more clearly shaped by 
increasing inequality. In other words, boomers mostly spent their lives 
in more egalitarian times than Millennials, and so Millennials feel the 
effects of inequality more acutely.

It is easy to find the second narrative in the media, whether it is 
contributions to the endless overstated complaints about younger and 
older people’s consumption preferences and norms, or more putatively 
sophisticated analyses of social change in ageing society. In 2002 a 
writer in the Independent claimed that ‘of all the threats to human 
society, including war, disease and natural disaster, the ageing of the 
human population outranks them all’ (Laurence, 2002). The basis for 
this extraordinary claim was that every area of life, including economic 
growth, labour markets, taxation, the transfer of property, health, family 
composition, housing and migration will be impacted by the ‘demo-
graphic agequake’. A 2016 Time article (Buchholz, 2016) presented 
two big threats that an ageing population poses. The first is that the 
number of workers supporting retirees will significantly decrease. In 
the 1950s there were fifteen workers for every one retiree, while today 
there are about two workers for every one retiree. The second threat, 
particularly looking at the United States, is the need for more workers. 
Hospital employees and restaurant waiters are positions that need to 
be filled and are often done so by immigrants. The author argues that 
immigrants can fragment a country’s culture unless strong cultural and 
civic institutions are in place, suggesting that American traditions like 
hot dog cook-outs and Memorial Day parades could disappear. A 2019 
piece (Pettinger, 2019) highlights the effects of an ageing population. 
The dependency ratio will increase, the government will spend more 
on health care and pensions, those people working will have to pay 
higher taxes, there will not be enough workers to cover all the work 
that needs to be done, the economy will change with more companies 
focusing on retirees as clients and increased pension savings could reduce 
capital investment. Rather than go on with examples from the pundit 
class, it might be more entertaining to look at witty tweets that make 
the same arguments. 

These are all examples of the ‘greedy geezer’, image a phrase that a 
British journalist coined for the United States (dropping the adjective 
‘old’ that would normally accompany ‘geezer’ but retaining all of the 
insult). Its policy theory is that older adults have it too good and that 
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younger people will, overall, lose out as a result. Its political theory is 
that older people vote for politicians who help them to hold on to their 
wealth and preserve only those public sector entitlements and regula-
tions, like pensions, early retirement ages and good access to health 
care that disproportionately benefit them, while raising taxes and debt 
and cutting expenditures on other age groups. Even if their intentions 
are good, older voters and the older politicians they elect just might not 
understand what younger people face, want or need (a point for which 
there is evidence from Japan (McClean, 2019). 

Most readers might have been nodding along with one or both of 
these narratives. World literature abounds in stories of lonely and poor 
older people, for the good reason that old-age security is a relatively new 
and far from universal phenomenon. Punditry, and for that matter serious 
policy debate, frequently invokes the opposite stereotypes – of healthy 
pensioners enjoying a poolside drink in Mallorca financed by a generous 
welfare state that their children will never see. Some of us, including the 
authors in this project, had also nodded along at such stories, laughed 
at quips about gerontocracy or ‘OK boomer’, and drawn implications 
from the pronounced correlations between age and partisan votes. But 
research, including that of the European Observatory on Health Systems 
and Policies’ Economics of Healthy and Active Ageing series (of which 
this book is a part), showed us just how faulty, and pernicious, those 
stories are (to summarize the book very simply: Chapters 3 and 4 show 
how faulty they are; Chapters 5 and 6, how pernicious). 

To understand the politics of ageing and health, and to get to win-win 
policies, requires recognition of not just how flawed these narratives 
are but how little power age has as an explanatory category in politics. 
This book is a work of interdisciplinary social science, but one about a 
topic where everybody has some experience and can understand, from 
multiple angles, the different decisions people make. Those decisions 
are diverse: whether it is parents who work to give their children a nice 
inheritance, children who leave work to care for parents, grandparents 
whose caring work permits their children to work, or just parents who 
do their best to introduce their child to people who might give them a 
good job. Generations and cohorts are made up of people with different 
ideas, assets and strategies. That fact, rather than stylized ideas about 
how entire generations behave, is the right starting point and one that 
gives us a sense of what age can explain about the treatment of older 
people in health, and its limitations as an explanation. 
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1.2 What Are the Consequences of Seeing Population Ageing 
in a Negative Light?

Perhaps above all else, the catastrophist narrative of population ageing 
provides someone to blame for other people’s problems. The lump of 
labour fallacy, which says (incorrectly) that there is a fixed amount of 
jobs, resonates with younger people struggling with high youth unem-
ployment. As of January 2020, before the COVID-19 crisis, countries 
like Greece, Spain and Italy topped the European youth unemployment 
rates with 36.1 per cent, 30.6 per cent and 29.3 per cent respectively. 
Surprisingly, Sweden followed in fourth place with 20.6 per cent. Due 
to these percentages, people argue, erroneously, that the reasons for a 
lack of jobs are because too many older people have well-paying jobs 
and that the only solution is to force older people into retirement, even 
if they remain highly qualified, productive and willing to work. Every 
junior academic who wills the retirement of senior professors in the 
hope that it will create more junior posts is falling into the lump of 
labour fallacy. 

In addition, organizations such as the International Monetary Fund 
or the World Bank present population ageing as a ruinous societal occur-
rence or a demographic ‘crisis’ that will not only threaten the welfare 
of older people but also that of children and grandchildren who are left 
with the task of providing for older people. In some countries this has 
been taken as evidence that the welfare state will become unsustainable 
given the expected increased cost of health and long-term care coupled 
with the comparatively small number of working adults, while in others 
that the welfare state has been turned to serve the interests of older 
people at the expense of the young, wrongly assuming that older people 
become dependent on society after reaching a certain age. The result is 
the increasing belief that politicians tend to promote short-term benefits 
for older people at the expense of long-term social investment due to 
intense political pressure imposed by older voters. Younger generation 
voters are assuming that older people are of the ‘selfish generation’ as 
they have been able to tailor welfare spending to meet their own needs 
at the expense of future generations. 

More than anything, the ‘blame older people’ narrative provides a 
potential justification for scaling back the welfare state. If populations are 
ageing, with inevitable consequences, some will view the only solution 
is to tear down the welfare state. Cutting back on public services (and 
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therefore individualizing burdens) will reduce future public debt. Spending 
nothing is the most superficial route to fiscal sustainability, even if it 
comes with a host of undesirable effects on well-being, equity and society 
overall (Cooper, 2021 analyses the politicial origins of this argument).

Shifting from the arithmetic of intergenerational public transfers 
to broader theories that impute shared orientations to generations, we 
find more opportunities to pit generation against generation. It is not 
hard to find media, particularly from the USA and the UK, in which 
older people are roundly blamed for anything from climate change to 
Trump to Brexit.

The rhetoric of intergenerational conflict produces two related 
narratives. The first narrative assumes that ageing will bankrupt the 
welfare state. The Baby Boomers are getting older, living longer and 
profiting from a welfare state supported by a younger generation that 
will likely end up seeing very little benefit from the welfare system they 
are currently and heavily paying into. The second narrative assumes 
that older people hold a proportionately high amount of political 
power that they use to influence policymakers so that policies are 
passed in their favour. Since older people are deserving, seeing as 
they effectively built up the welfare state, society over-caters to them 
through heavy investment at the expense of younger generations. Both 
of these narratives end in the same place: cuts. The first leads to cuts 
through the implementation of austerity measures, thereby cutting 
welfare benefits for both older people and younger generations, while 
the second narrative leads to cuts for future generations as all the avail-
able welfare money goes to serving the needs of the elderly, thereby 
effectively leaving younger generations without certain benefits. Both 
create an ‘us’ vs. ‘them’ mentality in which the gain of one generation 
is the loss of another.

These are arguments for seeing ageing as a case of zero-sum, win-
lose, politics. Policies can create win-lose intergenerational politics. 
The simplest example is pension system changes that leave younger 
people paying for a system they will not enjoy, while also having to 
make provisions for their own retirement. Political arguments can try 
to create and play on a public sense that generational politics is win-
lose: the core of the ‘greedy geezers’ argument is precisely that people in 
one generation are taking too much from others. There is little natural 
generational tension in health politics, as we argue but political elites 
and policy can induce it. 
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1.3 Are Policy Concerns about Population Ageing 
Evidence-Based?

An important outstanding question is whether the policy worries about 
population ageing are backed up by evidence. To shed light on this, the 
European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies initiated a study 
series on the Economics of Healthy and Active Ageing. The series inves-
tigates key policy questions associated with population ageing, bringing 
together findings from research and country experiences. This includes 
reviews of what is known about the health and long-term care costs of 
older people, as well as many of the economic and societal benefits of 
healthy ageing. The series also explores policy options within the health and 
long-term care sectors, as well as other areas beyond the care sector, which 
either minimize avoidable health and long-term care costs, support older 
people so that they can continue to contribute meaningfully to society or 
otherwise contribute to the sustainability of care systems in the context of 
changing demographics. The evidence is quite clear that population ageing 
will not become a major driver of health spending trends, and that even 
though there will be labour market changes associated with population 
ageing, older people remain productive (whether they are paid or unpaid), 
at least to a greater extent than the data often used would suggest.

1.3.1 Population Ageing Will Not Become a Major Driver 
of Health Expenditure Growth

Generally, developed countries find that per person health expenditures 
are higher amongst older people. The superficially reasonable inference 
is often that increased population ageing will lead to a steep increase 
in health spending. One recent study (G.Williams et al., 2019) applied 
data on public health expenditure patterns by age to population pro-
jections for the European Union and found only an insignificant effect 
between health spending growth and population up until 2060. The 
result would add less than 1 percentage point per year to per person 
annual growth. The study also considered an extreme scenario wherein 
per person health expenditures for older people compared with their 
younger counterparts are significantly higher than current EU health 
expenditure data suggest. Even in such a scenario, population ageing 
only increases the overall EU health spending share of GDP by 0.85 
more percentage points in 2060 compared to the baseline projection.
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A review of literature (Cylus et al., 2018) found that health care 
costs do increase for older people right before they die, usually due to 
increased hospitalizations, but that this is less so the case with the ‘older 
old’ (80+). Overall, in many countries, after a certain age, the older 
people are when they die, the less the cost. This is perhaps due to the 
fact that, after a certain age, fewer resource-intensive interventions are 
used. This suggests that increased longevity could potentially result in an 
even smaller contribution to health spending growth due to population 
ageing than would currently be predicted. 

Likewise, caring for older adults or the ‘older old’ is not as costly to 
finance as some may think, especially considering that they contribute 
economic and social value to society when they are healthy and active 
(Evans et al., 2001; Jayawardana et al., 2019). The first reason is that 
population ageing only gradually affects health expenditure forecasts, 
as opposed to cost drivers such as price growth and technological 
innovation, which have a substantially greater impact. Secondly, while 
demand for long-term care (both nursing homes and at home care) 
will undoubtedly increase, it will increase from a very low baseline. It 
was projected that the total expenditure needed for the long-term care 
of older adults is expected to increase by 162 per cent from 2015 to 
2035 under the baseline scenario, but as a share of GDP this depicts an 
increase of only 1.02 per cent to 1.68 per cent (Wittenberg et al., 2018). 

1.3.2 Population Ageing Will Lead to Changes in Paid 
and Unpaid Work, but These Can Be Managed

Cylus et al. (2018) also explained that the changes in paid and unpaid 
work as a result of population ageing are not necessarily  unmanageable. 
Population ageing leads to an increase in the number of retirees, resulting 
in a decrease in the amount of people engaged in paid work. While this 
trend is unavoidable, there are four points that suggest it is unlikely 
to spell catastrophe for societies. The first is that some older adults 
choose to continue participating in the paid workforce well after they 
have retired, which is beneficial as they continue to contribute to a 
society’s economic output. The second point shows that while it is true 
that older people’s consumption is predominantly financed through 
public transfers, there are many older adults that pay for (part of) 
their consumption through private sources (either through a contin-
ued income from work or through accumulated assets). Health is a  
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key predictor of asset accumulation; people in poor health are unable 
to accumulate substantial assets throughout their life-course as they 
have shorter life expectancies, lower earnings and higher out-of-pocket 
health care costs, highlighting that keeping older adults in good health 
is exceptionally important. Third, even if older adults are not in paid 
employment, they still pay consumption and non-labour-related taxes, 
thereby contributing to public-sector revenues. Finally, there are many 
unpaid workers, particularly older adults, who still produce outputs that 
generate economic and social value. A generally invisible non-market-
based output is that of an informal caregiver. These caregivers can be 
young adults caring for an older family member or older adults caring 
for either grandchildren or the ‘older old’. The societal value of such 
unpaid work is substantial but not regularly quantified, and therefore 
generally goes unrecognized. 

1.4 The Coronavirus Pandemic: Intergenerational Conflict or 
Revealing Consequences of Longstanding Inequalities?

The 2020 coronavirus global pandemic is a very recent and clear example 
of the political choices that could pit generations against each other. As 
the pandemic swept the world, governments had to walk a narrow path 
(Greer et al., 2020; Rajan et al., 2020): manage the pandemic using 
public health measures such as business restrictions to slow spread, 
while cushioning the economic blow with expansive social policy. This 
bought time for governments to build systems to test, trace, isolate, and 
support people, to attain something like normal society by the end of 
2020. Most governments did not manage to stay on this narrow path, 
and instead fell into making tradeoffs between the economy and public 
health (Greer et al., 2021). The inequalities in COVID-19 mortality in 
rich countries often meant political debates about how to value the lives 
of older people against the putative economic benefits of early reopening. 

The stakes are made much higher by the needless and tragic tradeoffs 
between people in the COVID-19 pandemic. As a US newspaper column-
ist wrote, it mattered greatly whether we highlighted the age effects of the 
pandemic, calling it a ‘boomer remover’, or the race, class and gender ine-
qualities it revealed, which in the case of the USA made it a ‘brother killer’ 
afflicting Black men (Blow, 2020). The same exercise could be done for any 
country. The virus targets people unequally. The odds of catching it vary 
with employment and reflect inequalities: once the virus is circulating in a  
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population, the people most at risk of catching it are those who are in 
constant contact with others, in confined spaces, for long periods of 
time. That explains why abattoirs, prisons and nursing homes were all 
hot spots in many places. The key inequalities there are not about age; 
they are about who works in ‘essential’ tasks, such as caring work, that 
are often poorly paid and largely carried out by women, people of colour 
and immigrants. They are also about crowded and multigenerational 
living arrangements where it is hard to block spread within a household. 
Crowding and multigenerational family living arrangements are not 
evenly distributed in the population. Even among nursing homes in the 
USA, ones with more Black and Latino patients had higher infection 
and mortality rates (Curtis, 2020). The risk of hospitalization and death 
from the virus, then, varied with age and other co-morbidities such as 
hypertension and diabetes. Again, these reflect other inequalities such as 
class, race and ethnicity. COVID-19 is clearly more dangerous to older 
people, but the odds of catching it and having the other co-morbidities 
that make it more dangerous are all reflective of deeper social inequal-
ities from which age is mostly a distraction. COVID-19 belies simple 
narratives of win-lose intergenerational politics and policies. Not only 
did the deaths in homes for older people remind us of how poorly treated 
many of them are, it also showed that for all the intergenerational enmity 
pundits discuss, younger people were willing to stay home for them.

1.5 Win-Win Policy and Politics: the Life-Course Approach

What is the alternative to a zero-sum politics of ageing? We argue for 
win-win policies. Win-win policies aim for a positive-sum collective 
outcome, and the analytical tool that is most useful in identifying 
positive-sum collective outcomes in health and ageing issues is the life-
course approach. Ageing is a process that takes place over a lifetime, 
beginning before birth and ending upon death. Nor is it a static process 
specific to a certain age group. Rather, it is a continuous development 
throughout one’s lifetime (Kalache & Kickbusch, 1997). In order to 
better see the case of ageing as such, a life-course concept was developed. 
This is a holistic examination of the various life stages, beginning with 
embryonic and foetal life, infancy, early childhood, school age, ado-
lescence and reproductive age (including pre-conception), all the way 
up to old age (Aagaard-Hansen et al., 2019). Life-course approaches 
are sometimes misunderstood to simply mean that we should focus 
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on the very young, but understood correctly a life-course perspective 
identifies positive interventions at every age. The life-course perspec-
tive not only shows that a person’s current health is shaped by early 
exposures to physical, environmental and psychological factors (Jones 
et al., 2019), but also helps in understanding the origin, persistence 
and transmission of health disparities across generations (Braveman, 
2009; Kuh et al., 2003). 

In order to be able to address transgenerational disparities and the 
disadvantages they bring with them, interventions need to envelop multi-
generations, which implies looking towards all-encompassing solutions 
such as universal primary prevention, strengthening families and build-
ing children’s skills through adolescence and young adulthood (Jones 
et al., 2019). With every child able to reach his or her potential to be 
a healthy, engaged, productive citizen, the skills to plan for and parent 
the next generation are secured (Cheng et al., 2016). In this way, a life-
course perspective is incorporated into health disparities interventions 
by seeing the whole person, the entire family and the comprehensive 
community system (Cheng & Solomon, 2014).

If the goal is healthy ageing, then policies and initiatives must 
encourage the healthy development of the individual so that human 
capital can be accumulated and maintained over the course of one’s 
life (Bovenberg, 2007). The ultimate goal of the life-course perspective 
is to help individuals maintain the highest possible level of functional 
capacity throughout all stages of their life while reducing inequalities 
not only between gender and classes, but also between the generations 
(Anxo et al., 2010). 

The World Health Organization presents an action framework for 
policymakers that helps visualize the investments necessary within 
the various stages (WHO, 2007) while at the same time recognizing 
the connections across all stages and domains in life (Maeder, 2015). 
According to the Minsk Declaration assembled at the WHO European 
ministerial conference in Belarus in 2015 (WHO, 2015), an adaptation 
of a life-course approach in the context of health means the following:

•	 recognizing that all stages of a person’s life are intricately intertwined 
with each other, with the lives of other people in society and with 
past and future generations of their families;

•	 understanding that health and wellbeing depend on interactions 
between risk and protective factors throughout people’s lives;
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•	 taking action… early to ensure the best start in life; appropriately 
to protect and promote health during life’s transition periods; 
and together, as a whole society, to create healthy environments, 
improve conditions of daily life and strengthen people-centred 
health systems.

Successful applications of the life-course approach can be found in the 
initiatives brought forth by Iceland surrounding the economic crisis 
and its impact on welfare, as well as by Malta and its confrontation of 
obesity and its direct costs to the health care system.

Box 1.1 Icelandic Welfare Watch

I C E L A N D I C  W E L FA R E  WAT C H
Problem: The initiative was established as a response to the 
Icelandic financial crisis in 2008 where the three largest banks 
collapsed, the national currency fell by 86 per cent, unemployment 
rose from 2 to 8 per cent and inflation increased from 6 to 18 per 
cent. This crisis caused major stress on public budgets whereby 
public authorities were made to operate under highly constrained 
conditions.

Initiative Aim: The objective was to create a system that could 
reduce the impact of health-related problems when a society was hit 
by economic collapse. This strategy included limiting the negative 
impact of the crisis on populations’ wellbeing, developing emergency 
responses and services for different social groups in situations of crisis 
and creating flexible employment solutions.

Life-Course Approach: Working groups were established to help 
children and families with children to ensure sufficient access to 
relevant services such as guaranteed school lunches. Additional 
working groups were developed to create social indicators responsible 
for tracking welfare across social groups over time with the goal 
of monitoring and informing policies and services. Furthermore, a 
steering group made up of local authorities, health service workers, 
ministers, etc., was created to implement measures to support 
households, draft guidelines for local authorities on budget reduction 
and define basic welfare and educational services.

Sources: CHRODIS, n.d.; WHO, 2018; Whittaker & Thorsteinsson, 2016
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1.6 The Book in Brief

Many will argue that the reason societies don’t opt for win-win solu-
tions is the selfish interests of older people; in other words, that we get 
win-lose policies because of win-lose politics, and it’s older people who 
sustain those politics. The argument runs that their numerical weight 
and political engagement mean that politicians attend to their interests, 
and that their interests are in generous benefits for themselves, paid 
for in ways that damage the interests of younger people. We argue in 
Chapter 3 that this argument is simply wrong in most countries. Even 
in the United States and United Kingdom, where it is probably most 
valid, it is not a very useful explanation of politics and policy. Older 

Box 1.2 Healthy Weight for Life strategy

H E A LT H Y  W E I G H T  F O R  L I F E  S T R AT E G Y  ( H W L ) 
D E V E L O P E D  B Y  M A LTA

Problem: The initiative was established in response to the immense 
problem of obesity in Malta, where 40–48 per cent of children and 
58 per cent of adults are overweight and obese. This produces an 
excess direct cost for the Maltese health service estimated at €20 
million per year, and amounted to 5.7 per cent of the country’s total 
health expenditure in 2008.

Initiative Aim: The overall aim of the HWL strategy is to curb and 
reverse the growing proportion of overweight and obese children 
and adults in the population in order to reduce the health, social and 
economic consequences of excess bodyweight.

Life-Course Approach: Promoting healthy eating in early years 
through the increased encouragement of breastfeeding and during 
a child’s school years through the use of school-wide competitions 
and guidelines for parents, but also at the workplace and in homes 
for the elderly. Incentives to encourage a higher intake of fruits and 
vegetables were implemented in 2011 and incentives for employers 
were established to foster healthy eating at the workplace. The 
introduction of hospital-wide regulations to ensure that canteens in 
hospitals and homes for elderly adults are following healthy dietary 
guidelines.

Sources: Superintendence of Public Health, 2012; WHO, 2018
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people are far more diverse than such an image suggests, and they do 
not vote as a bloc. In fact, many are generous to younger people, in 
their personal actions and in their politics. As common sense and our 
lived experience would suggest, many older people are very concerned 
for the welfare of their families and their societies. Thus, for example, 
it is perfectly coherent for older people to have voted on issues such as 
Brexit; a vote for either Leave or Remain could be intended as a vote to 
leave a better country for future generations. To say that older people 
should vote differently or not vote is to devalue their experience and 
assume their absolute egoism: a manifest error. Older people do not 
vote as a bloc because, as individuals, their lives are shaped by many 
other factors that are more important than age: class, gender, ethnicity, 
nationality, rurality, family status and all the other factors that cumulate 
into an individual voter’s approach to the world.

Even if an older persons’ bloc vote did exist, there is actually no 
reason to expect that politicians would listen to it. This might come as a 
surprise to those who expect politicians to chase the median voter (aka 
the centre of the electorate) but is borne out by a great deal of political 
science research. Chapter 4 shows that there is very little political science 
research suggesting that policies of any kind are driven by electoral 
demand. Rather, policy is shaped by factors primarily of interest to elites 
(e.g. a perception of fiscal unsustainability, or EU law or international 
advice), interest group activities (e.g. the lobbying of unions, employers 
and others) and internal arguments among senior politicians about 
what strategies to pursue in order to win elections. Collectively, these 
elite interests and coalitions shape the policies and agendas offered to 
voters (Greer, 2015; Kingdon, 2010). The preferences of the putative 
median voters can change with framing and agenda-setting, which is 
why median voter models are essentially misleading. This is a point with 
vast supporting evidence in political science, but one that runs contrary 
to comfortable ideas about politicians ‘pandering’ (Jacobs & Shapiro, 
2000), and also runs contrary to comfortable ideas that modern dem-
ocratic political systems make decisions that reflect exogenous voters’ 
views rather than complex interest politics in which public opinions 
and elections are only one, malleable, component (Hacker & Pierson, 
2014). We should not focus the blame on voters of any age if they are 
primarily responding to agendas set by others. 

If elite supply of policy ideas rather than voters’ demand for electoral 
ideas shapes the agenda and the decisions, then the road to understanding 
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decisions about ageing and health starts with understanding the supply 
of ideas. Chapter 5 focuses on the politics of the supply of ideas. Policies 
can powerfully shape the way that individual people, geographic places 
and larger polities experience demographic changes and the ensuing 
politics. It shows that there are multiple, complex, ways in which 
coalitions can come together to produce win-win solutions. Women’s 
organizations, public sector unions and providers of health and long-
term care all appear as advocates for life-course approaches to ageing. 
This reflects their interests: for example, organizations representing the 
largely female and often precarious long-term care workforce might 
have an interest in expanded access and funding for care services, while 
working women might appreciate assistance with their caring respon-
sibilities. Universal long-term care, for example, might be championed 
by a coalition of employers, unions and women’s organizations who 
want to keep working-age female employees in the labour force instead 
of having them drop out to focus on caring, providers and unions of 
their employees who seek a stable source of funding for their businesses, 
local governments eager to dispose of expensive responsibilities to care 
for indigent older people, and a finance ministry concerned about the 
loss of working age women to the unpaid care sector. An option thus 
formulated could then be put to voters in the expectation that many 
people, such as working women, would like it. Indeed, this is almost 
exactly what happened in Japan (Schoppa, 2006).

These two chapters, together, make a key claim of this book: age, 
however understood, is a weak predictor of anything to do with the 
politics of ageing. Once rigorous controls for variables such as edu-
cation, income and wealth have been introduced, age itself is a weak 
predictor of people’s opinions, and public opinion is a weak predictor 
of politics. Instead of drawing facile lines from demographics through 
interests and public opinion to policies, it makes more sense to reverse 
the direction of causality and understand policy decisions and agendas 
as the product of arguments among and within coalitions of elites and 
interests. Organized groups such as political parties, employers, unions, 
the finance sector (insurers), women’s organizations and organizations 
that represent older people shape policy ideas, political strategies and 
the definition of problems (Greer, 2015).

Framing the politics of ageing as a war of the generations obscures 
what really shapes the lives and views of older as well as younger 
people. Chapter 6 reframes the stakes of ageing politics, arguing that 
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the real question of ageing in politics and health should be: who gets 
to be old? The ‘Greedy Geezer’ narrative of self-serving older people 
implicitly focuses our attention on wealthy older people, summoning 
an image of people who retire early to spend decades on cruise ships, 
and obscuring the experiences and problems of those who are not so 
lucky. What truth it has comes from the simple fact that many of the 
least lucky, the people who are most affected by health and broader 
socioeconomic inequalities, don’t get to be old. Systemic inequities in 
societies are reflected in health data, which includes both life expec-
tancy and healthy life expectancy. There are many policies that have 
some ability to reduce health inequalities, typically through reducing 
broader inequalities. 

As sports commentators say, it is important to keep one’s eye on the 
ball. Consider a basic thought experiment in the social policy of ageing. 
If we argue that universal public long-term care is unaffordable, all we 
propose to do is change the ways in which long-term care is provided for 
most people. If we finance long-term care out-of-pocket, we can expect 
the predictable effects of any shift of social expenditure to out-of-pocket 
payments. The very wealthy might not see much change. Middle-class 
families with some patrimony will see the costs of care eat into their 
inheritances. Working-class families will probably see a reduction in their 
disposable income, whether they spend it on care provision or have a 
family member reduce their participation in paid employment in order 
to provide informal care. For the unluckiest, old age will mean whatever 
system exists in a given country to look after the indigent. As COVID19 
hotspots in nursing homes show, that system is usually not set up to 
maximize older people’s wellbeing. On the other hand, if we establish 
a public universal system, it will concentrate a very large expenditure 
into one programme, and while that programme might be attractive, it 
will also contain intimidating upfront costs. Those groups in society, 
especially high-earning individuals who do not expect to benefit but 
do expect to pay for it in their taxes, will be opponents, even if it is in 
principle an efficient way to maximize overall social welfare by ensuring 
that everybody has a guarantee of decent long-term care, financed by 
the broadest possible pool. As this stylized example might make clear, 
the distributional decisions are not intergenerational. They are intra-
generational, deciding how resources will be allocated between classes. 

Chapter 7 keeps our eye on the ball, evaluating the inequality 
dynamics of two different events: German Reunification and the rise of 
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English investment in reducing inequalities under Labour governments 
(1996–2010) followed by its fall under Conservative-led governments 
since 2010. These two very different events both produced discontinuities 
which allowed us to understand the impact of win-win (positive sum) 
or win-lose (zero-sum) policies on who even gets to be old, let alone live 
well. Inequalities can be reduced, but the effective way to reduce them 
is by focusing not on putative intergenerational inequalities but rather 
on more deeply rooted inequalities that reproduce across generations 
and are made up of more than the legacies of the political economies 
that people occupied when they were younger. 

The conclusion points back to the extent to which the talk of an 
‘ageing crisis’ that so preoccupies many policy analysts despite its scant 
empirical foundations has shaped the supply side of policies. Zombie 
ideas such as ‘ageing societies face increased health care costs’ continue 
to march along despite multiple efforts to kill them off. In the face of 
those zombie ideas, this chapter argues that real-life studies show how 
policies that use life-course approaches to achieve equity make real 
differences, and the kind of austerity favoured by many advocates of 
intergenerational accounting actively harms society.

1.7 Conclusion

Much of the global discourse about ageing and health is needlessly 
gloomy. One of the great postwar achievements, the welfare state, has 
enabled another wondrous outcome: a human society in which most 
people live for a long time. But for some, these two goals are now in 
conflict, and the ageing society makes the welfare state that helped 
birth it unsustainable. Some view many of the aforementioned threats 
as unavoidable and unsolvable and conclude that the only remedy is 
to tear down the welfare state, dismantle entitlement programmes and 
raise retirement ages. What should be viewed as one of social policy’s  
greatest achievements is instead the impetus for its destruction.

Ageing as a health policy problem is very manageable, and there is 
lots of good research and policy thinking on topics such as the best way 
to recalibrate primary care services to respond to ageing populations. 
As shown above, there is also little reason to expect that ageing soci-
eties will have substantially higher health care costs, or even that we 
are measuring everything that matters, given the role of older people 
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in informal care, civil society and other unpaid roles that often conflict 
with paid employment but are crucial to people, families and societies. 

It might be surprising to learn that ageing is not necessarily a big 
problem for the fiscal sustainability of health systems; it might also be 
surprising to learn that the politics of ageing are not necessarily the 
politics of intergenerational warfare. Not only are win-win solutions 
possible, that are beneficial all along the life-course, but the politics 
of those solutions are more concrete and personal than airy talk of 
generations suggests. On one side, voters have concrete and personal 
experiences and interests, born of experiences as disparate as dropping 
out of paid employment to care for parents and depending on parents’ 
caring in order to work. Those experiences do not translate in any simple 
way into a demand for greater or lesser taxes or social expenditures. 
People can be generous as well as selfish, and even if they are selfish, 
they will often define their selfishness in terms of their family, locale, 
race, ethnicity or class rather than age. Elites, meanwhile, are paid 
to represent groups, shape agendas and make policy, and have much 
more specific interests, whether they represent doctors, care homes, the 
elderly, workers, women, the finance ministry or any of the many other 
groups seeking advantage in the politics of ageing societies. Those elites’ 
interactions, and the coalitions and conflicts among them, shape what 
policies are offered to voters and what drive politics. 

This book brings together research on why population ageing is 
often (erroneously) viewed cataclysmically, particularly from a health 
financing perspective, and reviews approaches to get the win-win ageing 
policies we need. The ‘crisis’ that Western Europe is facing is not so much 
that demographics are shifting as that there are currently few sufficient 
and effective policies in place to support the shift in a sustainable way. 
Ageing societies are not doomed to crisis, or even to difficulties sustaining 
their welfare state. There are win-win solutions, which can be inferred 
from a life-course approach, but they often require overcoming narrow 
interests by building broader coalitions. 

The controversy that this book speaks to is the general belief that 
wealthy older people, assumed to be a homogeneous voting group, 
vote for policies that benefit themselves; this is a falsity depicted both 
demographically and theoretically. Older people do not vote homogene-
ously and in most polities policy is only partially a product of electoral 
demands. In addition, as shown briefly in this chapter, it is incorrect 
to think that all older people are poor, but at the same time not all of 
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them are rich; this is a very heterogeneous group, which also makes 
them very susceptible to inequalities. Given the heterogeneity among 
older people there are some that may need support; this support is not 
that expensive and can be made intergenerationally fair through the 
implementation of not ageing policies but life-course policies.

Coalitions are the result of intersecting solidarities: intergenerational 
and class as well as citizenship and gender. Coalitions are the answer 
to establishing healthy ageing policies without sacrificing people of any 
age. Policymakers need to understand how gender, class and region 
collectively shape ageing politics in order to be able to understand 
the tradeoffs in place. Only with this understanding can equitable and 
effective win-win policies be made.

The argument that the book makes is a simple one: Western societies 
can evolve from the politics of unhealthy ageing produced by lose-lose 
policies to the politics of healthy ageing by following a life-course 
approach through the adaptation of win-win policies. The aim is to 
solve the “ageing crisis” in the same it way it was created: politics. We 
argue that using political imagination can point us to policies which 
decrease both inter- and intragenerational inequalities.
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2 Older People in Europe

2.1 Diversity and Inequality

We too often form our perspectives or design policies based on simplis-
tic notions of generational warfare or stereotypes. Precise definitions 
and examination of data on the life conditions of older people lead us 
to the same conclusion as a quick contemplation of our own lives: the 
situations, goals and behaviours of older people are very diverse. 

Defining older people is not simple. Even though population ageing is 
something that clearly occurs due to shifts in age-demographics in their 
entirety (i.e. increases in the number of people at older ages relative to 
the number of people at younger ages), when we talk about population 
ageing – and especially when we warn of the consequences of population 
ageing – usually we are really focusing our attention on older people. 
To understand then the consequences of population ageing it makes 
sense to turn our attention to focus primarily on the people that make 
up this group. It must be acknowledged that there is no age grouping 
that universally defines people as being older. Often (as we will discuss 
further below) age 65 is taken as a cut-off point, with anyone above age 
65 being considered older. In fact, the diversity of the ageing experience 
can be divided to encompass ‘older adults’ (65–84) and the ‘older old’ 
(85+). These categories can be further divided by including the ‘younger 
old’ (65–74), but for the purposes of this book the two categories will 
suffice. As lived experience shows, calendar age is a convenient way to 
classify but a poor guide to health status or behaviour. People at the 
same age have varying degrees of health and activity, which ultimately 
affects their role in society. 

Further, discussions of ageing societies do not always distinguish 
between different interpretations of what different cohort (generation) 
sizes mean. It is possible to discuss simple numbers: more people were 
born in year X than in year Y. This means, for example, that the size 
of the Baby Boom generation (the generation born just after World 
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War Two) affects pension expenditures, while the relatively small size 
of the generation born after the mid-1990s is producing a decline in 
demand for education in many places. These are simple demographic 
facts that we can see in Figure 1.2. Their actual policy impact is not 
so simple, though, and depends on other factors. For example, people 
born after the mid-1990s might be less numerous, but various factors 
including policy might encourage a higher share of them to pursue 
higher education. It is also possible to identify patterns in which a 
given property is more common in a given cohort. Higher education 
became much more accessible in the UK over the postwar years, which 
produces a relationship between age and likelihood that a person is a 
graduate. People who entered the labour market in a major downturn 
such as that of 2008 often face lower lifetime earnings. As we will 
argue, these relationships are more complex than they sound because 
they are shot through with intragenerational inequalities. Third, and 
perhaps most ambitious, are analyses that try to attribute a cast of 
mind to an entire generation. They channel the intuition in the quote 
attributed to Napoleon Bonaparte: ‘To understand the man you have 
to know what was happening in the world when he was twenty.’ These 
analyses (e.g. Howe & Strauss, 1992, 2009), which turn generations 
into actors, are generally based on shared formative characteristics; 
for example, the Baby Boomers or Millennials purportedly developed 
shared political and cultural ideas because of their shared experiences. 
They are far more problematic, as we shall argue below, because they 
privilege one variable, age, over all the other things that shape peo-
ple’s life experiences and views. Many of them almost immediately 
disqualify themselves because a close reading shows the partiality of 
the viewpoints they impressionistically represent (most often well off 
and highly educated ones) and the tendentiousness of their arguments 
(Bristow, 2019). Any account that gives the impression that most people 
have attended university, still less an elite university, gives away its 
own unrepresentativeness.

Distinguishing between these three understandings of generations 
matters greatly: it is not the same thing to say that ‘there are more 
45–49 year olds than 25–29 year olds in a given country’ (an ascer-
tainable demographic fact), to say that ‘35 year olds have on average 
lower average earnings than 45 year olds did at the same age’ (already 
a more probabilistic statement), and to say that ‘35 year olds are more 
likely to share a particular understanding of politics and policy that 
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is different from 45 year olds after controlling for other factors’ (an 
ambitious statement indeed). 

It is, nonetheless, easy to slide between the three different understand-
ings of demographics, but doing so can mislead because the experiences 
of people are very diverse within and between cohorts, and often more 
appropriately explained by other factors. Empirically, we do indeed 
find that the lived experiences of older people are different, within and 
between countries and within and between cohorts. The following 
sections intend to illustrate the experience of being an older person in 
European countries in 2017 using the 7th wave of SHARE1.

2.1.1 Income Insecurity Varies across the European Region, 
but It Is Better to Be on the Margins in Northern & Western 
Europe Than in Eastern Europe

Wealth has a considerable impact on whether healthy ageing is likely 
and whether ageing populations have a positive or negative impact on 
society. Wealthy men and women not only live longer, they also get 
more healthy life years after 50 years of age than the poorest individ-
uals (Zaninotto et al., 2020). In addition, the researchers found that 
education and social class also had an impact, but wealth was by far 
more significant. Similarly, wealthy older adults have a more positive 
impact on society than their poorer counterparts simply because they 
are healthier, thereby requiring less intensive or expensive care. In 
addition they were able to accumulate more asset wealth, which in turn 
contributed to economic growth when the assets translated into capital 
investments (Cylus et al., 2018).

An important concern at older ages therefore is income insecurity. 
While there are worries about the sustainability of pension systems in 
many country contexts, other countries have limited or non-existent 
pensions, causing older people to struggle to make ends meet. According 
to SHARE data, the extent to which older people age 65 and above 

1 According to its website, ‘The Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in 
Europe (SHARE) is a multidisciplinary and cross-national panel database of 
micro data on health, socioeconomic status and social and family networks 
of about 140,000 individuals aged 50 or older (around 380,000 interviews). 
SHARE covers 27 European countries and Israel.’ In this chapter we use data 
from the 7th and most recent wave of SHARE, which includes data collected in 
2017.
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report that they feel they are able to make ends meet varies across 
countries, from 13 per cent in Greece and Bulgaria to 91 per cent in 
Denmark and Luxembourg (Figure 2.1).

Grouping countries regionally into Southern Europe, Eastern Europe 
and Northern & Western Europe highlights the broad differences. For 
example, 85 per cent of people over age 65 in Northern & Western 
Europe reported they could easily or fairly easily get by, while only 58 
per cent and 39 per cent respectively in Southern and Eastern Europe 
reported the same. Even controlling for differences in age and gender2 
among the SHARE respondents, the probability of a person over age 
65 feeling unable to meet basic needs in Southern Europe is over four 
times higher than in Northern & Western Europe and over nine times 
higher in Eastern Europe than in Northern & Western Europe.

Within these broad regions, there are still significant differences in 
income insecurity. Less educated (ISCED-1997 below level 3) older 
people in general are more likely to face income insecurities, no matter 
where they live. But a low educated person in a country where a greater 
percentage of older people do not experience income insecurity is still 

2 All models in this chapter are logit models that control for age, age2 (to capture 
some degree of non-linearity) and gender unless described otherwise. Data are 
weighted using population weights.
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Figure 2.1 Percentage of people age 65+ who report they are able to make 
ends meet.
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better off than a low educated person in a country where the majority 
of older people do experience income security.

Looking only at the Northern & Western Europe sample as a whole, 
again adjusting for age and gender, an over 65 year old with low educa-
tion is more than three times more likely than a highly educated older 
person from Northern & Western Europe to report being unable to 
make ends meet. The same is true within Southern and Eastern Europe, 
comparing older people of different education levels, with statistically 
similar odds. So, within regions in Europe, the relationships between 
education level and income security at older ages is fairly consistent: 
more educated older people have greater income security.

However, comparing across all regions and levels of education together, 
and still controlling for age and gender, it becomes clear that a low edu-
cated older person in Northern & Western Europe on average still has 
greater income security than a relatively more educated person living 
further to the East. Model results confirm that a highly educated person 
65 years and over in Eastern Europe is still more than twice as likely to feel 
unable to make ends meet as a low educated 65+ in Northern & Western 
Europe. Simply put, when it comes to income security among older 
people, while there are differences everywhere that vary by education, 
it is more favourable to grow old in some countries than it is in others.

2.1.2 Most Older People Are Not in Paid Work but the 
Odds of Not Working Are Higher in Eastern Europe Than in 
Northern and Western Europe

To compensate for the lack of pensions, in some countries older people 
may engage in paid work for longer. Alternatively, it may be that people 
who have jobs that are limited by age-related factors (e.g. construction 
workers) leave the labour force at comparatively younger ages, while 
those in office jobs or other occupations that are not so physically 
demanding are able to continue to work at older ages; in this way, it 
may end up that the people who work longer are those who are more 
well off, rather than those who need to do so. 

According to the SHARE data, the percentage of people above 65 
working is overall quite low, around 2.5 per cent. This varies from 0.1 
per cent in Romania to 18 per cent in Israel, though in most countries 
the percentage is below 5 per cent. Most people in Europe are retired 
by the time they reach age 65.
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In fact, the likelihood of working after age 65 is much lower for 
Eastern Europeans than it is for the rest of Europe (Figure 2.2). Models 
suggest that Eastern Europeans over age 65 are more than twice as 
likely as Northern & Western Europeans to be retired or otherwise not 
working as opposed to working. This suggests that the ability to work 
is probably more of a luxury rather than something that older people 
continue to do in order to make ends meet.

2.1.3 Older People in Eastern Europe Are Most Likely to Live 
in Multigenerational Households 

Who older people live with is important for understanding their level 
of support. Older people are at an age where their children (if they 
have them) are adults. In some countries they will have left the family 
home, while in others adult children may stay until they are married. 
In others, multigenerational households may be the norm.

Looking at the SHARE data, 56 per cent of respondents age 65 and 
over reported living with their spouse or partner. The lowest percentages 
of respondents living with their spouse or partner is in Eastern Europe, 
compared to Northern & Western Europe and Southern Europe. A 
likely explanation for this is lower life expectancies in Eastern Europe, 
so the region is likely to have more widows or widowers. Models 
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Figure 2.2 Percentage of people age 65+ who are in paid work.
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suggest older people in Northern & Western Europe are 1.4 times and 
in Southern Europe 1.7 times as likely as Eastern Europeans to live with 
their spouse or partner.

However, older Eastern Europeans, on average, also have the largest 
households. According to the age 65 and over respondents in the SHARE 
data, the average household size in Northern & Western Europe is 1.7 
people, compared to 1.9 people in Southern Europe and 2.1 people in 
Eastern Europe. 

In fact, defining multigenerational households as any household with 
more than two people, or those with two people where the respond-
ent reports not living with a spouse or partner, there is a much higher 
likelihood of Eastern European older people living in multigenerational 
households than older people in other regions. According to model 
estimates, an older person in Eastern Europe is more than 5 times as 
likely as an older person in Northern & Western Europe to live in a 
multigenerational household. Southern European older people are 
around 3.5 times as likely as an older person in Northern & Western 
Europe to live in a multigenerational household.

2.1.4 The Health of Older People Varies across Regions 

Health (and, similarly, disability) is exceptionally important to consider 
when thinking about the ageing population. A key question that must 
be understood within this context is whether older people are spend-
ing their later years in good or bad health. This is significant because 
if longer life is healthy, active and fulfilling, then population ageing is 
less likely to become a potential crisis. If, however, ageing corresponds 
to a longer period of illness and limited activity, economic, social and 
health care costs may increase once a greater share of the population 
reaches older ages. The latest assessment of the health of older people 
in Europe (Rechel et al., 2020) finds that the assessment of whether 
people live longer in better or worse health depends very much on the 
measures used. In addition, the differences between and within countries 
are substantial, making it difficult to speculate on overall trends. The 
takeaway message is that while it is difficult to make broad statements 
about the health and disability trends among older people, health sys-
tems have the potential to contribute to increases in life expectancies, 
decreases in severe disability, and better coping and functioning with 
chronic disease.
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Health status is notoriously difficult to compare across individuals. 
Self-reported health status is one of the most commonly used indicators, 
despite the potential for reporting biases. Self-reported health is reported 
in SHARE on a 1–5 scale (1 is excellent, 5 is poor). For convenience we 
convert this into a binary indicator of good health.

The percentage of people over age 65 reporting good health differs 
across countries. Fewer than a third of older people over age 65 in 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Hungary report good health, whereas 
more than two-thirds of older people over age 65 in Sweden, Belgium, 
Czechia, Denmark and Switzerland report good health. Unsurprisingly, 
again the differences among older people can be seen very clearly looking 
across broad regions: 54 per cent of Northern & Western Europeans 
over age 65 report good health, 49 per cent of Southern Europeans, 
and only 40 per cent of Eastern Europeans.

These differences highlight very clearly how calendar age does not 
tell the full story when it comes to the life experience of being an older 
person. Controlling for gender, logit models suggest that the odds 
of 65–69 year olds in Northern & Western Europe reporting good 
health (as opposed to poor health) does not statistically differ from 
their same-aged counterparts in Southern Europe. But 65–69 year 
olds from Northern & Western Europe are nearly 70 per cent more 
likely to report good health than 65–69 year olds in Eastern Europe 
(Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3 Percentage of people age 65+ who report good health.
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Put another way, the same models estimate that the odds of an 
Eastern European 65–69 year old reporting to be in good health are 
not statistically different from a 75–79 year old in Northern & Western 
Europe reporting to be in good health. Effectively one could interpret this 
to mean that when it comes to self-reported health, Eastern Europeans, 
on average, age about a decade ahead of Northern & Western Europeans 
by the time they are in their late 60s. 

Of course, it isn’t only the region where an older person lives that 
matters for their health. Even after accounting for the effects of living 
in a particular region, more educated older people everywhere still have 
better odds of ageing in good health than those who are less educated. 
Figure 2.4 reports the odds of reporting good health by age and educa-
tion (all relative to 65–69 year olds who have low levels of education). 
The odds ratios are shown in line graphs to help to visualize how the 
likelihood of reporting good health changes with age. Controlling for 
gender and region, across all education levels, the likelihood of reporting 
good health declines with age. But because the odds decline from dif-
ferent starting points, more educated people retain a health advantage. 
For example, a highly educated 65–69-year-old European is 1.5 times 
more likely to report that they are in good health compared to a low 
educated 65–69 year old. A highly educated 75–79 year old also has 
a likelihood of reporting good health that is statistically not different 

Figure 2.4 Predicted odds of reporting good health by age category and 
level of education.
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from the odds of a low educated 65–69 year old reporting good health. 
What this implies is that after controlling for the effects of living in a 
particular region, low educated people in their late 60s have effectively 
aged – at least when it comes to their self-reported health – about ten 
years faster than those with high levels of education.

2.2 What Do Commonly Used Data Say about Population 
Ageing and Its Effects on Society?

The above analysis illustrates what many would think is obvious and 
which the late singer Aaliyah said even more succinctly in 1994 at the 
age of 15: ‘age ain’t nothing but a number’. Older people may share 
common traits but, depending on factors including (but not limited to) 
their education and the country they live in, they often have very dif-
ferent experiences in terms of their income security, support networks 
and health status. In effect, age, while not completely insignificant, is 
not necessarily the most important predictor when it comes to many 
factors, simply because what it means to age for different people in 
different country contexts differs.

Highlighting this variability among older people matters, because 
all too often policies that are considered when trying to respond to the 
perceived threats of population ageing take a broad-brush approach. 
Whether proposing to deal with fiscal pressures by raising pension ages 
across the board or resisting calls to expand entitlement to long-term or 
social care services without acknowledging the huge variation in access 
to informal care or abilities to self-fund social care, all too often older 
people are treated like a single homogeneous group. 

Nevertheless, many of the common metrics used in the context of 
population ageing do not take these differences across older people into 
account. At face value, some of them would seem to support concerns 
over population ageing. One of the most well-known metrics is known 
as the old-age dependency ratio, sometimes referred to as a support 
ratio. These aim to compare the ratio of the ‘non-working’ population 
to the ‘working’ population by relating the size of the population above 
a pre-determined chronological age (considered not to be working and 
to require ‘support’) to the adult population below the pre-determined 
age (who are considered to be working and thus ‘supporting’ them). 
For example, one could calculate the ratio of the population size over 
65 years to the population size 15–64 years and express the ratio per 
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100 working-age people (e.g. 30 older people for every 100 of working 
age). The age threshold is often 65, which reflects the official pension 
age in many countries.

Despite its ubiquities, this metric has a number of important limita-
tions. Chief among these is the assumption that all older people above a 
certain age are out of work, requiring and in receipt of external financial 
support, while younger-aged adults are assumed to be economically 
active and contributing into support systems. In fact, there is considera-
ble variability in terms of normal retirement ages (i.e. the official age at 
which an individual can retire with a full pension) and average effective 
retirement ages (i.e. the age of exit from the labour force), both across 
countries and within countries across time, as well as between men 
and women. For example, according to OECD data, in South Korea 
men work on average 11.0 years beyond their normal retirement age, 
whereas in Slovenia men leave the labour force on average 5.4 years 
before their normal retirement age. Women in South Korea work 11.2 
years longer, while women in Poland leave the labour force 7.2 years 
before normal retirement age.

Data from 1970 to 2014 also suggest that across countries, people 
have been leaving the formal labour force at progressively earlier 
ages over time, with a slight reversal to that trend in recent years (see 
Figure 2.5). The OECD-34 average retirement age for men in 1970 
was 68.4 years, but this fell to a low of 63 years by 2004 before slowly 
rising again to 65.1 years in 2016.

Figure 2.5 Average retirement ages among men in OECD-34 countries, 
1970 to 2016. 

Source: Cylus et al., 2019
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Using any single age threshold for the support ratio will mask the 
fact that many people above the age threshold remain in the workforce, 
particularly in low-income countries, and many other older people 
who are not in the workforce are economically independent, are not 
dependent on the state for their incomes and pay tax on asset-based 
income and pensions. Not all younger people below the age threshold are 
economically active; as of April 2020, seasonally adjusted youth unem-
ployment (under 25 years) was 15.8 per cent in the Eurozone (Eurostat, 
2020). Increases in working-age unemployment rates increase the ratio 
of those who are genuinely dependent to those who are supporting 
them. This is a particular problem given high youth unemployment in 
many countries – but has no effect on the support ratio metric itself. 

In essence, the old-age support ratio seems to raise an important 
policy question: will the older portion of the population become so large 
that it is unsustainable to continue to support it in the same way as 
before? It is a strangely simplistic concept. To say, in isolation, that we 
should be worried about the dependency ratio is to ignore productivity 
(if one working person is three times as productive as her grandpar-
ents, then why can’t she support three times more dependents?), the 
reduction in education and early years expenditure that arithmetically 
is happening when a society ‘ages’, and the uncounted contributions 
made by older people (e.g. unpaid child care that enables working age 
people’s labour market participation while probably also contributing 
to the health and happiness of children). 

Even if we put aside these basic conceptual problems with dependency 
ratios, the challenge is determining how most accurately to capture the 
comparison between the size of the population requiring support and 
the size of the supporting population. There are additional caveats to 
consider, including the fact that the supported population may be sup-
porting itself to some extent through its own taxes, through providing 
informal care for other people requiring support, or through income 
from savings and assets. Two alternative approaches attempt more 
properly to account for changes in population health and disability, 
and for changes in the proportion of consumers and producers.

Accounting for health and disability can be done through a metric 
called the prospective old-age dependency ratio (POADR), which takes 
forecasted increases in life expectancy into account and is defined as 
the number of people in age groups with life expectancies of fifteen 
years or fewer, divided by the number of people aged 20 years or older 
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Figure 2.6 Labour income and consumption over the life-cycle, South Korea, 2012.

Source: National Transfer Accounts, 2012
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in age groups with life expectancies greater than fifteen years. Another 
similar option to adjust for disability is the adult disability dependency 
ratio (ADDR), which is the number of adults at least 20 years old 
with disabilities divided by the number of adults at least 20 years old 
without them.

Alternatively, we can also gauge the level of ‘dependency’ by account-
ing for the actual numbers of consumers and producers in the old-age 
dependency ratio. The National Transfer Accounts – country level data 
which contain information on economic flows from one age group or 
generation to another – can be used for this purpose. Figure 2.6 pro-
vides the intuition for this metric. Here, we can see how production 
and consumption vary per person across the life-course using data from 
South Korea as an example. In childhood, people naturally consume 
far in excess of their production since the majority do not engage in 
any sort of labour until at least their mid- to late teenage years. During 
traditional working years people produce far more than they are able to 
consume. However, as people age, their production on average begins 
to fall, eventually to a point where it is below their level of consump-
tion. It follows then that a large share of the population at older ages 
(i.e. net consumers) superficially appears unsustainable. For a metric 
relating the total number of consumers to producers, one can take the 
population at each age group and weighting by average labour income 
and consumption at that age.

  Technical debate about these different metrics should not obscure 
the fact that they, and the concept of dependency itself, are political 
constructs, developed for identifiable political reasons (such as justifying 
old-age pensions, Winant, 2021) and used for other political reasons 
(such as the political call for reduced old-age expenditures under the 
guise of “intergenerational accounting,” Cooper, 2021). Statistics are 
costly to produce which means they are always political (Greer, 2019). 

Overall, this chapter has demonstrated that while policy and polit-
ical debates often talk about older people as if they were a single 
homogeneous group, in reality what it means to be an older person 
differs substantially both across countries and within countries. This 
has important implications, both for how we perceive people at older 
ages as well as how we should approach policy development in different 
country settings when it comes to ageing-related policies.
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3 Ageing Equally: Politics, Health and 
Solidarity 

Older people are not a homogeneous social group. Their needs and 
abilities, and the costs associated with providing for their well-being, 
vary with their socioeconomic status, gender, geographic location and 
health status, among other relevant dimensions of difference. It should 
come as no surprise, then, that older adults are not a politically homo-
geneous bloc, either. In public and policy conversations there is very 
often a tendency, however, to assume that older people are a singular 
pressure group that will act through the political system to secure 
a distribution of societal resources that primarily benefits them – as 
retirees, health care consumers, people without young children in the 
house, and the like. If governments fail to invest in policies that can 
promote well-being across the life-course, and instead focus on main-
taining social expenditure on the current generation of older people by 
squeezing current workers/future retirees, the story goes, it is because 
most governments are subject to greater pressure from older voters than 
from younger citizens, because the former vote at higher rates and are 
represented by powerful lobby groups. This argument was memorably 
summarized by the late British journalist Henry Fairlie, writing in The 
New Republic in 1988, as a problem of ‘greedy geezers’ living well at 
the expense of the young (Fairlie, 1988).

This chapter evaluates the argument that governments implement 
packages of policies that are favourable to older people, but that are 
societally sub-optimal, because of political pressure from older voters. 
It begins by laying out the core premises of the ‘greedy geezer’ narra-
tive: because pension transfers, high-cost medical care and policies that 
protect transferable assets like housing are highly salient to older people 
and to their advocates, intense preferences for these types of policies 
communicated to politicians and policymakers will eventually crowd 
out other, more societally optimal policies. Examples of this narrative in 
national-level political debates in the UK, Germany, Italy and the USA 
are presented alongside evidence that many international organizations 
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have also largely accepted the narrative’s premises. The chapter next 
evaluates empirical evidence for and against the core claims of this nar-
rative, drawn mainly from Western European countries where roughly 
similar party systems and policymaking environments have allowed for 
systematic analysis that transcends individual country and party cases. 
Weighing this evidence, the chapter concludes that older people and 
their organized representatives (e.g. pensioner parties, pensioner unions 
and advocacy groups) in some contexts do push for policies that are 
‘greedy’ in the sense of being beneficial for older voters and/or their own 
children, but not for society as a whole. However, this phenomenon is 
far from universal: it is especially pronounced in the USA and the UK, 
but much less so in other national contexts. 

The chapter goes on to demonstrate that the policy packages adopted 
by national governments are generally motivated by concerns other than 
appeasing older voters. Our core argument is that governments do not 
implement packages of policies that are favourable to older people but 
societally sub-optimal (because they lead to under-investment in younger 
people, health inequalities and higher health care spending) as a result 
of pressure from ageing voters and their organized representatives. This 
is an attribution error – albeit an understandable one, given that many 
scholars as well as policymakers and members of the public mistakenly 
assume that social policy choices result primarily from demands from 
the electorate. But several core features of democratic politics explain 
why this presumption is incorrect: most people don’t usually vote in 
their own interests; there is a difference between voting for parties and 
voting for policies; parties say one thing as marketing but often propose 
policies that are quite different; and parties’ manifesto promises are 
often different from what they actually do. The chapter concludes by 
arguing that characterizing older people as uniformly ‘greedy’ obscures 
the fact that inequality among older adults means that many need more 
support than they actually receive – a point that we take up in much 
greater detail later in this volume.

3.1 The ‘Greedy Geezer’ Narrative

The idea that older voters are responsible for imbalances in social 
spending priorities that benefit mainly current retirees is itself, well, old. 
While Fairlie’s 1988 New Republic article introduced the phrase ‘greedy 
geezers’ to the English-speaking world’s punditry, scholars had been 
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making more sober claims about the influence of older people on social 
policy since the mid-1970s. In one of the first cross-national analyses of 
social spending in OECD countries in 1975, for example, University of 
California Professor Harold Wilensky argued that increasing allocation 
of social resources to older adults was a result of ageing populations that 
created not only a need for more welfare spending (mainly in the form 
of pensions), but also a political constituency to fight for that spending 
(Wilensky, 1975). The 1980s saw the development of similar arguments 
by other welfare state scholars: Pampel and Williamson (1989) found 
that in democratic countries the ‘political pressure of a large aged 
population’ was an important influence on spending; and Thomson 
(1989) posited the ageing of a politically powerful ‘welfare generation’ 
as the driving force behind the growing emphasis of welfare states on 
programmes for older people versus programmes for children from the 
1970s onward. (Thomson would go on to assert more polemically that 
the ‘selfish generation’ that reached adulthood just after the Second 
World War had tailored welfare state spending for its own purposes, 
and at the expense of the young (Thomson, 1993).)

Whether older people desire social programmes that benefit them 
directly, or because they want to protect their assets in order to pass 
them down to their children, the ‘greedy geezer’ narrative posits that 
welfare policy mixes emphasizing win-lose solutions – short-term ben-
efits for older people at the expense of longer-term social investment – 
come about because of political pressure from older voters. Clements 
(2018) describes such a narrative in the UK, a country where rhetoric 
blaming older people has been particularly harsh: ‘Whether it’s the nasty 
sentiment that Brexit voters are a bunch of selfish old bigots whose 
demise can’t come too soon, or that Baby Boomers have been piling up 
problems for moaning Millennials, or that old people are just getting 
in the way with their “bed-blocking” and their unreasonable expecta-
tion that younger folk should subsidise their state pensions, free bus 
passes, TV licences and winter fuel allowances – again and again, we 
see generational disdain for older people’ (Clements, 2018). But even in 
other countries where the age cleavage is less politicized, similar public 
pronouncements are common. For example, a 2013 opinion piece in 
the Washington Post titled ‘Payments to our elders are harming our 
future’ (Holzer & Sawhill, 2013) was part of ‘A meme that has been 
bubbling up in the media for months’ and that ‘goes something like 
this: The elderly have it too good. They claim too much of the country’s 
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financial resources and will eat their children’s—and grandchildren’s—
breakfast, lunch, and dinner unless Social Security and Medicare are cut. 
The country can no longer afford to give seniors so much’ (Lieberman, 
2013). In Germany, meanwhile, recent reporting claims that ‘the data 
shows that young people feel they’ve been saddled with the problems 
of their parents and grandparents – and that their political future has 
been determined by an older generation […] “The politics we have now 
here in Germany are more for middle-aged people, Baby Boomers – not 
for the younger generation,” said Aaron Hinze, a 24-year-old working 
in health care in Berlin’ (Schultheis, 2018).

Midway between politics and scholarship, international organizations 
have themselves both bought into and promoted the ‘greedy geezer’ 
narrative, albeit more subtly. While older adults themselves are generally 
not blamed explicitly for hijacking the welfare state, population ageing 
is portrayed as a cataclysmic event for society because of the presumed-
inevitable drain that ageing must place on social systems. The World 
Bank’s landmark 1994 report on pension policy, for example – a report 
that would go on to inform the Bank’s pension policy proposals for 
Eastern Europe and much of the developing world – was titled ‘Averting 
the Old Age Crisis’ (World Bank, 1994). The ‘crisis’ of demographic 
change, according to the report’s Foreword, ‘threatens not only the old 
but also their children and grandchildren, who must shoulder, directly 
or indirectly, much of the increasingly heavy burden of providing for the 
aged’ (World Bank, 1994, xiii). If this framing seems like a relic of the 
first, panicky decades in which population ageing emerged as a policy 
issue, though, consider that the International Monetary Fund stated in 
their 2004 World Economic Outlook, focused on demographic change, 
contained the caption ‘The last train for pension reform leaves in …’ 
above a figure showing the year at which older voters would surpass 
50 per cent of the electorate (IMF, 2004, 165). As recently as 2017, 
the OECD warned that ‘In order to implement the needed reforms 
popular and political support is needed. Cutting benefits, increasing 
contributions or raising the retirement age, however, are unpopular. 
Given the significant political clout of older age groups, pension reforms 
that limit benefits paid over longer periods might be difficult to pass’ 
(OECD, 2017, 17).

European-level intergovernmental organizations, too, have adopted 
this narrative. For example, in 2009 the European Commission’s 
Directorate General of Employment, Social Affairs and Equal 
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Opportunities requisitioned a Flash Eurobarometer poll on intergen-
erational solidarity. The poll prompted respondents to consider a variety 
of ‘greedy geezer’ tropes, including ‘Young people and older people do 
not easily agree on what is best for society’, ‘Because there will be a 
higher number of voters decision makers will pay less attention to young 
people’s needs’, and ‘Older people are a burden for society’ (Gallup 
Organisation, 2009). While the Commission’s intention was surely not 
to stoke intergenerational conflict, the fact that they were concerned 
enough to ask these questions in a public opinion poll suggests that their 
own framing of the issue of demographic change was influenced by a 
narrative that emphasizes the potential for intergenerational conflict 
resulting from the excessive demands of older adults.

What is the logic underlying the ‘greedy geezers’ narrative? We can 
think about social policy priorities, like other goods, as being produced 
following an interaction between demand and supply. In this case, 
demand for policies comes from voters and organized interests, while 
the supply-side of the equation stems from politicians’ desires to gain 
or remain in office. The ‘greedy geezers’ narrative starts with a demand-
side assumption that social policies such as pensions, medical care 
and policies that protect transferable assets like housing and financial 
wealth are so salient to older people and their advocates that they tend 
to crowd out other social policy preferences that might exist in the 
electorate. If this assumption is correct, then we would expect to see 
differences in public opinion and political mobilization between older 
and younger voters when it comes to key social and economic policy 
issues. We would expect older people to support policies that are in their 
immediate interest, and not in the interests of younger people. Organized 
interests acting on behalf of retirees – for example, pensioners’ unions, 
pensioner parties or lobby groups representing seniors – would also be 
expected to advocate for win-lose policies that protect the immediate 
financial interests of current elders, including protecting their assets so 
that they can be passed down to their descendants.

The supply of policies, in this logic, depends on politicians being 
exquisitely sensitive to the perceived electoral power of older voters. 
Politicians may themselves be indifferent about whether win-win or 
win-lose policies are best, but they cater to the wishes of older people 
because the latter vote at higher rates than the young and/or because 
senior lobbies are perceived to pose a threat if angered. The notion of 
old-age Social Security pensions constituting the ‘third rail’ of American 
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politics – ‘touch it, you’re dead’, electorally – exemplifies this aspect of 
the ‘greedy geezers’ narrative1. If this assumption is correct, we would 
expect to see parties with more older voters advocating more win-lose 
policies; evidence that political parties, candidates and ministers make 
win-lose policies in response to perceived pressure from older voters; 
and politicians seeking to minimize the visibility of their actions to older 
voters when they must go against their preferences.

The ‘greedy geezer’ narrative draws on some objective political 
realities, but it ignores others. As a result, it is partly correct, but 
also misleading. The remainder of this chapter demonstrates this by 
drawing on the recent published empirical work in political science. It 
is true that as populations age, older voters make up a larger share of 
the electorate, and many of them do place a higher priority on some 
policies that will benefit older people. In some cases, this may lead to 
sacrificing some policies that will benefit younger people. However, older 
voters also hold many policy preferences that are similar to those of 
younger people. Moreover, older people do not tend to vote as a bloc 
or to mobilize politically on behalf of win-lose policy issues that benefit 
them alone. These findings from recent political science research cast 
doubt on the demand-driven explanation for policymakers’ tendency to 
enact win-lose rather than win-win policies. Factors affecting the supply 
side – for example, the structure of politics and policymaking, and the 
preferences of other actors such as politicians and peak organizations 
of business and labour – play a much larger role than the demographics 
of the electorate in determining the policy mix pursued by governments.

3.2 The Demand-Side Explanation for Win-Lose Policies: 
Partially, but Only Partially, Correct

The ‘greedy geezer’ narrative rests on two assumptions: that older people 
are likely to prefer win-lose social spending on generous pensions and 
medical care over the expansion of benefits such as education, child 
care or preventive health; and that when older people make up a large 
share of the electorate and have strong organized interests working on 

1 The metaphor is usually attributed to former Speaker of the US House of 
Representatives, Thomas P. ‘Tip’ O’Neill, who is said to have used it in the 
context of debates over the reform of Social Security pensions. However, it 
seems likely that the phrase originated with his aide, Kirk O’Donnell (Safire, 
2007)).
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their behalf, their policy preferences will tend to dominate those of the 
young. While much of the received wisdom on the political challenges 
of ageing populations, particularly connected to the welfare state, begins 
with these assumptions, empirical scholarship on public opinion and 
voting behaviour offers only partial support for them.

3.2.1 Older People Do Make Up a Large Share of Voters

Older people are indeed a growing share of the electorate, both because 
of their increasing share in the population, and because they have a 
higher propensity to vote than do younger age groups (Figure 3.1). In 
most European countries the share of adults who report having voted 
in the previous election rises with age until around age 70 (Bussolo et 
al., 2015, 265). In some countries a combination of local demographic 
conditions, voting behaviour and first-past-the-post electoral systems 
make the older share of the electorate seem particularly relevant. For 
example, in the 2010 UK general election, half of the constituencies in 
England, Scotland and Wales had electorates in which voters aged 55 
and up constituted a majority (Chaney, 2013, 458)2.

The reasons why older people vote at higher rates than younger 
people may be related strictly to age: by virtue of having spent more 
of their lives at or above the voting age, older people may be more 
strongly habituated to voting (Goerres, 2007). However, high voting 
rates among older adults may also be a result of period or cohort effects: 
today’s older people have a stronger normative attachment to voting 
because of their political socialization in the immediate post-war period 
(Goerres, 2007), while post-Baby Boom generations vote at lower rates 
than earlier cohorts (Bhatti & Hansen, 2012, 271). If very high voting 
rates are unique to people socialized in the immediate post-war period, 
differences in turnout rates between age groups may well decline in future 
elections. Such an outcome is predicted for Germany (Konzelmann et 
al., 2012, 259), although empirical analysis for many other countries 
is not available.

2 It is worth noting, however, that turnout among younger voters has risen 
in many contexts in very recent years. For example, in the 2019 European 
Parliament elections turnout among the eligible population aged 16–24 years 
increased by 14 percentage points compared to 2014, and among 25 to 39 year 
olds, the increase was 12 per cent. Meanwhile, turnout among eligible voters 
aged 55+ increased by only 3 per cent.
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3.2.2 Sometimes Older Adults Prefer Win-Lose Policies, and 
Act Politically to Try to Get Them

If older people are likely to rise as a share of the electorate, at least in 
the near term, it may be that politicians will be inclined to pay particular 
attention to their interests. There is a correlation between the share of 
older people in the population and among voters (Krieger et al., 2013; 
Sanz & Velázquez, 2007; Shelton, 2008; Tepe & Vanhuysse, 2010). But 
one cannot conclude from this that social spending priorities are the 
outcome of political pressure from older voters. One reason is that to a 
certain extent, pension spending is mechanically related to population 
ageing: as long as the average benefit level remains constant or rises, 
more beneficiaries will mean more aggregate spending. Moreover, if the 
budget for total social spending is fixed or shrinking, increased pen-
sion spending will translate into less spending on other kinds of social 
benefits, including education and child benefits. Thus, a higher share of 
spending on older people is very likely to occur in ageing populations 
even without any political pressure from older voters. 

This implies that in order to confirm the ‘greedy geezer’ narrative 
that policies favouring older people result from demand from an 
ageing and selfish electorate, we must at the very least show that 
older voters and lobby groups want and demand something different 
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Figure 3.1 Share of the electorate in the last national election by age group, 
European countries.

Source: European Social Survey Round 9, 2018
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from younger voters and the organized interests that represent them. 
What does the best available evidence tell us in this regard? Several 
studies of age-based social policy preferences in Europe have found 
that older adults or retired respondents are on average more sup-
portive of increasing pension spending than they are of increasing 
public education spending (Busemeyer et al., 2009; Mello et al., 
2017; Sørensen, 2013). One study also finds that Swiss people over 
age 50 are four percentage points more likely than people aged 30–49 
to prioritize health spending over education spending (Cattaneo & 
Wolter, 2009, 234). 

Moreover, there is some evidence that on average older people do 
not only hold different social policy preferences than younger people, 
but also vote on the basis of those preferences. It can be difficult to tell 
why voters in different age groups vote for particular parties or can-
didates, and hence hard to assess whether voters are expressing their 
policy preferences (rather than for example their preferences on other 
issues, their long-term partisan affiliations or their general ideological 
orientations) when they vote. However, a study of voting patterns in 
Swiss referenda on specific social policy initiatives between 1981 and 
2004 found that even after controlling for ideology, ‘Older genera-
tions not only massively approve[d] improvements in the benefits they 
receive, but they also tend[ed] to reject social policy proposals aimed at 
improving the situation of the actively employed and of young families’ 
(Bonoli & Häusermann, 2009, 13). While voting for pensioner parties 
is rare – pensioner parties have had very little success in most European 
countries (Hanley, 2010, 2013) – support for pensioner parties may also 
be interpreted as being linked to policy preferences favouring retirees. 
One study found that Dutch pensioner parties have captured voters who 
wish to advance their relatively well-protected position in the welfare 
state (Otjes & Krouwel, 2018, 41–2).

Beyond voting, the interests of the seniors may be represented outside 
of the electoral arena by pensioners’ unions and advocacy groups. While 
few advocacy groups for older people in Europe have the political clout 
of the Association for the Advancement of Retired Persons (AARP) in 
the USA, organizations working on behalf of older adults and retirees 
can have an important role in policy, especially where pensioners’ unions 
or civil society groups are incorporated into the policy process via neo-
corporatist or other consultation processes (see Anderson & Lynch, 
2007; Campbell & Lynch, 2000; Chiarini, 1999; Lambelet, 2011).
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3.2.3 Social Policy Preferences of Older and Younger People 
Are Often Not As Different As We Expect 

While on some issues and in some countries some older voters may 
prefer different policies than do younger ones, the most recent large-
scale survey of social policy preferences reveals a complex relationship 
between age, retirement and social policy preferences once political 
ideology and other potential confounds are controlled for. Instead of 
the predicted cleavage in social policy preferences, Garritzmann et al. 
(2018) find that across eight Western European countries retirees, like 
younger people, strongly support social investment policies such as early 
childhood education, job training and higher education spending, while 
they oppose more generous passive transfers such as pensions, early 
retirement and unemployment benefits. In this study, the exceptional 
group preferring more generous passive transfers is people aged 50–59, 
not retirees. This study echoes the abundant literature on social policy 
preferences that finds that age, cohort or retirement status per se gener-
ally have very little, if any, predictive power above and beyond left-right 
political ideology, gender, country of residence, etc. (see Busemeyer et 
al., 2018; Busemeyer et al., 2008; Goerres & Tepe, 2010; Kohli, 2015; 
Komp, 2013; Krieger et al., 2013; Lynch & Myrskylä, 2009; Mello et 
al., 2017; Sørensen, 2013; Walczak et al., 2012).

One reason for the consistent finding of only minor differences in 
social policy preferences according to age is that ‘older people’ are in 
reality a diverse group. Older voters differ from the young in terms of 
their political socialization and their personal ideologies and preferences 
(on average today’s older adults are somewhat further to the left on 
most economic and welfare policies than are the young or middle-aged 
(Caughey et al., 2019; Ferguson & de Weck, 2019)), but they also differ 
amongst themselves in ways that are likely to affect their policy prefer-
ences. Age (young-old versus old-old), class and the specific features of 
the social, economic and policy context in different countries have all 
been found to predict important differences in social policy preferences 
among older voters (Busemeyer et al., 2008; Fairlie, 1988; Fernández 
& Jaime-Castillo, 2013; Goerres & Vanhuysse, 2012; Komp & van 
Tilburg, 2010; Naumann, 2014; Sabbagh & Vanhuysse, 2010; Tosun et 
al., 2012; Vidovičová & Honelová, 2018). These findings are, of course, 
consistent with core findings of the broader political science literature 
that (a) many demographic characteristics are strongly associated with 
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public opinions and political behaviours, and (b) existing institutions 
and policies have an independent effect on opinions and behaviours.

3.3 Older Voters Do Not Vote As a Bloc

Age is associated with patterns of voting for one party versus another 
in many European party systems, as well as at the European level. For 
example, exit polling during the 2019 European Parliament elections 
showed that as compared to voters under the age of 35, older voters 
were markedly less likely to vote for a Green Party candidate and more 
likely to vote for a centre-right (EPP) or conservative (ECR) candidate 
(see Figure 3.2). 

However, belonging to the category of ‘the elderly’ does not generally 
translate into distinctive voting patterns once one takes into account 
the sociodemographic factors that are associated with both age and 
party choice. Analysis of European Social Survey data shows that after 
controlling for factors such as gender, household income, social class, 
religiosity, rural residence and ideological orientation, it is possible to 
predict party choice based on belonging to the 55+ age group for only a 
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small number of cases of parties in Europe – fewer parties, in fact, than 
would be predicted by chance alone (see the Appendix to this chapter for 
details of the analysis). The fact that some of the very few parties that 
do receive disproportionate support from older voters – for example the 
Conservative Party in the UK – are unusually prominent in the minds 
of English-speaking analysts likely drives a perception that membership 
of the ‘elderly’ age group matters more than it actually does for voting. 

Even in those cases where differential voting by age group does occur, 
it is not always clear that the consolidation of support among older voters 
has an effect on the policy outputs of governments. This is a consequence 
of the demographic diversity of older people: while they may form a 
large voting group, they do not necessarily act as a group, and hence 
may have difficulty translating even those policy preferences that they 
share into effective political pressure. As Goerres (2008) explains, ‘A 
political cleavage is a line of conflict along which parties mobilize their 
constituents, meaning that that conflict becomes politically decisive. 
There are three stages in the development of a cleavage: (1) social groups 
can differentiate among each other by a set of social characteristics that 
are somehow socially constructed and accepted; (2) political parties exist 
that use these social features to frame their messages; (3) voters of a 
given social group use their own social definition as a shortcut to vote 
for the party representing their group, thereby politically reinforcing 
the division line. If age were a political cleavage, we would need to see 
at least one party popular among the old and another party popular 
among the young.’ Yet this differential partisan mobilization by age 
is unlikely in many contexts both because parties (and unions) have 
traditionally managed the demands of multiple generations (Kohli, 
1999), and because older voters are generally among the least likely to 
switch their institutional affiliations (Goerres, 2009). As of 2003, even 
in the USA and the UK, where the age cleavage was relatively strongly 
represented by advocacy organizations not linked to parties, voters did 
‘not tend to vote as an interest group’ (Vincent, 2003, 10). 

The period since 2010, which has witnessed much greater electoral 
volatility in Europe, presents an opportunity for a realignment of party 
systems around an age cleavage, but it is too soon to tell if that has 
happened. Even if parties were to focus on an age cleavage, which is 
unlikely, an age cleavage is unlikely to have the permanence of other 
cleavages such as race, ethnicity or class, for the simple reason that we 
all age. Parties may try to build coalitions around age for a decade or 
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two, but today’s older voters will not be around for much more than 
that, and in a decade or two middle-aged voters will be older themselves. 
Nationality, race and class reproduce across generations; generations 
obviously cannot. 

If mainstream parties have not reorganized around an age cleavage, 
neither have pensioner parties successfully replaced them as representa-
tives of older voters. Pensioner parties have emerged in several European 
countries but have gained parliamentary representation in only two (the 
Netherlands and Luxembourg) and are generally negligible political 
forces (Bussolo et al., 2015; Gilleard & Higgs, 2009; Goerres, 2008; 
Hanley, 2010). Nor have the older people influenced policy as a bloc 
through other modes of political participation beyond voting. While 
nonconventional forms of participation like protesting, demonstrating 
and petitioning are rising in younger age groups (Albacete, 2014; Tiberj, 
2017), older adults are significantly less active than young or middle-aged 
people when it comes to non-electoral forms of participation (Goerres & 
Tepe, 2010; Melo & Stockemer, 2014, 45–6). Senior advocacy groups 
can be effective mouthpieces for the interests of older people as a bloc, 
but even when large these groups are not always effective (Goerres [2008] 
notes that the VDK Deutschland, an older persons’ interest organiza-
tion with 1.4 million members, has had little influence on policy). And 
Campbell and Lynch (2000) find that very large, powerful interest groups 
like the AARP and Italian pensioners’ unions have professionalized staffs 
that are often motivated to moderate the demands of pensioners in order 
to ensure the long-term sustainability of the welfare state, blunting the 
potential impact of ‘greedy geezers’ on policy demands.

If older people hold policy preferences that are often indistinguish-
able from those of younger voters, if they have not aligned themselves 
with mainstream parties in order to function as a voting bloc, and if 
their organized representatives are either impotent or disinclined to 
pursue a win-lose policy strategy of increasing benefits for seniors at the 
expense of social investment, then it should not come as a surprise that 
‘the elderly are not successful in setting a political agenda. They do not 
influence the party manifestos, the electoral debate […]. Compared to 
groups who are much smaller, for example the farmers, gun owners, or 
policemen, they are relatively ineffective. And even taking into account 
their difficulties of physical mobility and resources, older people do not 
mobilise militant support in the manner of road protesters, animal rights, 
or disabled activists. While pensioners organisations are able to hold 
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mass meetings, marches and lobbies they do not attract the attention or 
the political clout that the numbers of older people in the community 
suggest they might’ (Vincent, 2003, 10).

3.4 The Supply-Side Explanation for Win-Lose Policies Is Also 
Partly, but Only Partly, Right 

The logic of the ‘greedy geezers’ narrative, in addition to resting on a 
partially incorrect assumption that older people hold social policy pref-
erences that are distinct from the young and vote in a bloc to express 
those preferences, requires that politicians supply the policies that they 
do in response to pressure from older voters or interest groups. In this 
essentially pluralist and representational logic, policymakers respond 
to external pressures from competing groups in the electorate, and only 
to those external pressures. Decades of political science research on 
the welfare state and policymaking have shown that this model, while 
compelling as a heuristic, does not capture the full range of influences 
on policy outputs, many of which come from the supply side rather 
than the demand side of politics. This section first examines evidence 
for the responsiveness of politicians to pressure from groups of older 
people in the electorate, and then explores other influences that might 
affect the supply of win-win vs. win-lose social policies. 

3.4.1 There Is Some Evidence of Politicians Responding to 
Demands from Older Voters When Making Social Policy 
Choices

If older people make up a large group in the electorate, are not locked in 
to voting for a particular party and have distinctive policy preferences, 
then we can expect politicians to supply policies that appeal to this 
group in an effort to court their votes. The UK offers an example of this 
dynamic: Chaney’s analysis of election manifestos in the UK during the 
post-war period revealed an increase in the salience and detail of policies 
directed at older adults. But it is not clear how widespread this pattern 
is across European democracies (Chaney, 2013). It is possible that the 
first-past-the-post electoral system and a high concentration of older 
voters in particular districts in recent decades make the UK an unusual 
case, and there have been few empirical studies of the responsiveness 
of parties or politicians to seniors.
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One area in which parties and politicians are often presumed to be 
quite sensitive to the preferences of older voters is in the area of pen-
sion reform, and narrative accounts of pension reform often include 
references to a ‘backlash from pensioners’ (Wisensale, 2013, 25), 
governments fearing to ‘ace their electorates’ (Casey, 2012, 260), or 
unspecified ‘electoral pressures’ (Weaver & Torp, 2015, 76). Indeed, 
Pierson’s ‘new politics’ theory (Pierson, 1994, 1996) predicts that the 
politics of contemporary social policy will be marked by a distinct age 
dimension. According to Pierson, politicians seek to claim credit for 
expanding social benefits, and to avoid blame for withdrawing them. 
In the context of mature welfare states, the limited scope for expansion 
is mainly to cover previously excluded groups and ‘new social risks’ 
(Armingeon & Bonoli, 2007) that have emerged with the breakdown 
of lifetime employment and the male-breadwinner family model – most 
of which could be categorized as win-win policy, and much of which is 
aimed at children and working-age people. Meanwhile, the targets of 
contraction in mature welfare states are likely to be the beneficiaries of 
large, well-established, expensive social programmes whose costs are 
driven even higher by population ageing: pensions and medical care. The 
‘new politics’ of the welfare state, then, can be expected to have an age 
dimension: when politicians seek to claim credit for expanding social 
benefits, it should be with younger voters, and their primary relationship 
with older voters should be one of blame avoidance. 

However, more recent empirical literature on blame avoidance 
generally finds limited support for the most simplistic formulations of 
the theory that posit a direct relationship between policy proposals and 
perceived electoral pressure. Indeed, in their comprehensive study of 
pension politics in Western European countries, Immergut and Anderson 
(2009) find only rare instances – for example in the Netherlands – where 
the electoral system, the distribution of the electorate and the structure 
of the pension system combine to make politicians keenly sensitive to 
electoral pressures from the older voters. 

3.4.2 Policy Is Mainly a Response to Factors Other Than 
Pressure from Older People 

In far more country cases, Immergut and Anderson (2009) found, 
politicians were motivated in their pension reform attempts by their 
ideological beliefs about social programmes (Schumacher et al., 2013, 
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17); by their perception of the need for immediate system change; by 
the demands of unions, whose social policy preferences were more or 
less friendly to current retirees depending on their role in managing the 
pension system and/or on their organizational structure; by pressure 
from specific groups of current or retired workers, such as farmers or 
public sector employees, who enjoyed special pension privileges; by 
influence from international organizations like the OECD, World Bank, 
IMF or European monetary regulators; and by powerful financial market 
actors with a stake in pension system organization (see also Naczyk, 
2013). In other words, pension policy resulted from a complex mix 
of politicians seeking to avoid blame or claim credit from numerous 
constituencies.

Another reason why older voters do not drive an agenda tailored to 
‘greedy geezers’ is that in most polities, policy is only partially a product 
of electoral demands. The institutional landscape presented by electoral 
and governance systems also has an important impact on social policy-
making. The Swiss system, with its frequent recourse to policymaking 
by referendum, is very likely an outlier. But even there a recent study 
found that on average the policy preferences of parliamentarians were 
closest to those of the young and furthest from those of older voters 
(Kissau et al., 2012, 74–5). And ministries and their staffs are generally 
even further removed than are parliaments from the pressures of the 
electorate. In countries where inclusion of the social partners and/or 
civil society groups in policymaking is customary, the preferences of 
atomized voters may have even less of an impact on legislation. 

Where electoral politics does matter for social policymaking, it is 
very often not in the form of a simple equilibrium balancing demand 
from voters with supply of policy solutions by politicians. Instead, just 
as in health care, the providers (in this case politicians) often over-
supply particular goods in response to other incentives. Lynch (2006) 
showed that the dominant mode of political competition (particularistic 
or programmatic) in a country, rather than electoral pressure from 
senior or youth organizations, determined politicians’ choices about 
how to structure social policies, and that these choices in turn resulted 
in different age-orientations of social spending in OECD countries as 
populations aged. Similarly, Immergut and Anderson (2009) found that 
expansion or contraction of pension entitlements in Western European 
countries depends in part on the intensity of political competition, which 
is determined by a combination of the electoral system, the party system 
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and whether the geographic distribution of preferences in the electorate 
aligns with districts in a way that provokes politician responsiveness.

The contemporary politics of social policy is also determined to a very 
large extent by actual or perceived fiscal constraints. A combination of 
pressures from population, low employment and the Maastricht Treaty 
(which formalized debt and deficit criteria for entry into the EMU in 
1992) prompted strong efforts at budgetary control in many continental 
European governments, which affected social policy programmes as well 
as other areas of public spending. In some instances, as in Italy, the 
Netherlands, Germany, and France, this contributed in the 1990s and 
2000s to tipping the balance of social spending somewhat away from 
passive social policies benefiting primarily older workers and future 
retirees, and towards a greater emphasis on benefits for the young, 
such as cash transfers for lone parents, early childhood education and 
job training for unemployed youth. Pressures for budgetary restraint 
also encouraged some governments in the higher-spending continental 
social-insurance-based systems to seek cost savings in health care. These 
efforts affected health care users by increasing out-of-pocket payments 
(often exempting older people and those with low incomes, however) 
and, in some instances, diverting health sector resources to less costly 
preventive services and health promotion. On balance, fiscal pressures, 
at least in continental Europe and prior to the crisis, may have stimu-
lated a politics of turning ‘vice into virtue’ (Levy, 1999) that resulted 
in a recalibration of social policy systems to include more win-win 
policies. Budgetary politics since the global financial and Eurozone 
crises, however, have resulted (especially in Southern Europe) in more 
indiscriminate cuts to social services and health systems that are likely 
to have a more negative impact on younger people.

3.5 Weighing the Evidence

3.5.1 Are Older People ‘Greedy’, Rationally Demanding, or 
Deserving?

On some issues, and in some contexts, older adults do mobilize politi-
cally in defence of their interests as older people and in order to protect 
their assets or income. But there is considerable variation across both 
issues and contexts. In terms of contexts, it seems to be in the UK and 
the USA that the most pronounced generational or age cleavage appears 
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in support for a range of issues from school funding to housing policy 
to pensions (see e.g. Lynch & Myrskylä, 2009 on pension income as a 
determinant of preferences in the UK as compared to other European 
countries). This may be related to the fact that these liberal welfare 
states provide fewer protections for their citizens overall. A scarcity of 
social resources may lead older people to be more assertive in protecting 
the transfer payments on which they rely and the assets that they have 
accumulated and that may be an important source of financial security 
for them and their children.

Some issue areas may also be more apt than others to generate age-
based differences of opinion and political mobilization. I have examined 
age-based attitudes mainly in the arena of income transfers and social 
services, and in these domains older people have often been protected from 
immediate cutbacks by ‘grandfather’ clauses or age-based exemptions from 
user fees, even as younger people also continue to enjoy access to benefits. 
It is perhaps not surprising, then, that there is broad societal consensus on 
the desirability of continued state provision of many forms of transfers and 
services. However, when asset-based welfare supplants direct provision 
of social benefits, older people may develop sharper interests in taxing, 
zoning, financial regulation and other policies that protect accumulated 
wealth. To the extent that older people have lived through periods where 
there were opportunities for asset accumulation while younger people 
have not, their preferences may on average diverge. Even so, under these 
circumstances some younger adults may have a shared interest in policies 
that protect the assets of their parents, which they may expect to inherit. 

The interests that older people have in policies that protect their 
incomes and/or assets may be rationally demanding, rather than unrea-
sonable or greedy, to the extent that they are needed to ensure their 
wellbeing in the context of broader social policy arrangements. Indeed, 
such policy preferences may be supported by society at large if they 
are perceived as necessary for ensuring an equitable distribution of 
resources to a group that might otherwise be poor. Policies favouring 
older adults may also be supported by social narratives that cast older 
people as especially ‘deserving’ because of their past contributions to 
overall economic development and/or social insurance programmes, or 
because of their status as respected elders. These social narratives might 
even help to explain how governments could produce a win-lose policy 
mix: if working-aged adults (and their children) are seen as especially 
undeserving of social support relative to older people, investments in 
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early stages of the life-course may be crowded out by policies that benefit 
mainly current seniors. 

3.5.2 Social Policies Generally Result Mainly from 
Considerations Unrelated to Demand from Voters

While it is tempting to assume that in representative democracies demand 
from (different groups in) the electorate explains whether politicians and 
policymakers provide win-win versus win-lose policy mixes, the supply 
of policies is in fact very often due to other factors. Decades of research 
into patterns of social policy provision have highlighted several factors 
as particularly relevant to the supply of win-win policy. 

Policy drift results when politicians and policymakers fail to update 
policies to keep up with larger social, demographic or economic changes 
that affect the outputs of policies (Hacker, 2004). Lynch (2001, 2006) 
found that the age-orientation of social spending in OECD countries 
is due not to politicians responding in real time to demands from the 
electorate, but rather to politicians’ differential propensity to update 
social welfare systems to compensate for demographic trends in political 
systems characterized by different types of political competition.

Provider groups can also be an important source of political pressure 
for social policies whose interests may either diverge from or amplify the 
voices of the consumers of social policy. For example, Giaimo (2002) 
highlights the role of doctors and Perera (2018, 2019) the role of public 
sector social service providers in demanding expanded service provision; 
and Naczyk (2013) and Anderson (2019) show how the financialization 
of pension systems in recent years has led to a growing influence of 
financial market actors on pension policymaking. 

A commitment to evidence-based policymaking can provide a path-
way for scientific research to influence policy, especially when there is a 
strong consensus in the research community about the costs and benefits 
of certain policy approaches. As we outline in Chapter 2, there is abun-
dant evidence of the benefits of win-win policies for population health, 
equity and financial sustainability. However, institutional, professional 
and political barriers can stand in the way of evidence being taken up in 
policy, and may help to explain variation in the passage or implementation 
of policies that are widely believed to be promising (Smith, 2007, 2013).

Pressure from international actors – from bond traders to the 
European Commission to the World Health Organization – can also 
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affect the behaviour of domestic policymakers. Financial market actors 
and European regulators may exert pressure to constrain the growth of 
public spending (Mosley, 2000) and/or open up markets for financial 
and other services to international competition (Greer et al., 2019; 
Koivusalo, 2014). The EU, WHO and other international organizations 
may also play a role in stimulating policy development through soft law 
mechanisms such as the open method of coordination (Barcevicius & 
Weishaupt, 2014) or policy initiatives like Health For All (Lynch, 2020).

Finally, in the current political and economic environment, fiscal 
constraints may be the most important determinant of social policy 
development. Whether acting through bond market yields, imposed 
from above during European Semester negotiations, and/or undertaken 
voluntarily by domestic party-political actors, the rhetoric and practice 
of austerity shape the possibilities open for policymakers to pursue 
investments in human capital across the life-course.

3.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has shown that the narrative of the ‘greedy geezer’ or ‘selfish 
generation’ imposing their political will and preventing investments in 
win-win social policies is largely a figment of our collective imagination. 
There are circumstances in which older voters may act ‘selfishly’ on 
behalf of their children, for example by seeking to protect their invest-
ments in housing that they plan to pass down to future generations, 
and too rigidly restricting redistribution to within families, rather than 
across them to support the neediest, is deleterious not only for health 
but for social justice. Even so, there is considerable space for demands 
from older voters that would be socially desirable. Not only the most 
deprived elderly (who cannot rightly be called ‘greedy’ if they ask for 
more than they are getting), but all those who stand to benefit from 
policies that promote healthy and active ageing should be encouraged 
to advocate for these policies that benefit the whole of society.

3.7 Appendix

For the analysis of the distinctiveness of elderly support for particular 
parties we estimated a series of binomial logit models for each European 
party, country and year (wave) in the most recent two full waves of the 
ESS dataset (corresponding to 2014 and 2016). The quantity of interest 
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was the binomial regression coefficient on the age group 55+, which 
represents the increment in support for a party among that age group 
as compared to the reference group of people aged 25–39. We selected 
age 25–39 as the reference category to allow for maximum potential 
contrast, since those aged 40–54 have been found to have ageing-related 
policy preferences more similar to those of the ‘elderly’ (aged 55+). 
We limited the sample of parties to those receiving at least 5 per cent 
of the national vote in the election immediately preceding the relevant 
wave of the survey. We excluded countries in which more than 30 per 
cent of respondents in any age group (25–39, 40–54, 55+) was missing 
data on household income, as well as all respondents below the age of 
25 (due to a high degree of missingness on income in that age group). 
Remaining missing data for household income and other variables 
were multiplied using multivariate imputation by chained equations 
(mice routine in R) and predictive mean matching method based on 
all other variables included in the models. Among all respondents 
from a given country and wave, we predicted the propensity to vote 
for each party in the system based first on age group alone, and then 
additionally controlling for age in years, gender, primary education, 
tertiary education, household income (in deciles of the national income 
distribution), household income mainly from pensions (including disa-
bility, old-age and widow/ers’ pensions), religiosity, current or former 
union membership, living in a rural area, belonging to a group that is 
discriminated against in the respondent’s country, and self-placement 
on the left-right ideological spectrum. We ran a total of 445 (221 for 
2014 and 224 for 2016) fully controlled models on thirty-eight countries 
(nineteen for each wave), and found a total of sixteen parties (four for 
2014 and twelve for 2016) for which belonging to the 55+ age group 
was a significant positive predictor of voting in the previous national 
election at the standard .05 per cent confidence level. No party had a 
significant effect of belonging to the 55+ age group in both 2014 and 
2016. The magnitude and significance of the coefficient on the 55+ age 
group in each party model is reported in Table A1. 
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4 The Coalitional Politics of Win-Wins

4.1 Introduction

Despite the alleged bias towards older people in many political insti-
tutions in Europe, this chapter argues that policymakers often do not 
introduce the most effective policies for supporting healthy ageing. The 
following pages show that while public spending on older people (e.g. 
pensions, old age care) remains more extensive and insulated from cuts 
than other forms of spending, in many (not all) countries policymakers 
do not introduce policies that would help people age in a healthy way. 
These latter policies, which include spending on the poorest older people, 
ensuring access to high quality services and investing across the life-
cycle to enable people to enter old age in good health, are often limited.

The chapter then argues that to understand why political institutions 
simultaneously seem to cater to the needs of older people while often 
failing to support healthy ageing, we need to conceptualize how the 
politics of ageing intersect with class, gender and regional dynamics. 
Building on the framework from the introduction, the chapter turns to 
the politics of ‘win-win’ ageing policies. It argues that where political 
conflict over policies is framed largely intergenerationally, the wellbeing 
of older people may be preserved in the short run, but less investment 
in the long-run infrastructure of healthy ageing emerges. By contrast, 
where cross-class/cross-generational coalitions come together to address 
gender and class inequities (among the elderly and working age) and 
develop public services, win-win models can emerge. 

4.1.1 Intra- and Intergenerational Solidarity Across Europe 

One of the core arguments of this book is that policies can powerfully 
shape the way that individual people, geographic places and larger 
polities experience demographic changes. Policies will shape whether 
older people experience more poverty and insecurity in the future than 
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today, whether they have access to high quality services and how the 
costs of ageing are distributed. That policies matter for health ageing is 
obvious, but what policies matter? When, and where, are they likely to 
occur? Do democratic processes supply the policies that public health 
scholars identify as central to health ageing? The following pages argue 
that healthy ageing requires attention to policies well beyond health 
itself, something that democratic politics can, but often does not, supply.

First, healthy ageing requires attention to both access to health care 
and inequalities amongst older people – what we label below intragen-
erational equality. One of the key claims developed in this book is that 
older people are not a homogeneous group, but have different needs, 
capacities and resources. Where policies compensate for these differences 
by providing access to public services – and, crucially, reduce poverty 
and inequality amongst the elderly, they also provide the scope for 
healthy ageing. 

Figure 4.1 gives an example of these dynamics. It shows the average 
share of elderly adult respondents in the EU-SILC survey in 2015 who 
reported being in ‘very good’ or ‘good’ health (as opposed to ‘fair’, ‘bad’ 
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Figure 4.1 Average share of elderly adult respondents.

Source: EU-SILC, 2015
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or ‘very bad’ health) on the y-axis, plotted against health spending on 
the x-axis in panel a and elderly poverty rates (measured as 60 per cent 
of median income) on the x-axis in panel b. Descriptively, Figure 4.1 
shows that older people in countries with more health care spending 
tend to report higher levels of health (the country level correlation in 
2015 was r=.75). However, countries with more health care spending 
also tend to be wealthier and have larger welfare states, with Lynch 
(2020) arguing that actual health is a product of the larger approach to 
tackling income inequality. Panel b demonstrates this pattern, showing 
a slightly weaker, but still substantial correlation between post-tax and 
transfer poverty rates among the elderly and self-reported health. 

Second, however, healthy ageing does not start in old age. Attention 
to the wellbeing of children and working age populations shapes longer-
run trajectories. As we argue in Chapters 5 and 6, poverty and low-
income during the working years are linked to lower life expectancy 
and health risks in old age. Financial stress, lack of access to health 
care and poor nutrition during childhood and the working years impact 
both the health risks people face as they enter old age and the resources 
they have to support themselves. Equally, the skills and activities of the 
non-elderly population provide key economic and social resources to 
support those who are already in old age. As Anton Hemerijck (2017) 
powerfully argues, so called ‘social investment’ policies that support 
children, families and skill acquisition through the life-cycle are crucial 
to funding and sustaining more traditional support policies for older 
people. In other words, intergenerational equality also is a critical 
component of healthy ageing. 

Figure 4.2, using OECD data averaged over the five-year 2011–2016 
period, shows substantial differences in the degree of solidarity within 
and across generations. On the x-axis, it shows the percentage of older 
people whose income is less than 60 per cent of the median income. 
Under 5 per cent of older people are poor based on this definition in the 
Netherlands, France and Norway (among others), but close to 30 per 
cent of older people are poor in Estonia. The y-axis demonstrates the 
share of working age adults who are poor. In a few cases, like Estonia, 
more than twice as many older people are poor than working age adults, 
whereas in the Southern European countries, poverty amongst older 
people is lower than amongst working age adults. Other countries, like 
Germany and Austria, take a more intermediate position, with roughly 
similar rates of poverty among older people and working age adults. In 
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short, there is substantial variation in the degree of intragenerational 
distribution of resources (i.e. inequality amongst the older and working 
age cohorts) and the intergenerational distribution of resources (i.e. 
the relative rates of poverty of older people versus working age adults 
and children).

Policies shape both intra- and intergenerational solidarity. One of 
the great public policy successes of the twentieth century was a dra-
matic reduction of poverty among older people. In the early part of the 
twentieth century elderly adults, lacking a market income in retirement, 
were very often poor, relying on their meagre savings or family members 
to support them, with little additional public or private support. The 
expansion of public pensions, private occupational pensions and the 
development of private savings products have allowed people to smooth 
consumption over their lifetime, dramatically reducing rates of poverty 
from the early post-war era. However, the extent to which countries 
adopted these policies varies dramatically. Where welfare policies are 
more meagre or limited, or ignore the specific risks that some categories 
of older people face, we may see weaker intragenerational solidarity 
and more inequality amongst the elderly. By contrast, policies that limit 
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Figure 4.2 Differences in the degree of solidarity within and across 
generations.
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such inequalities are generous pensions, health care systems with limited 
out-of-pocket payments, and accessible and subsidized care services.

Elsewhere, Julia Lynch (2006) demonstrates how different welfare 
states target non-health spending across age groups, showing differences 
in the extent to which welfare states devote resources to welfare and 
target these resources to older people. Where policies are targeted largely 
at the needs of, or risks faced by, older people, and do not cover those 
in working age, it can weaken intergenerational solidarity. Conversely, 
policies that target risks over the life-cycle, including programmes aimed 
at child poverty (child benefits, housing benefits, in-work benefits or 
tax credits for families) and childcare, and those for out-of-work adults 
(both through unemployment and long-run disability), can reduce 
inequality and poverty among younger people and reduce gaps in both 
programmatic focus and social outcomes across age groups. 

Building on Lynch, we distinguish among four configurations of 
policy outcomes based on how they redistribute across and within 
generations. As articulated in earlier chapters, we argue that a win-win 
configuration pays attention to both inter and intragenerational soli-
darity. By contrast, a more residual path adopts a more meagre welfare 
state, accomplishing neither form of solidarity. Age-focused paths are 
relatively generous for older people, reducing inequality and poverty 
amongst older people, but do less for working age adults. Finally, some 
countries offer a limited form of universalism, providing funding across 
the generations but leaving substantial inequalities in place.

These differences are not merely theoretical, but capture varying 
choices made across advanced welfare states. Figure 4.3 shows the cross-
sectional variation in welfare spending, building on a modified version 
of Lynch’s (2006) original measure, comparing non-health spending 
that primarily goes to older people to spending that primarily goes to 

Table 4.1 Paths of solidarity

High Intergenerational 
Solidarity 

Low Intergenerational 
Solidarity 

High Solidarity Amongst 
Elderly

Win-Win  Age Focused 

Low Solidarity Amongst 
Elderly

Universal Limited Residual
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non-older people (working age adults and children), relative to their 
population shares1. On the left we see the ratio of the two figures, and 
on the right the unweighted spending data.

These data show, first, that some countries both distribute resources 
across the full life-cycle and are relatively generous. In other words, they 
follow a ‘win-win’ approach. Historically, the Scandinavian countries 
developed along these lines, establishing generous pensions and other 
benefits for the elderly next to working age benefits such as unemploy-
ment insurance, later extending extensive benefits to children through the 
expansion of parental leave policies and other forms of ‘social investment’ 
(Morel et al., 2012). The policies that produce this path include child 
benefits and care services for the very young, housing for young families, 
training and unemployment benefits for the working age, and large and 
generous pensions and care services for the elderly, financed by extensive 
taxes. As shown in Figure 4.3 above, the overall spending generosity in 
countries like Finland, Denmark, Austria and France matters for social out-
comes, limiting inequities both across age groups and within age groups. 

A second group of countries have more extensive safety nets for 
older people than for working age adults or children, redistributing 
resources to this group. Countries falling closer to the ‘age focused’ type 
include Southern European countries like Greece and Italy, as well as 
Japan. The result is relatively robust protection for older people, but 
larger gaps between the wellbeing of older people and the working age 
or child population. In these cases, pensions (and often care) benefits 
are more extensive than those targeted at young families (housing and 
childcare services) or working age adults (unemployment benefits). Even 
where the ‘headline’ benefits for the working age are quite generous, in 
practice, in these countries, many workers without permanent jobs are 
excluded from these benefits, putting them at risk of economic precarity. 

1 Spending on older people includes old age pensions and survivors’ benefits; 
non-elderly spending includes spending on incapacity excluding disability 
pensions, family benefits, unemployment benefits and active labour market 
benefits. As with Lynch, we exclude housing, other social policy benefits and 
disability pensions because the age orientation cannot be easily ascertained. One 
exception is Denmark, where unemployment is counted as private ‘other’ social 
policy. Private voluntary spending is not included. All spending is baselined 
against the share of the elderly in the population. Data are drawn from OECD 
SOCX, and OECD population data. The inclusion of education spending 
substantially reduces the gap in spending, but is not strictly social policy. It is 
therefore not included here. 
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Third, some countries have more limited welfare states, but a less 
clear age orientation, or in some cases, a pro-youth structure. The UK 
forms an example of such a ‘universal limited’ welfare state, with histori-
cally relatively moderate pension benefits and unemployment benefits. In 
the 2000s, during a period of some welfare expansion, the government 
uprated both pensions and child and housing benefits, reducing poverty 
for both groups, but leaving large gaps in coverage among the working 
age (e.g. limited unemployment benefits, little retraining). In contrast 
to very meagre systems, there are benefits that moderate income shocks 
across each stage of the life-cycle, but the smaller size of these benefits 
leaves the elderly vulnerable to greater poverty.

Finally, in a fourth group of countries, solidarity is low both across 
and within generations, leaving both older people and the working age 
community exposed. The Eastern European countries in the bottom left 
quadrant, like Estonia and Slovakia, as well as the USA and Canada, 
have lower overall spending on both groups, even as the USA is heavily 
focused on older people overall. The result is higher rates of poverty, 
and lower solidarity within and across generations.

In sum, Table 4.1 and Figure 4.3 demonstrate that packages of ‘win-
win’ policies exist – and are associated with more equitable outcomes – 
but they are far from universal. Some countries have developed models of 
protection that are much more extensively skewed towards older people 
than other groups, while some provide more meagre benefits overall. 

4.2 Intra- and Intergenerational Solidarity in an Era of 
Austerity

The previous section showed that the variation Lynch (2006) identi-
fied in the age-orientation of welfare states, combined with broader 
and well theorized differences in generosity (e.g. Esping-Andersen, 
1990), continue to lead to substantial differences in the way policies 
shape solidarity across and within generations. However, over the last 
decades the growth of welfare spending has slowed, overall inequality 
has risen and substantial cuts in some forms of benefits have occurred, 
while others have been ‘recalibrated’ to meet new needs (e.g. Hemerijck, 
2013; Huber & Stephens, 2015). 

In spite of the promotion of a ‘social investment’ agenda in the 
European Union and beyond (Jenson & Saint-Martin, 2003), there 
has been no uniform trend towards ‘win-win’ policies. To return to 
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Figure 4.3, we see substantial overtime continuity. There is some move 
towards more relative spending on younger people in Southern Europe 
between 2000 and 2010, but spending on older people in these coun-
tries is still more extensive by a wide margin than spending on social 
benefits for the working age population. The financial crisis of 2008 
further unsettled some of these gains for younger people.

Indeed, in the face of more recent fiscal pressures, it appears that 
the benefits for the elderly have been more robust and less likely to see 
cuts than benefits for working age adults. Work by Mertens (2017) and 
Streeck and Mertens (2013) finds that investment spending, including 
investment in the human capital of the young, has been more vulnerable 
to cuts than spending on the old in times of fiscal austerity. In the UK, 
for instance, benefits for working age residents and children have fallen 
faster than those for the elderly in the post-crisis period. 

Figure 4.4 shows these patterns descriptively, demonstrating trends 
in elderly and working age poverty rates from the late 1990s to the 
early 2010s, using the Fiscal Redistribution Database, which draws on 
the Luxembourg Income Study (Wang & Caminada, 2017). Unlike the 
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Figure 4.4 Trends in elderly and working age poverty rates from the late 
1990s to the early 2010s.

Source: Fiscal Redistribution Database
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OECD data above, these data are only available for a smaller range of 
countries and not for identical periods, but they do exist for a longer 
time period, allowing an over-time comparison.

Despite some of the limitations of the data, seemingly clear pictures 
emerge. The x-axis of these graphs, as with Figure 4.2, shows the post-tax 
and transfer poverty rate for the elderly and working age respectively, 
with the country labels marking the most recent observation (in the late 
2000s or early to mid-2010s). The y-axis shows the relative reduction 
in poverty from the pre-tax and transfer distribution, in other words, 
the fiscal effort of the state. What we see is that over time, elderly pov-
erty has fallen in most countries (Switzerland is an exception), while 
the relative role of redistribution has increased. When we turn to the 
working age, by contrast, a more diverse set of patterns are at play. 
In many countries poverty has increased, but in some cases so too has 
the fiscal effort of the state (e.g. Poland, Norway) while in others the 
fiscal role of the state has also declined (e.g. Czechia, Germany, Spain).

These trends do not necessarily mean that more age-focused wel-
fare institutions are emerging everywhere. The policy trends are more 
complex than the outcome data would suggest. First, many cuts to 
benefits targeted at older people are slow to translate into outcomes, 
with pension benefit cuts (and expansion) being phased in over many 
years. Huber and Stephens (2015), in their study of trends in so-called 
reforms to broad ‘social consumption’ benefits, argue that a number of 
cuts to pensions benefits have occurred but that the cuts will become 
operational in the coming decades. Given uneven private savings and 
uneven access to private occupational pensions, these shifts portend a 
long-run reduction in solidarity amongst older people as well as the 
creation of intergenerational inequities as younger cohorts leave the 
labour market with less favourable pension arrangements than the older 
cohorts who were often protected from the immediate consequences of 
changes in pensions.

Second, for the working age population, in many cases there has 
been an expansion of transfers to low-income families. A number of 
countries expanded sometimes quite substantially benefits for families 
and parental leave through the 1990s and 2000s, including Germany 
(Morgan, 2013), the UK (Hills et al., 2016) and even parts of Southern 
Europe. However, at the same time these same countries have cut core 
income replacement programmes. Rueda (2015) argues, more generally, 
that existing spending on the working age in areas of unemployment 
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and active labour market programmes constitute less of a buffer against 
insecurity than in the past, particularly as benefits are linked to increasing 
conditional workfare. Conditionality opens the path for policymakers 
to depress access to benefits through the creation and manipulation of 
administrative burdens (Herd & Moynihan, 2019). The result is sub-
stantial shifts in the distributive structure of benefits within the working 
age populations, not just across generations.

Over time, these differences across age groups have also meant 
differences across different generations of citizens (Birnbaum et al., 
2017). Today’s older people, in some countries, have lived most of their 
lives with relatively generous benefits, whereas others have witnessed 
substantial growth or cutbacks over the life-cycle. Tomorrow’s older 
people will have experienced more extensive protection through the life-
cycle than past generations in some areas (e.g. parental leave, support 
for dual earner families) and less extensive protection in others (e.g. 
unemployment benefits), and will enter old age with stronger public 
pension systems than past cohorts in some countries (e.g. Canada) and 
weaker ones in others (e.g. Germany). 

Despite these varying policy shifts, the broad cross-place and over-
time patterns raise an important set of puzzles. Why have countries 
largely refrained from overt and visible cuts to benefits for older people, 
but at the same time failed to invest in healthy ageing? Put differently, 
why are the win-win policies that constitute a key route to healthy 
ageing relatively limited, even as policymakers have ostensibly looked 
to protect benefits for older people? 

4.3 The Politics of Healthy Ageing

The previous section argued that healthy ageing requires thinking about 
the distribution of resources across the life-cycle and across places, not 
just focusing on old-age. Systems that seemingly concentrate ‘too many’ 
resources on older people, by failing to invest in the capacities and health 
of younger populations, or ‘too few’ resources on the older people by 
failing to stem social exclusion and poverty among older people, may 
not necessarily be mis-allocating resources across generations, but 
under-investing in healthy ageing altogether.

Addressing both income risks and the quality of public services 
over the life-cycle is expensive, and calls for a large and extensive 
policy apparatus. While the fiscal costs of pursuing win-win policies 
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are an obvious and central part of any explanation as to why they are 
limited across time and place, costs alone are not enough to explain 
these patterns. As outlined above, in the period of welfare expansion 
some countries moved to expand benefits for younger and older groups 
in tandem, whereas others did not. Equally, in the more recent era 
some countries have trimmed working age benefits more extensively 
than those for the elderly, and others have not. Moreover, as argued 
elsewhere in this book, while ageing has created some generic costs 
pressures, the extent of demographic change does not in itself require 
a particular adjustment path (or rule out increasing taxes). Collectively, 
these shifts raise the question of what types of political configurations 
shape different adjustment paths.

The following sub-sections make two arguments. First, a large body 
of work in political science argues that the political coalitions that allow 
age-focused policies to emerge and persist often also undercut coalitions 
around healthy ageing. We make sense of this seeming disjuncture 
between the age-bias of policymaking and the bias against healthy 
ageing by arguing that to understand the politics of healthy ageing, we 
need to see ageing policy as a form of redistribution with class, regional 
and gender implications. Attention to age-based cleavages – often 
expressed via conflict between insiders and outsiders – can work to 
demobilize attention to class, regional and gender inequalities. It thus 
makes  constructing a distributive ‘win-win’ coalition more difficult. 

Second, and somewhat ironically, the places with the healthiest ageing 
potential are those that empower broader and more youth-inclusive 
political coalitions, which in turn have tended to build more inclusive 
welfare states, institutionalize longer-time horizons and provide a 
balance of policies that invest in the future and alleviate poverty and 
insecurity in the present. Where ‘win-win coalitions’ have emerged in 
more recent years, they have often done so through cross-class coalitions 
built around addressing gender (or other forms of) inequality, rather 
than exclusively addressing older voters. 

4.3.1 Why is the Win-Win So Difficult to Achieve?

What explains the age focus of many welfare states? A first line of 
work, pioneered by Lynch (2006), looks to explicitly examine the age 
orientation of the welfare state as it emerged in the early era of welfare 
expansion, through the interwar and post-war period. Lynch asks why 
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some countries developed welfare programmes largely via benefits 
targeted to older people, leading to a high degree of redistribution 
among older people but a lower corresponding level of spending on the 
working age population, while others expanded benefits more evenly 
across age groups. 

To explain these choices, Lynch turns to the structure of early pro-
grammes and the nature of subsequent party competition. She argues 
that where early reformers introduced more citizenship-based welfare 
benefits and political parties subsequently competed for new voters on 
programmatic lines, parties had an incentive to expand programmes to 
younger people through citizenship-based policies. By contrast, in coun-
tries with more particularistic forms of party competition, parties had 
fewer incentives to expand programmes beyond existing programmatic 
insiders, maintaining an older age structure in benefits. The Netherlands 
is a key example of the former structure, and Italy of the latter dynamic, 
something that continues to show up in the contemporary data outlined 
by Figure 4.3.

For Lynch, the structure of party competition and welfare state grow 
together with a reinforcing logic, in some cases encouraging political 
parties to expand programmes to attract new voters, while in others to 
maintain them to retain existing voters. The result is substantial cross-
time continuity in the age orientation of the welfare state, with early 
programme choices having a reinforcing effect. In this framing, ‘win-win’ 
policies are possible, but they are, in many ways, the historical excep-
tion. The growth of programmatic competition in already universalistic 
systems is a particularly Northern European phenomenon – with more 
patronage-oriented party systems, or less stable forms of competition, 
in much of the globe. Crucially, Lynch shows that in these former cases, 
more inclusive coalitions emerged behind political parties that allowed 
them to move beyond targeted appeals to existing constituents. 

A second line of work turns from the historical development of the 
welfare state to its more recent developments, asking explicitly how 
politicians navigate distributional tradeoffs – including intergenerational 
tradeoffs – in an era of fiscal constraint. 

One stream of work suggests that under these constraints, ‘win-win’ 
policies may be particularly difficult due to the time horizons of political 
actors. The payoff – both politically and economically – to investment 
in healthy ageing may not manifest for a generation, as younger citizens 
gain skills and older citizens enter old age in better health, but the costs 
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of spending are borne in the present. While expanding programmes to 
the young in the present has immediate political rewards, many of the 
benefits with regard to long-term health and productivity require the 
longer-time horizons relative to immediate costs. This inter-temporal 
gap can be politically difficult to navigate, giving leaders little ability 
to claim credit in the present, but having to ask voters to pay upfront 
costs in terms of increased taxes or other forms of cuts in spending.

Alan Jacobs (2011) asks under what conditions policymakers can 
make choices that ‘govern for the long-term’. While long-term expansion 
and investment are difficult, as Jacobs and others studying pensions 
show, the long-time horizon policymakers have engaged in both cuts 
and ‘recalibration’ to pensions and other systems, often with long-term 
effects, thus long-term is not impossible but difficult. Jacobs’ approach 
does not necessarily predict age-skewed policy, but does suggest that 
some aspects of win-win policies can be politically difficult. 

Jacobs argues that political systems can give actors incentives to invest 
in long-term solutions – but only under certain conditions. For Jacobs, 
longer term policies only emerge when policymakers are simultaneously 
electorally secure, have clear models about the impact of future policies 
and inhabit institutions that allow policy reforms. Where politicians 
are less electorally secure, future costs and benefits to policies more 
contested, or the institutions of political decision-making limit decisive 
actions, politicians are less willing and able to make inter-temporal 
tradeoffs. While Jacobs’ argument points in a number of directions for 
explaining shifts, he too emphasizes that broad coalitions, including 
interest groups with longer time horizons, are key to explaining when 
politicians can navigate short-termism.  

A third line of work further probes the political alignments around 
expanding different types of spending in the present. A number of 
recent studies have looked to theorize expenditure on age groups in 
terms of an electoral tradeoff between social investment and social 
consumption (Beramendi et al., 2015; Garritzmann et al., 2018) and 
the relative preferences for orthodox economic policy in an ageing 
population (Vlandas, 2017). This work argues that different groups of 
voters prioritize varying forms of expenditure, largely based on their 
interests in – or outside – the labour market. 

Under this tradeoff framing, differences in prioritization emerge 
by skill, income and age groups for ‘investment’ versus ‘consumption’ 
policies. Older voters and older working age voters, especially those in 
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relatively secure jobs, tend to prioritize existing forms of spending on 
pensions and unemployment insurance. This group has a strong material 
interest in income transfers that secure their wellbeing, and sees fewer 
immediate direct benefits to reforms that expand education and training 
for younger people. By contrast, educated younger people, and some 
categories of labour market ‘outsiders’ – those without permanent or 
secure employment contracts – prefer spending on investment policies 
like education and active labour market programmes that promise to 
expand their opportunities in the labour force. 

This approach, then, starts from the premise that win-win configura-
tions are often not possible due to constraints on spending, and frames 
the choice between types of spending as a distributive struggle across 
age groups and types of workers. While both insiders and outsiders in 
an unconstrained setting might prefer both forms of spending, where 
spending is constrained they prioritize differently. This work builds 
on an older literature suggesting that so-called labour market insiders 
(which includes former insiders who are now retired) in Europe are 
a powerful bulwark against welfare state change, including changes 
involving investment in more ‘youth’-oriented policies (Rueda, 2015).

Where insiders and older voters hold more sway, the age orientation 
will remain skewed to older voters, but these same voters might prevent 
straight-out cuts and a reduction in the size of the welfare state. In 
general, this work suggests that insiders tend to have more structural 
power than outsiders. Both because of their links to traditional left 
parties and unions (Thelen, 2014), long-standing mobilization as ‘policy 
takers’ (Pierson, 1996) and higher propensity to vote (Goerres, 2007), 
the policy process is more likely to respond to the demands of these 
groups. The result then, is a relative under-investment in youth-based 
policies, and many of the pre-requisites to healthy ageing. 

Collectively, this literature suggests that ‘win-win’ policies are very 
difficult for three reasons: (a) programmes are highly path dependent 
because the politics that produce them are further reproduced through 
them, with loss-averse voters and interest groups mobilizing to protect 
the status quo; (b) voters and politicians face short time horizons, which 
may be further shortened under conditions of electoral threat from actors 
explicitly supporting consumption over investment; and (c) sizeable parts 
of the voting public prioritize current consumption of passive social 
benefits, which benefits the current older population, but not necessarily 
healthy ageing. While all three of the above approaches suggest that age 
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matters politically, each also suggests that understanding age requires 
embedding the politics of ageing in a broader political context that 
looks at how age intersects with existing welfare structures, the nature 
of partisan political competition and other forms of mobilized political 
inequalities. Where existing welfare structures benefit insiders, parties 
have stable support bases and intergenerational inequalities are pitted 
against other forms of social and economic inequality, more age-focused 
institutions are likely to emerge and stay in place. 

Building on these claims, the following section shows that where age-
based policies are politicized in broader equality-promoting coalitions, 
particularly those seeking gender equality, win-win policies are possible.

4.4 Coalitions and Healthy Ageing

The above section suggested win-win policies are difficult to achieve, 
but some countries have maintained or moved towards them over 
time, while others have not. What can we learn from those that have 
introduced such policies? The following section argues that (a) creat-
ing win-win outcomes requires broad social coalitions that combine 
intra- and intergenerational interests, and (b) this combination often 
involves incorporating actors that explicitly mobilize both sets of issues. 
Historically, gender-based advocacy groups have played a crucial role, 
because of their centrality in politicizing both family and labour market 
issues – drawing together redistributive and intergenerational claims. 
To see these dynamics, we turn to several instances of reforms towards 
more ‘win-win’ outcomes. 

The Scandinavian countries have long stood out as key developers 
of ‘social investment’-style policies, and at the forefront of healthy 
ageing. Lynch (2006) shows that these welfare states have long had a 
younger structure. However, the move towards social investment in the 
Scandinavian countries emerged extensively in the 1970s and 1980s, 
with expansion of benefits targeted at supporting women’s entry into 
the labour force.

This early expansion of parental leave and childcare services – as well 
as more extensive home and institutional care for the elderly – built on 
a larger shift in the underlying political coalitions underpinning not just 
social policy and the welfare state. Sweden, for instance, had relatively 
under-developed early childhood programmes in the 1960s and 1970s, 
compared to other European countries (Morgan, 2002). However, the 
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expansion of demand for female workers, combined with new demands 
from feminist groups, put childcare and parental leave policies on the 
agenda through the 1970s. 

These demands were, however, not narrowly targeted at the state. 
Thelen (2014) describes the process of change in these countries (focusing 
in particular on Denmark) in terms of ‘embedded flexibilization’. She 
argues that as women began to enter the labour force, unions repre-
senting the public sector and service workers developed more extensive 
relationships with the traditionally male-dominated manufacturing 
sector. As the size of the service sector grew, this relationship meant 
increasing institutional links in wage bargaining between lower pro-
ductivity labour-intensive service jobs and blue-collar manufacturing 
jobs. In other words, unions representing public sector workers, an 
increasingly female workforce, institutionalized more pay equity in the 
labour market, creating substantial intragenerational redistribution.

As parties across the political spectrum turned to emphasizing 
support for female labour force participation and expanded childcare 
and parental leaves, this also meant more support for intergenerational 
equity – as the already developed system of pensions was complemented 
with benefits targeting young parents and children (Gingrich & Ansell, 
2015). The result was a robust expansion of a range of social invest-
ment policies, without an initial erosion on benefits for the elderly. 
Put differently, while insider-outsider divides remain relevant in the 
Scandinavian labour market and in individual voting behaviour (e.g. 
Lindvall & Rueda, 2014), the early development of broader coalitions 
built around women in the public sector (and private service sector), 
in both the labour movement and electorally, allowed the emergence 
of more extensive life-cycle policy. 

This scenario has changed somewhat over time. Successive gov-
ernments in a number of Scandinavian countries have trimmed 
unemployment and pension benefits; and, for instance, in Sweden, 
the Conservative-led Reinfeldt government substantially cut taxes. 
Moreover, the marketization of care services, and the broader shift 
towards more limited institutional care, has meant some changes in the 
access of services for the elderly (Gingrich 2011). Nonetheless, there 
remains a strong focus in these welfare states on benefits and services 
that promote both inter-generational and intra-generational solidarity. 

This emphasis shows itself in the nature of political competition. 
Figure 4.5 demonstrates the number of mentions of welfare and education 
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Figure 4.5 The number of mentions of welfare and education in political 
manifestos, by country.

Source: Volkens et al., 2020
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in political manifestos, by country, as measured by the Comparative 
Manifestos Project (CMP). The CMP data do not allow us to disaggre-
gate discussions of age groups explicitly, thus we use overall positive 
mentions of welfare and overall positive mentions of education as a 
proxy for attention to different age groups. What Figure 4.5 shows is 
that over time, parties on the Scandinavian left, and to a lesser extent 
the right as well, have become increasingly positive towards both edu-
cation and welfare, with parties elsewhere pursuing mixed paths on 
both dimensions. Even in an era of cutbacks, the attention to wellbeing 
across the life-cycle in Sweden and Denmark, for instance, is high in 
comparative terms. 

Thelen (2014) contrasts the Scandinavian case to that of continental 
Europe, particularly Germany, where insider-outsider cleavages contin-
ued to dominate through the 1990s and 2000s in both the labour market 
and electoral politics. Here, the traditional manufacturing unions initially 
took a less inclusive and coordinating approach to lower wage service 
workers, allowing increasing wage drift between the manufacturing 
sector and the low-skilled service sector. Politically, through this time 
period, as Beramendi and Rueda (2007) argue, the mainstream left also 
continued to largely represent traditional insiders. 

However, even here, where shifts have occurred towards investment-
type policies over the life-cycle, they have built on broader coalitions 
of younger groups who have often explicitly pushed for greater gender 
equity and support for family policy. The relatively substantial expansion 
of childcare in Germany through the 2000s followed in part through the 
growth of a more electorally mobile female and high skilled electorate 
(Fleckenstein, 2011; Morgan, 2013). These policies were led in part by 
the centre-right (the CDU in Germany) and were particularly favourable 
to higher-skilled women, but nonetheless demonstrate a dynamic of 
change in which demands for greater gender equity promote a reorien-
tation towards more life-cycle policies. Abou-Chadi and Wagner (2020) 
find the move towards investment policies can yield electoral gains 
for the left as well, but only when paired with moderation on ‘second 
dimension’ issues like cultural liberalism and gender equity. Particularly 
in proportional electoral systems, where younger urban voters face less 
of an aggregation penalty (compared to majoritarian systems, where 
such voters are ‘over concentrated’ in cities), voters concerned about 
gender issues as well as other distributive issues are more able to select 
parties that put these questions on the agenda. 
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Häusermann (2010) shows how possible coalitions of insiders 
and outsiders, particularly built around gender, can also change the 
distributive space around benefits in the interest group sphere. Her 
work examines pension reforms in a number of continental European 
countries. Contra early work suggesting pensions are ‘un-reformable’, 
Häusermann finds that many continental European countries did engage 
in substantial pension reform, sometimes expanding equity through 
new pension credits and at other times limiting it. Groups representing 
women, or broader concerns about gender equity, also played a critical 
role in this process, albeit to different distributive ends – sometimes 
facilitating cuts in coalition with centre-right parties and other times 
expansion. 

Why have gender issues been important to new coalitions around the 
welfare state? Women, like older people, are a heterogeneous group, both 
in terms of their economic and political behaviours. However, attention 
to women’s historic exclusion from the welfare state, particularly where 
benefits ran through ‘male breadwinners’, and the labour market has 
brought the possibility of new political and interest group coalitions 
around expansionary life-cycle policies without an immediate erosion 
of benefits for the elderly. 

The tradeoff framework, reviewed above, assumes either a strong 
budget constraint, no macro-economic effects of investment, and thus a 
hard tradeoff between expanding investment and maintaining consump-
tion. However, within a family, investment and consumption can be 
two sides of the same coin (albeit a costly one). Programmes that look 
to support female participation in the labour force often must bridge 
the caring needs of both young children and older people. Where this 
support is done through extensive public policies (rather than more 
limited forms of tax breaks or credits for caring), it can produce both 
investment in the skills of the female labour force and consumption 
for the elderly. The gendered nature of caring (both in the home and 
the paid labour force) means that attention to wages in the care sector, 
support and funding for care and family policies can all have the dual 
effect of expanding benefits for the young while also providing resources 
to older recipients. Equally, in the area of pensions, in attending to 
women’s more historically uneven participation in the paid labour force, 
Häusermann points to the uneven access to benefits among the elderly 
and recognition of career differences over the life-cycle. 
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In short, women’s historic position in the family has meant that 
attention to gender equity draws on many intergenerational issues, 
bringing a more life-course perspective into political discourse. This 
perspective has sometimes led to win-win policies – with attention to 
both intergenerational and intragenerational equity – but not always. 
The Swedish and Danish cases, then, remind us of the key importance 
of broader coalitions. Where win-win policies have emerged, they have 
drawn on both the interests of female workers and family policy in 
conjunction with concerns about equity in the labour market. However, 
these broad coalitions do not always emerge. Indeed, as Figure 4.6 
shows, many moderate left and right parties are much more positive, 
in relative terms, towards education than towards welfare programmes, 
and family and education policies are sometimes expanded alongside 
cuts in other types of spending. 

This observation brings us to the last section of the paper, return-
ing to questions of class and other forms of inequality at the heart of 
ageing policy. 

4.5 New Challenges

The above section argued that attention to gender equity has, in many 
European countries, brought more attention to questions of intergen-
erational solidarity. However, this intergenerational focus is not always 
accompanied by more attention to intragenerational equity. This chapter 
concludes with a discussion of two increasingly important issues that 
highlight the intersection of class and region with intergenerational sol-
idarity. These issues, like the more generic focus on life-course policies 
discussed above, will be crucial to future healthy ageing.

First, many European countries, including both the older and newer 
EU member states, have experienced increases in not just income 
in equality in recent years but also wealth inequality. A large part of this 
increase has been driven by a boom in asset prices, particularly house 
prices (Fuller et al., 2020). This growing wealth inequality has clear 
age-based implications. Older people are more likely to own substantial 
assets, and in many cases have benefited from appreciation in house 
prices, but have been harmed by low interest rates on other forms of 
saving, while younger people are ‘locked out’ of increasingly expensive 
housing markets. 
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Figure 4.6 Standardized population density versus country-year standardized age structure, NUTS-3 
levels or equivalent, 2016.
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Despite the seeming potential for new generational divisions over 
housing, and wealth more generally, the politics of such shifts have 
often been ‘refamilializing’, forcing young people to rely on family 
wealth – where they can. Bohle and Seabrooke (2020) describe these 
shifts, in extremis, in terms of ‘housing as patrimony’. This reliance 
highlights one of the key features of the political economy of healthy 
ageing: what appears as a generational conflict over resources often has 
a core source in other forms of inequality. Wealth divides that create 
ostensible intergenerational tension often rest on deeper class divisions. 
Those who started out wealthier – who had access to assets in the first 
place – have benefited the most. Bohle and Seabrooke argue that where 
policymakers in Europe both cut back many social benefits and pursued 
policies expanding wealth generation, the result has been both rising 
inequality and reliance on the family. 

The politics of family wealth have long been a key issue in Southern 
Europe, particularly in countries like Italy that combine rigid housing 
markets and high levels of youth unemployment, reproducing both class- 
and age-based inequalities within and across generations. However, 
the rapid rise of house prices across the Scandinavian and Anglo coun-
tries may portend further shifts along these lines. For instance, Ansell 
(2014) finds that house price appreciation can push more conservative 
voters further to the right on social policy and spending, potentially 
reducing the scope for political coalitions around either form of sol-
idarity. In other words, what appears initially as a potential source 
of intergenerational conflict rests on a broader set of questions about 
the future distribution of economic resources both across and within 
generations – a distribution that will affect the wellbeing of the elderly 
and of younger generations. 

These issues have become particularly pronounced for a second 
reason: that of growing regional inequality in some cases. While overall 
regional inequality varies across Europe (both in its level and cross-time 
trends), house prices have appreciated in particular in Europe’s capital 
regions and densest urban areas, in part due to the rise of the knowledge 
economy and new economic sectors clustered in urban areas. A grow-
ing body of work points to the changing spatial structure of economic 
growth (Krugman, 1991) and its political consequences (Beramendi, 
2012; Iversen & Soskice, 2019). This rise of more post-industrial eco-
nomic structures has promoted growth in urban areas, leading to some 
out-migration of working age adults from declining regions. 
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At present, urban-rural gaps in unmet need are not large, but may 
become larger in the future as declining areas increasingly become home 
to a larger share of older people. Figure 4.6 shows this connection. Using 
small regions (NUTS3 in Europe and equivalent regions elsewhere), it 
shows the country-year standardized population density versus country-
year standardized age structure in 2016. We see that the large dense 
cities are much younger in many countries, meaning that less dense 
areas, which are generally experiencing lower levels of overall growth, 
are often the places where care needs and health needs will be more 
pronounced. Solidarity among and within generations, then, requires 
attention not just to income support for each group, but to the quality 
of services provided in particular areas. 

Investing in rural and elderly-heavy areas, however, faces both eco-
nomic and political limits. As population growth in these areas slows, 
they may experience a pronounced slowing of private investment (which 
is already weak by historical standards, relative to the cost of borrow-
ing). This outcome suggests that without some public investment, these 
regions are likely to face particular long-run disadvantages, disadvan-
tages that could have a strong age component. However, as parties on 
the left have historically thrived more in cities, and do so even more in 
the contemporary moment, and parties on the mainstream and more 
populist right are more sceptical of expanding taxes or public debt, the 
question of regional cross-age coalitions around public investment is 
uncertain politically. 

Put differently, whereas attention to gender, in politicizing the family, 
brought intergenerational solidarity onto the agenda, housing and 
growing urban-rural variation also have inter- and intragenerational 
components, but the class and regional dynamics around them may 
split, rather than pull together, coalitions around life-cycle policies and 
healthy ageing. How future generations will navigate these questions 
remains to be seen. 

4.6 Conclusion

When we look across time and place, older people as a whole have 
been key ‘winners’ from the expansion of the welfare state. In large 
part this is a simple cohort effect: those whose formative years were 
spent in thriving and relatively equal economies move through life 
with a better situation than those whose formative years were in the 
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post-1980s era of increasing inequality, a difference exacerbated by the 
many countries that have chosen to spend money on avoiding poverty 
among older people. Behind this broad pattern lie substantial differences 
in terms of how equal these gains have been amongst the elderly and 
the degree to which they build on solidarity with other age groups. As 
such, even where the elderly are major recipients, the policies in place 
aren’t always optimal for healthy ageing – as healthy ageing requires 
attention to inequality: inequality amongst the elderly and inequality 
in the population as a whole. 

In order to understand why these patterns emerge, we need to exam-
ine how politics often does cement intergenerational conflict (through 
insider-outsider dynamics) and how this conflict, far from preserving the 
needs of the elderly, often undercuts healthy ageing. When we look at 
places where a broader life-course perspective emerged, it often drew on 
cross-generation (and sometimes cross-class) coalitions around gender. 
Recognizing the need for these coalitions, and paying attention to the 
changing class and regional issues at the core of healthy ageing, will be 
crucial going forward.
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5 Unequal Ageing: the Politics of Ageing 
As the Politics of Health Inequalities

5.1 Introduction

One major implication of the previous two chapters is that the  politics 
of ageing is actually the politics of inequality – not a chimera of inter-
generational inequality, but rather the inequalities that scholars of poli-
tics, social policy and health have long studied and understood (Lynch, 
2020). As chapter two showed, one of the problematic assumptions of 
the ‘ageing crisis’ narrative is precisely the belief that older populations 
are homogeneous in their experience and outlook. This ignores the 
significant health inequalities which exist amongst older populations 
and overlooks the degree to which the costs of an ageing population 
are actually rooted in these inequalities. Without this framing, debates 
about intergenerational inequalities and the ‘ageing crisis’ are a distrac-
tion from both the deep social inequalities that exist in terms of gender, 
geography, race and ethnicity, socioeconomic status and the ways in 
which these social inequalities produce inequities in health. Intentional 
or not, to focus on intergenerational inequalities diverts attention from 
the real inequalities that shape people’s lives and the politics of ageing 
and health. 

These inequality-generating processes are not only located at one 
point in the life-course, of course. Health inequalities among older pop-
ulations are the cumulative product of particular trajectories through the 
social spaces which create social and economic advantage and disadvan-
tage. Indeed, one of the most profound implications of this emphasis on 
the ‘ageing crisis’ is that it has a tendency to obfuscate the continuing 
inequalities in who gets to be ‘old’ and who gets to enjoy good health 
in retirement. In this respect, the politics of ageing is more properly 
framed as the politics of inequality – and this cuts across generations. 

In this chapter we draw out this argument by illuminating both 
the shape and scope of health inequalities across the life course and 
describing the causes of health inequalities. This is not an exhaustive 
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overview of this large literature but instead we aim to provide a picture 
of how ignoring inequalities in health among children and the working-
age population lays the foundation for the ageing crisis that concerns 
politicians and think tanks. We begin by examining inequalities in who 
gets to be old across a number of socio-demographic characteristics 
before offering a theory of the causes of health inequalities. 

5.2 Unequal Ageing: Who Gets to Be Old? 

Ageing and becoming ‘old’ are not universal experiences. There are 
significant social inequalities across the population in terms of life 
expectancy and disability-free life expectancy by gender, geography, 
race and ethnicity, socioeconomic status, etc. Health inequalities exist 
along many of the axes which divide and organize social life. There are 
geographical inequalities in health (e.g. by country, region or neighbour-
hood), and sex- or gender-based inequalities too. Inequalities in health 
cut across income, class, occupation and education, and they affect 
different racial groups. Health inequalities are systematic, avoidable 
and unfair differences in health (Whitehead, 1991).

5.2.1 Gender Inequalities in Health

In many countries women live longer than men – for example, life 
expectancy for women in Albania is over 4 years higher than for men 
(Albanian men 77.5 years, women 81.9 years); similarly, on aver-
age German women live ~5 years longer than American men (83.2 
years compared to 78.4 years). Figure 1.2 in the introductory chapter 
shows how serious these inequalities can be, with the case of Lithuania 
 representative of the many countries with dramatic gender inequalities 
in life expectancy.

Longer female life expectancies do not, however, mean better health. 
Women (particularly older women) also generally experience worse 
health: women get sick, men die (Doyal, 1995). For example, in France 
more men than women consider their health to be ‘good’ (70.2 per cent 
for men and 65.6 per cent for women). Limiting long-term conditions 
tend to be higher amongst older women than amongst older men. 
Women also have higher rates of mental ill-health, particularly in terms 
of depression and anxiety across all age groups. However, suicide rates 
are higher amongst men (Daykin & Jones, 2008). Health differences 
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between men and women are partly explained in biological terms (i.e. 
sex-based) and partly in social terms (i.e. gender-based). Sex refers to 
the biological differences between men and women, whilst gender is the 
social construction of sex-related roles and relationships – how men 
and women are expected to act within particular societies (Hill, 2016).

Research on differences in health between men and women focuses 
on the interaction of these two different elements, although the social 
tends to be privileged. For example, men’s poorer longevity is ascribed 
by some to men’s higher rates of risky health behaviours such as alco-
hol consumption and drug abuse, or to the fact that men are less likely 
than women to access health care services (Annandale & Hunt, 2000). 
These are linked to gendered assumptions of what it means to be a ‘man’ 
within dominant forms of masculinity. Social factors are also important 
as women have less access to higher paid jobs and therefore less access 
to health-promoting resources. Employment is often gendered, with 
men and women therefore experiencing different working conditions. 
Women also continue to bear the brunt of the unpaid domestic labour 
and caring responsibilities. Institutional or structural sexism is also 
important (Homan, 2019). For example, studies have shown that in 
countries where men and women are more equal, the health of both 
men and women tends to be better (Reeves et al., 2016; Van de Velde 
et al., 2013). 

5.2.2 Ethnic Inequalities in Health

Health also varies by race and ethnicity (Nazroo & Williams, 2006). 
For example, in the Netherlands all-cause mortality rates are more than 
~1.2 times higher for Turkish, Surinamese and Antillean/Aruban males 
even after adjusting for other factors (Bos et al., 2004). In the USA 
African-Americans have a life expectancy four years lower than that of 
White Americans (Arias, 2011), whilst indigenous populations in the 
USA, Canada, New Zealand and Australia experience life expectancies 
of seven to twelve years less than their non-indigenous counterparts 
(Hill, 2016).

Non-white populations tend to suffer a greater burden of morbidity 
as well. American Whites spend a greater share of their years free of 
activity limitations (Molla, 2013). Importantly, morbidity and mortality 
disparities between Whites and African-Americans shrink and gradually 
disappear over the life-course. Among the very old, African-Americans 
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appear to enjoy a health advantage over Whites. This phenomenon, 
referred to as the racial morbidity and mortality crossover, is the subject 
of an ongoing scientific debate. While some scholars have hypothesized 
that the crossover may be a measurement artefact, others have argued 
that adverse life-course selection translates to better overall health of 
the oldest African-Americans.

Sociologists and social epidemiologists have persuasively demon-
strated that a large share of today’s observed racial and ethnic differences 
in health are due not to innate biological differences between members of 
different racial and ethnic groups but to social and environmental factors. 
For example, Cooper and colleagues (2005) showed that while US Whites 
have lower prevalence of hypertension than African-Americans, they 
have greater prevalence of hypertension than Blacks living in Africa. In 
contrast, African-Americans have higher hypertension rates than popu-
lations of predominantly White European countries, such as Sweden and 
Italy, but lower than others, including Germany and Finland. Because 
wealth and socioeconomic resources tend to be unevenly distributed in 
racially and ethnically stratified societies  socioeconomic status interacts 
with racial and ethnic disparities. In the US context, the median net worth 
of a White household is nearly nine times greater than that of a Black 
household and five times greater than that of a Hispanic household. 
Asian-American households’ median net worth exceeds that of Whites 
by 1.4 times (Eggleston & Munk, 2019). The large disparities between 
people of different races, partly reflect economies and social policies in 
which socioeconomic resources are distributed by race. 

Prior research has shown that even after adjusting for socioeconomic 
status, morbidity and mortality disparities by race/ethnicity remain. 
Perhaps surprisingly, racial health disparities are larger among the more 
privileged than the less privileged, whose outcomes are more uniform 
(Braveman et al., 2010). Racism and racial discrimination likely account 
for a share of the health outcome differences between similarly advan-
taged White and non-White populations (D. R. Williams et al., 2019). 
As an upstream cause of disadvantage, racism and racial discrimination 
may influence health through multiple pathways. For example, racial 
segregation can limit access to healthful neighbourhoods and desira-
ble housing options, and has usually been linked to worse health in 
Blacks, including worse pregnancy outcomes and increased mortality 
(Kramer & Hogue, 2009). Discrimination has been shown to reduce 
access to goods, services and health care in multiple national contexts  
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(Ben et al., 2017). In addition, experiences of discrimination may also 
have a less immediately apparent effect – they are likely to increase 
individual stress and translate to higher allostatic load (Allen et al., 
2019), which has been connected to the emergence of multiple chronic 
conditions (McEwen & Stellar, 1993).

5.2.3 Socioeconomic Inequalities in Health

Socioeconomic status is a term that refers to occupational class, income 
or educational level (Bambra, 2011). Across Europe, people with higher 
occupational status (e.g. professionals such as teachers or lawyers) have 
better health outcomes than those with lower occupational status (e.g. 
manual workers). Similarly, people with a higher income or tertiary-level 
education have better health outcomes than those with a low income or 
no educational qualifications (Bambra, 2016). Current levels of health 
inequalities in Europe are depicted in Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. 

Figure 5.1 shows inequalities in general health by income group. 
Good health increases with income in all countries (Forster et al., 2018). 
At the EU level, 60.0 per cent of people with a low income report to be 
in good health compared to 78.3 per cent of people with a high income: 
a difference of over 18 percentage points. Figure 5.1 also shows how 
inequalities in general health vary across Europe. For example, the 
health gap is 20 percentage points in Ireland and Portugal but almost 
40 in Lithuania. 

Figure 5.2 shows educational inequalities in long-term chronic dis-
eases (non-communicable diseases) (McNamara et al., 2017). Again, 
there are clear inequalities across Europe. For instance, someone with 
a low education is over three times more likely than someone with a 
tertiary education to report depression. As Figure 5.2 also indicates, 
educational inequalities in Europe are highest for depression, diabetes 
and obesity. 

There are also socioeconomic inequalities in health-related practices: 
rates of smoking and alcohol consumption are higher in lower socio-
economic groups, whilst rates of physical activity and consumption 
of fruit and vegetables are lower (Huijts et al., 2017). For example, 
as Figure 5.3 shows, smoking follows a clear social gradient: in all 
European countries except Portugal the likelihood of smoking daily is 
higher for individuals with a primary or secondary education than for 
their more highly educated peers (Huijts et al., 2017).
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5.2.4 Geographical Inequalities in Health

It is well known that health varies between countries. Most notably, 
there are considerable differences between the richest and the poorest 
European countries. For example, average life expectancy for men 
and women in countries like France is high (over 83 years), while in 
Latvia or Lithuania it is significantly lower (~75 years in both). The 
USA, the richest country in the world, has more than four years less life 
expectancy than Japan and an infant mortality rate that is three times 
greater than that of Iceland (Schrecker & Bambra, 2015). This has led 
to discussions of a ‘US health disadvantage’ whereby the USA has worse 
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Figure 5.1 Income inequalities in self-reported health across Europe, 2016.

Notes: Data refer to 2016.

Source: Forster et al., 2018, reproduced with permission of authors
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outcomes across a number of key health outcomes (such as obesity or 
heart disease) than other comparable wealthy countries (US National 
Research Council & US Institute of Medicine, 2013).

Within countries, there are also regional inequalities in health. For 
example, in Belgium in 2016 the standardized death rate per 100,000 
was 886 deaths in the province of West Vlaanderen but in Hainaut it 
was 1,161 deaths (Forster et al., 2018). These regional inequalities in 
health are evident in all other countries. By way of example, Figure 5.4 
shows regional inequalities in life expectancy across Europe for men and 
women combined. It shows that across Europe, all countries experience 

Figure 5.2 Educational inequalities in non-communicable diseases in 
Europe. 

Notes: Age-adjusted risk ratios estimate the probability of self-reporting a particular 
NCD for individuals with low and medium education vis-à-vis highly educated 
people. 

Source: Forster et al., 2018, reproduced with permission of authors
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unequal health across their constituent regions. These patterns also exist 
outside Europe as, for example, in China, where average life expectancy 
is over five years less in the northern provinces than in the southern ones.

The most striking geographical inequalities in health, though, are 
those that exist between neighbourhoods, with neighbourhoods that are 
the most deprived (measured in terms of income, employment, health, 
education, crime, access to services and living environment) having worse 
health than those that are less deprived – and this follows a spatial gra-
dient with each increase in deprivation resulting in a decrease in average 
health. In England the gap between the most and least deprived areas is 
around nine years average life expectancy and nineteen years average 
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Figure 5.3 Probability of smoking by educational status.

Notes: Age- and sex-adjusted odds ratios represent the probability of being a daily 
smoker given low or medium education, respectively, relative to individuals with 
high education. 

Source: Forster et al., 2018, reproduced with permission of authors
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healthy life expectancy for men and around seven and nineteen years 
respectively for women (ONS, 2018). In some cases these deprived and 
affluent areas with such differences in health outcomes can be located 
very closely together – indeed just a few miles apart, as with London, 
where life expectancies along a single Underground line, the Bakerloo 
Line, vary dramatically (Bambra, 2016).

5.2.5 Intersectional Inequalities

Health inequalities are also intersectional. Intersectionality is a way 
of looking at multiple influences on health (Gkiouleka et al., 2018). 
It focuses on how socioeconomic status, ethnicity and gender are 

Figure 5.4 Average life expectancy by European region for men and women.

Source: reproduced from Bambra, 2016, with permission of Policy Press
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experienced not separately but in combination and that we all have dif-
ferent aspects of social identity that coexist with one another. Focusing 
on any one element of inequality, such as patriarchy or White suprem-
acy, risks obscuring the ways in which different inequalities interact. 

Intersectionality therefore looks at the ‘axes of inequality’, par-
ticularly socioeconomic status, gender and ethnicity together. It also 
considers gender and ethnicity as social factors rather than simply 
demographic ones, viewing them as socially structured, constructed 
and experienced. So, for example, health differences between men and 
women arise not just because of biological differences but as a result of 
the social construction of sex-related roles and relationships (gender). 
Likewise, ethnic inequalities in health can arise through racism, with 
ethnic minority groups more likely to experience discrimination per-
sonally, institutionally (systematic exclusion and disadvantage) and 
economically. Health is therefore affected by each of these axes of 
inequality (Hill, 2016). Intersectionality therefore draws recognition to 
the fact that any individual has ‘such multiple aspects of identity with 
relevance for their relationships with others and with the structures and 
systems of power – and, therefore, for their health’. Intersectionality 
looks at all aspects of the individual and how they experience the 
various aspects of their social identity within particular contexts, and 
with specific health effects. Black men, for example, have far poorer 
health than White women. These inequalities also intersect with age. 
While older people have poorer health than younger people, not all 
older people experience poor health in the same way. For example, 
ethnic minorities in France aged 65 and over were almost twice as likely 
(~40%) to report a heart or circulation problem than those who were 
members of the ethnic majority (~21%). 

5.2.6 Trends in Health Inequalities

These intersecting inequalities have become crucial to political debates 
across high-income countries because they are behind the stagnation 
of life expectancy in some contexts. For example, stagnating life expec-
tancy in the UK has been driven by a mix of rising mortality among 
both the elderly and, more surprisingly, those of working age. Perhaps 
more striking, inequalities in life expectancy have tragically risen in the 
last few years, according to recently released figures from the Office for 
National Statistics (ONS, 2019). There are also signs that inequalities in 
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infant mortality rates may also be increasing. This is not only because 
of greater improvements among the better-off but because the poorest 
have seen real declines. In the most deprived parts of England, female 
life expectancy at birth fell by almost 100 days between 2012–2014 and 
2015–2017. Men in the poorest areas saw no improvements, while those 
in the richest parts of the UK continued to see their life expectancies 
improve. This is true among the elderly too. 

In the USA all-cause mortality rates stopped falling around the turn 
of the twenty-first century (Case & Deaton, 2015). The halt of mortality 
improvements has been traced to increased mortality in middle-aged 
non-Hispanic Whites. While mortality of Whites in the youngest and 
oldest ages has continued to decline, as have mortality rates for Blacks 
and Hispanics, their gains were overshadowed by rapid growth in what 
Case and Deaton refer to as deaths of despair in middle-aged Whites: 
drug overdoses, suicides and alcohol-related liver mortality. The mor-
tality rate increase was accompanied by worsened self-rated health 
and greater reports of chronic pain (Case & Deaton, 2015). The social 
causes underlying the mortality rate increase in middle-aged Whites are 
the subject of ongoing discussion. Case and Deaton argue that they are 
symptoms of a cumulative disadvantage of working class Whites, includ-
ing weakening labour market and social structures, as well as falling 
marriage rates and lower participation in organized religion (Case & 
Deaton, 2017). Others have leaned towards more macroeconomically 
oriented explanations (Hollingsworth et al., 2017) or argued that the 
main culprit behind increased drug-related mortality is increased avail-
ability of drugs (Ruhm, 2018). We explore this further in Chapter 6. 

These trends in terms of stalling and indeed falling life expectancy in 
the UK and Europe are also reflected in terms of trends in health inequal-
ities. Since the global financial crisis of 2007–8, Europe has experienced 
considerable economic, social and political upheaval. Across Europe 
the economic recovery has been weak and inequitable: unemployment 
has remained high, particularly amongst young adults and those with 
low skills, wages have stagnated and living standards have declined. 
Relatedly, health inequalities have also increased. Whilst average life 
expectancy at birth in the European Union increased from 79.4 in 2008 
to 81.0 in 2016, these increases were smaller amongst men and women 
with a lower level of education (Forster et al., 2018). For example, in 
Denmark the difference in life expectancy at age 30 between men with 
a low education and men with a tertiary education rose from 4.8 years 
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to 6.4 years. The respective gap for women increased from 3.7 years 
to 4.7 years. So, whilst the health of everyone in Europe has improved 
over the last decade, more privileged groups have benefited the most, 
leading to increased health inequalities in some countries (Mackenbach 
et al., 2016).

5.2.7 COVID-19 Pandemic and Health Inequalities

These social inequalities in health by gender, geography, race and 
ethnicity, and socioeconomic status are evident across all health condi-
tions, from mental health through to chronic diseases such as diabetes 
and heart disease, and even in infectious diseases including Covid-19 
(Bambra et al., 2020; Bambra et al., 2021). There is clear evidence of 
social inequalities in COVID-19 infection and mortality rates from Spain, 
the USA and the UK. For example, intermediate data published by the 
Catalonian government in Spain in April 2020 suggests that the rate of 
COVID-19 infection is six or seven times higher in the most deprived 
areas of the region compared to the least deprived (Catalan Agency for 
Health Quality and Assessment, 2020). Similarly, in preliminary USA 
analysis, Chen and Krieger (2020) found area-level socio-spatial gradi-
ents in confirmed cases in Illinois and New York City, with dramatically 
increased mortality risk observed among residents of the most disadvan-
taged counties. Official national data in England and Wales found that 
coronavirus (COVID-19)-related deaths were twice as high in the most 
deprived neighbourhoods (55 per 100,000 population) than in the most 
affluent neighbourhoods (25 per 100,000 population) (ONS, 2020).

In regards to ethnic inequalities in COVID-19, data from England 
and Wales found that people who are Black, Asian and minority ethnic 
(BAME) accounted for around 35 per cent of 5,000 critically ill COVID-
19 patients (in the period ending 16/4/2020) – although they only make 
up 14 per cent of the UK population (ICNARC, 2020). Similarly, there 
are large racial inequalities in COVID-19 infections and deaths in various 
US states and municipalities. For example, in Chicago (in the period 
ending 17/04/20), 60 per cent of COVID-19 deaths were amongst Black 
residents and the COVID-19 mortality rate for Black Chicagoans was 
35 per 100,000 population compared to 8 per 100,000 population 
amongst White residents (City of Chicago, 2020). Gender also appears 
to be a risk factor for COVID-19 symptom severity and mortality, with 
data from many countries showing that mortality rates are much higher 
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amongst men. For example, in March and April 2020 in England and 
Wales men made up 70 per cent of hospitalized cases and around 60 
per cent of confirmed COVID-19-related deaths (ICNARC, 2020).

As the pandemic progresses, there will likely be an interaction of 
race, gender and socioeconomic inequalities, given the intersectionality 
of multiple aspects of social disadvantage (Gkiouleka et al., 2018).

5.3 What Causes Health Inequalities? 

The explanations for different forms of health inequalities are rooted 
in the connection between health-related practices, material resources 
and institutions. These intersect with other features of the social world, 
such as socioeconomic status, place, gender and ethnicity. In the sections 
below, we focus on social position and place rather than gender and 
ethnicity. This is not because gender inequalities and ethnic inequalities 
are unimportant, but we focus on those which are most deeply connected 
to the ageing process generally and to our policy analysis in Chapter 6. 

5.3.1 Material Resources: the Social Determinants of Health 

‘Materialist’ explanations focus on the conditions which influence our 
access to health-enhancing goods, which limit our exposure to risk 
factors. Economic resources, for example, are one of these conditions 
because they can determine our ability to afford good quality services 
(e.g. hospitals, schools, transport infrastructure and social care) but 
also allow people to avoid materially harmful circumstances (e.g. poor 
housing, inadequate diet, physical hazards at work, environmental 
exposures). Fundamental cause theory (Phelan et al., 2010) is premised 
on the idea that money is fungible and therefore can be used to preserve 
inequalities, so if we address one specific inequality (e.g. lack of access 
to green spaces) overall health might improve as a result but income 
inequalities will lead to some other measurable health inequality increas-
ing. Furthermore, runs the theory, new technology will often increase 
inequality: the benefits of wearable devices, for example, will accrue 
to better-off people first, which means that regardless of the intentions 
of the creators or the effect of the technology among users, most new 
health technologies will increase health inequalities. 

The conditions which structure the social worlds in which we live, 
work, mature and die are commonly termed the ‘social determinants 
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of health’. Beside income, they include working conditions, housing 
and neighbourhood, labour market activity and access to certain goods 
and services, such as health care. Our social position in the world is a 
complex agglomeration of all of these aspects of our lives and so in a 
very meaningful sense people in different social positions inhabit quite 
distinct social and epidemiological life worlds. 

One way in which our social position in the world influences health 
is through shaping our practices – how we live our lives. Health in equal-
ities are grounded in everyday practices, both chosen and habitual. 
These practices are often called health behaviours (a term which can 
imbue social action with a degree of intentionality). However, social 
action is not always intentional and so we call them practices because 
these ‘behaviours’ often bear the hallmarks of a particular mode of 
engaging with the world which relies on pre-verbal understanding of 
what is appropriate in a given setting. Health-related practices, then, 
are ways people spend their time and also forms of consumption that 
affect health, including diet, exercise and other forms of consumption 
such as tobacco use. Practices are, of course, not solely determined by 
individual preferences. In fact, when we articulate our preferences we 
are usually expressing post-hoc justifications for habits that have not 
necessarily been subject to rational evaluation (Jerolmack & Khan, 
2014). What we consume and how we spend our time is shaped by our 
social position because the ‘worlds’ we inhabit – whether we have a 
high income or not – make possible some forms of social action whilst 
making other practices more difficult. By cultivating distinct sets of 
practices, these ‘worlds’ can, as described above, have implications 
for health and health inequalities. When Mexicans leave cans of Coca-
Cola on the graves of their ancestors on ‘The Day of the Dead’, they 
are revealing the value their community (or their social position in the 
world) places on specific forms of consumption. 

The social nature of practices influences the size and shape of health 
inequalities and partially explains why the degree to which practices 
(or behaviours) influence health inequalities varies within and between 
countries over time. This is because practices are not inherently linked 
with inequalities per se. That is, specific practices only generate health 
inequalities if there are inequalities in who performs those practices. 
To come back to tobacco, smoking is a social practice which reflects 
gender roles, social class structures and income inequalities (Marron, 
2017). So, as inequalities in smoking have decreased in Europe in 
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recent decades, smoking has become a less important determinant of 
health inequalities. Crucially, there are important gender differences 
here because this decline has primarily been observed in men. This is 
not true of women, however, because inequalities in smoking among 
women have in fact increased (Gregoraci et al., 2017).

Practices differ between and within age groups. In 2014 the preva-
lence of ‘current smokers’ across the twenty-eight European member 
states was 32.6 per cent among 25–34 year olds and 26.7 per cent of 
45–64 year olds. This ~6 percentage point gap is actually smaller than 
the 7 percentage point difference between the poorest income quintile 
and the richest quintile. In fact, the really striking difference is between 
income quintiles within specific age groups. There is a 13 percentage 
point gap in the prevalence of ‘current smokers’ between the poorest 
and the richest income quintiles among 25–34 year olds, and an 11.1 
percentage point gap between the poorest and the richest income quin-
tiles among those aged 55–64. These are differences that are going to 
have a profound influence on the costs of ageing in the future, and they 
are differences driven by the social determinants of health.

Finally, the social determinants of health may influence health 
outcomes through psychosocial pathways (Marmot, 2004). Beyond 
the materialist and practice-based explanations, the psychosocial is 
concerned with the psychic experience of social inequalities or other 
forms of social exclusion (Greer, 2018; Pickett & Wilkinson, 2010, 
2015). The experience of discrimination or racism, for example, has 
profound negative effects on the health of the dominated racial group 
(D. R. Williams et al., 2019). Discrimination in the labour market 
leaves dominated racial groups in economically precarious positions, 
locked out of the mechanisms that ensure wealth accumulation (Shapiro, 
2017). Self-reported discrimination is also associated with poorer mental 
health and (albeit less clearly) physical health as well (D. R. Williams 
et al., 2019).

A study using data from Norway compared the relative contribu-
tion of practices, material resources and psychosocial explanations 
(alongside biomedical factors) of socioeconomic (educational and 
income) inequalities in mortality. It concluded that material factors 
were the most important in explaining income inequalities in mortality 
whilst psychosocial and behavioural factors were the most important 
in explaining educational inequalities (Skalická et al., 2009). People 
exposed to one sort of factor (e.g. material) may also be exposed to 
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another (e.g. psychosocial) and have interacting influences on their 
health. So, these explanations of health inequalities are intersecting 
rather than competing. Indeed, people of higher socioeconomic status 
(be it higher education levels, higher income or higher occupational 
class) have access to better resources, money, knowledge, prestige, 
power and beneficial social networks, whilst those of lower socioeco-
nomic status (lower income, education or occupational class) have less 
access to such things. People of higher socioeconomic status also have 
access to better contexts (as shall be described in the next section) in 
terms of workplaces and neighbourhoods (Phelan et al., 2004). The 
health advantage of having a higher socioeconomic status is robust to 
varying degrees over time and place such that, whilst the clinical and 
proximal causes of socioeconomic inequalities in health have changed, 
the gradient still exists. For example, in the nineteenth century the 
leading causes of death were fevers and consumption, whilst in the 
twentieth and early twenty-first centuries the main causes of death are 
cancers and cardiovascular disease. Socioeconomic inequalities existed 
in the nineteenth century as they do today – despite the diversity of 
the actual causes of death. This is because high socioeconomic status 
in the nineteenth century enabled people to have better sanitation 
or to live away from polluting factories, for example, whilst in the 
twentieth and twenty-first centuries it enables better health-related 
practices or access to healthier work environments. People of high 
socioeconomic status use their resources to adapt to the disease 
threat of the day and gain a health advantage over those of lower 
socioeconomic status who do not have the resources to adapt. This 
has led to socioeconomic status being called a ‘fundamental cause’ 
of ill health – and ageing – which persists despite competing causes 
of death (Link & Phelan, 1995).

5.3.2 Explaining Geographic Inequalities in Health 

Building on explanations of socioeconomic inequalities in health, 
researchers have traditionally explained geographical inequalities in 
health in terms of the effects of compositional (who lives here?) and 
contextual (what is this place like?) factors (Bambra, 2016). The com-
positional explanation asserts that the health of a given area, such as a 
town, region or country, is a result of the characteristics of the people 
who live there (individual-level demographic, health-related practices 
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and socioeconomic factors). If more people smoke in a given area, then 
we would expect that area to have poorer health. 

The contextual explanation, by contrast, argues that area-level health 
is also in part determined by the nature of the place itself in terms of 
its economic, social and physical environment. Health differs by place 
because it is also determined by the economic, social and physical 
environment of a place: poor places lead to poor health. Place mediates 
the way in which individuals experience social, economic and physical 
processes on their health: places can be salutogenic (health promoting) 
or pathogenic (health damaging) environments – place acts as a health 
ecosystem. These place-based effects can also be seen as the collective 
effects of the social determinants of health. That is, the socioeconomic 
position of the people who live in your community will impact your 
health irrespective of your own socioeconomic position. To capture 
these contextual effects, researchers commonly look at area poverty 
rates, unemployment rates, wages and types of work and employment 
in the area. The mechanisms whereby the economic profile of a local 
area impacts on health are multiple. For example, it affects the nature 
of work that an individual can access in that place (regardless of their 
own socioeconomic position). It also impacts on the services available 
in a local area, as more affluent areas will attract different services (such 
as food available locally or physical activity opportunities) than more 
deprived areas as businesses adapt to the different consumer demands 
in each area (see access to services in the opportunity structures section 
below). Area-level economic factors such as poverty are a key predictor 
of health, including cardiovascular disease, all-cause mortality, limiting 
long-term illness and health-related behaviours (Macintyre, 2007).

Places also have social aspects which impact on health. For example, 
local environments can shape our access to healthy – and unhealthy – 
goods and services, thus enhancing or reducing our opportunities to 
engage in healthy or unhealthy behaviours such as smoking, alcohol 
consumption, fruit and vegetable consumption or physical activity. 
Alongside access to services, another social aspect of place is collective 
social functioning. Collective social practices that are beneficial to 
health include high levels of social cohesion and social capital within 
the community. Social capital – ‘the features of social organisation 
such as trust, norms, and networks that can improve the efficiency of 
society by facilitating coordinated actions’ (Putnam, 1993, 167) – has 
been put forward as a social mechanism through which place mediates 
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the relationship between individual socioeconomic status and health 
outcomes (Hawe & Shiell, 2000). Some studies have found that areas 
with higher levels of social capital have better health, such as lower 
mortality rates, self-rated health, mental health and health behaviours. 
More negative collective effects can also come from the reputation of 
an area (e.g., stigmatized places can result in feelings of alienation and 
worthlessness) or the history of an area (e.g., if there has been a his-
tory of racial oppression). Residents of stigmatized places can also be 
discredited by association with these place characteristics. A notable 
and documented case of such place-based stigma is Love Canal, New 
York – the location of a toxic waste dump. Research has shown that such 
place-based stigma can result in psychosocial stress and associated ill 
health, alongside feelings of shame, on top of the physical health effects 
of air pollution such as respiratory disease (Airey, 2003).

Finally, place can also affect health through the nature of the phys-
ical environment (Marmot et al., 2008). There is a sizeable literature 
on the positive health effects of access to green space, as well as the 
negative health effects of waste facilities, brownfield or contaminated 
land, as well as air pollution (Bambra, 2016). One (in)famous example 
of the latter is the so-called Cancer Alley – the 87-mile stretch in the 
American state of Mississippi between Baton Rouge and New Orleans, 
the home of the largest petrochemicals site in the country (Markowitz 
& Rosner, 2003). In 2016 it was estimated that air pollution levels in 
London accounted for up to 10,000 unnecessary deaths per year (Walton 
et al., 2015). Another example of how the physical environment of 
areas varies is in respect to land pollution. A study found that in the 
American city of Baltimore mortality rates from cancer, lung cancer and 
respiratory diseases were significantly higher in neighbourhoods with 
larger amounts of brownfield land (Litt et al., 2002). The literature has 
also established the role of natural or green spaces as therapeutic or 
health-promoting landscapes. So, for example, studies have found that 
walking in natural, rather than urban, settings reduces stress levels and 
people residing in green areas report less poor health than those with 
less green surroundings (Maas et al., 2006). The unequal socio-spatial 
distribution of the environmental deprivation has also led to commen-
tators developing the concept of environmental justice (Pearce et al., 
2010). The fact that more deprived neighbourhoods are more likely to 
have air and land pollution and less likely to have green space can be 
seen as an aspect of social injustice (Pearce et al., 2010).
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More recently, it has been acknowledged that the compositional and 
the contextual approaches are not mutually exclusive and that the health 
of places results from the interaction of people with the wider environ-
ment (relational approach) (Cummins et al., 2007). Indeed, separating 
them is an oversimplification and ignores the interactions between these 
two levels (Macintyre et al., 2002). The characteristics of individuals are 
influenced by the characteristics of the area. For example, occupational 
class can be determined by local school quality and the availability of 
jobs in the local labour market, or children might not play outside due 
to not having a private garden (a compositional resource), because there 
are no public parks or transport to get to them (a contextual resource) 
or because it might not be seen as appropriate for them to do so (con-
textual social functioning) (Macintyre et al., 2002). Similarly, areas with 
more successful economies (e.g. more high-paid jobs) will have lower 
proportions of lower socioeconomic status residents. 

Further, the collective resources model suggests that all residents, 
and particularly those on a low income, enjoy better health when they 
live in areas characterized by more/better social and economic collec-
tive resources. This may be especially important for those on a low 
income as they are usually more reliant on local services. Conversely, 
the health of poorer people may suffer more in deprived areas where 
collective resources and social structures are limited, a concept known 
as deprivation amplification: the health effects of individual deprivation, 
such as lower socioeconomic status, can therefore be amplified by area 
deprivation (Macintyre, 2007).

These insights have profound implications for thinking about healthy 
ageing because the scarring effect of being born into a deprived com-
munity can linger long after people have moved away. Indeed, for the 
many people who stay in those communities, they are exposed to a 
series of disadvantages that impinge on their ability to live healthy lives. 
As Cummins and colleagues argue, ‘there is a mutually reinforcing and 
reciprocal relationship between people and place’ which will structure 
how the costs associated with ageing are distributed geographically 
(Cummins et al., 2007, 1826). As we have already argued, ageing is not 
costly for everyone, but it is particularly costly for those communities 
where people spend more years in poor health. These negative health 
effects are experienced by everyone in those communities, but they are 
most keenly felt by those with the greatest individual disadvantage. It 
is already becoming clear that the costs of social care are not evenly 
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distributed geographically, and such inequalities may widen if the 
upwardly mobile continue to move to major urban centres to access 
well-paid, more prestigious jobs. 

5.4 Beyond the Social Position and Place: the Political 
Economy Approach

Socioeconomic and spatial inequalities are not random chance, however, 
because they are rooted in political and economic institutions (Besley 
& Kudamatsu, 2006; Greer et al., 2018; Lundberg, 2008). In 2014 
the Lancet-University of Oslo Commission on Global Governance 
for Health put forward the concept of the ‘political determinants of 
health’, insisting that ‘construing socially and politically created health 
inequities as problems of technocratic or medical management depolit-
icises social and political ills’ (Ottersen et al., 2014, 636). The political 
economy approach argues that the social determinants of health (e.g., 
socioeconomic position and place) are themselves shaped by macro level 
structural determinants: politics, the economy, the (welfare) state, the 
organisation of work and the structure of the labour market (Bambra, 
2011; Barnish et al., 2018) and that population health is shaped by the 
‘social, political and economic structures and relations’ that may be, and 
often are, outside the control of the individuals they affect (Bambra et 
al., 2005; Krieger, 2001). Politics is understood here in its broadest terms 
as ‘the process through which the production, distribution and use of 
scarce resources is determined in all areas of social existence’ (Bambra 
et al., 2005), not simply as the actions of governments or political 
parties. Public health and health inequalities are thus considered to be 
politically determined with patterns of disease ‘produced, literally and 
metaphorically, by the structures, values and priorities of political and 
economic systems ... Health inequities are thus posited to arise from 
whatever is each society’s form of social inequality, defined in relation 
to power, property and privilege’ (Krieger et al., 2013). In other words, 
why some places and people are consistently privileged whilst others 
are consistently marginalized is a political choice – it is about where 
the power lies and in whose interests that power is exercised. Political 
choices can thereby be seen as the causes of the causes of the causes of 
inequalities in health, both socioeconomic and spatial (Bambra, 2016).

To be more concrete, we can think of economic institutions as being 
concerned with the rules that govern who has access to the wealth 
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produced by society, how the means of producing that wealth are organ-
ized, and the rules that govern competition in local and global markets. 
Taxes and transfers that pay for pensions, for example, can affect access 
to health care, and recent reductions in pension generosity in Europe 
are associated with rising inequalities in unmet medical need because 
the poorest experience reduced ability to afford health care whilst the 
richest experience no change (Reeves et al., 2017b). Minimum wage 
regulations constrain wage negotiations at the bottom of the income 
distribution and a number of papers have recently observed that the 
introduction of minimum wages improves mental health (Horn et al., 
2017; Lenhart, 2017; Reeves, 2017b). Employment regulations that 
decommodify the labour market relations are associated with better 
health outcomes and lower absolute inequalities in health than countries 
which rely on more commodified market relationships (Beckfield & 
Krieger, 2009). Trade policy (Jarman, 2019; Jarman & Greer, 2010), 
which structures the rules that govern competition, may also influence 
health inequalities because they affect the social determinants of health 
(Barlow et al., 2017a; Blouin et al., 2009; Madureira Lima & Galea, 
2018). For example, trade agreements alter food environments (Barlow 
et al., 2017b; Owen & Wu, 2007; Schram et al., 2015), expose some 
groups to long-term economic shocks (Rodrik, 2012) and may even 
harm infant mortality (Barlow, 2018).

Political institutions are also commonly ‘listed alongside … other 
fundamental causes’ of health, albeit often without elaborating on 
‘what these political forces might be [or] how they operate’ (Torres & 
Waldinger, 2015). The theoretical reasoning connecting political insti-
tutions and health is relatively ‘straightforward’ (Bollyky et al., 2019). 
Political institutions influence population health because countries with 
free and fair elections, for example, make politicians more responsive 
to the preferences of citizens and this could influence policy decisions 
and the structure of economies, both of which may impact health and 
wellbeing (Kudamatsu, 2012; Wang et al., 2018; Wigley & Akkoyunlu-
Wigley, 2011). Political institutions affect decision-making (Hill & 
Leighley, 1992; Lijphart, 1997) because ‘politicians and officials are 
under no compulsion to pay much heed to classes and groups of citizens 
that do not’ get to participate in decision-making processes (Key & 
Heard, 1949). When political institutions systematically exclude some 
groups from decision-making, their health is likely to suffer because the 
concerns of excluded groups may be overlooked (Fowler, 2015; Geys, 
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2006; Krieger et al., 2014; Lijphart, 1997), even when those in power 
might be sympathetic to the policy preferences of the under-represented 
(Pontusson & Rueda, 2010). Put simply, political institutions govern 
who has voice and this may affect health. While a number of studies 
are beginning to document the health effects of political institutions 
(Bollyky et al., 2019; Wigley & Akkoyunlu-Wigley, 2011), this work 
is still in its infancy (Beckfield, 2018).

In this sense, patterns of health and disease are produced by the 
structures, values and priorities of political and economic systems 
(Krieger, 2001). Geographical patterns of health inequalities, at least 
in part, are shaped by the wider political, social and economic system 
and the actions of the state (government) and international level actors 
(Bambra, 2019). Politics and the balance of power between key political 
groups – notably labour and capital – determine the role of the state 
and other agencies in relation to health and whether there are collective 
interventions to improve health and reduce health inequalities, and 
also whether these interventions are individually, environmentally or 
structurally focused. In this way, politics (broadly understood) is the 
fundamental determinant of our health divides because it shapes the 
wider social, economic and physical environment and the social and 
spatial distribution of salutogenic and pathogenic factors both collec-
tively and individually (Bambra, 2016).

5.5 Conclusion

This chapter has provided a brief overview of the different types of 
health inequalities that exist in all high-income countries and we have 
described some of the drivers of these inequalities in mortality and 
morbidity. The message of this chapter is straightforward: the politics 
of ageing is actually the politics of inequality. In other words, debates 
about the ‘ageing crisis’ could, in our estimation, be reframed as debates 
about health inequality. There are two reasons we hold this view.

Ageing is not a uniform process. Some adults live long and healthy 
lives and others do not. Many sadly never even get to reach ‘old age’, 
as defined by traditional metrics, while others suffer many years of pain 
and limited capacity as they live with chronic illnesses which constrain 
their ability to enjoy the kinds of lives they want to live. Unfortunately, 
such differences are not explained by luck alone. The substantial health 
inequalities that exist among the elderly are structured according to other 
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inequalities in the social determinants of health. Differences in income, 
education and social background shape our everyday practices, such 
as whether we smoke or what we eat, and these affect our life chances. 
Beyond these individual characteristics, where we live can also alter the 
degree to which earning a good wage can protect our health. Earning 
a decent wage, for example, does not necessarily ensure access to good 
services. Our local communities can offset or enhance the other resources 
we have available to us as we pursue health and longevity. 

One consequence of focusing on ageing specifically is that it seems to 
obfuscate the inequalities that are producing the ageing crisis. In other 
words, the ageing crisis – the prospect of many elderly people living 
longer lives – will be especially challenging if the inequalities in ageing 
become even greater, with many more people suffering poor health while 
living longer lives. Moreover, it seems to overlook that the foundation 
for the inequalities in ageing that we observe are actually laid at other 
points during the life-course. The work of life-course epidemiologists 
has repeatedly shown us that ageing trajectories are forged in childhood, 
adolescence and our working lives. Minimizing the fiscal risks associated 
with an ageing population requires a life-course approach. 

In the next chapter we show that acknowledging that the politics 
of ageing is really the politics of inequality is crucial because the policy 
solutions that are sometimes proposed to address aspects of the ageing 
crisis are inherently linked with inequality. Indeed, in some cases they 
may very well exacerbate health inequalities, making the ageing crisis 
worse in the long run.
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6 The Implications of Win-Win 
and Win-Lose Policies for the 
‘Ageing Crisis’ 

6.1 Introduction

The preceding chapters raise three issues that are crucial to under-
standing the politics of healthy ageing. First, older voters are not as 
powerful nor as unified as many politicians, think tanks and com-
mentators often believe. While some elderly voters have preferences 
for policies that are in their own interests or in the interests of their 
children and grandchildren, older voters are not sufficiently homoge-
neous to act as a voting bloc. Indeed, even if they were, it is not clear 
that their influence on policy would be substantial because policy 
decisions are not simply determined by voters’ demand. Second, in 
those few contexts where political conflict over policies is framed 
intergenerationally, the wellbeing of older people can be preserved 
without being at the expense of other groups, particularly those of 
working age. Reframing the debate in this way helps societies move 
from policies which individualize the responsibility of being healthy – 
by withdrawing government investment – to an emphasis on healthy 
ageing which seeks to establish cross-class/cross-generational coali-
tions. Third, inequalities in healthy ageing are structured according 
to other kinds of inequality in the social determinants of health, and 
these upstream inequalities are best understood when situated in a 
life-course perspective which recognizes that inequalities in ageing are 
the product of inequalities that manifest at much earlier stages in life. 
Not everybody gets to be old. 

One implication that flows from this analysis is that the ‘ageing crisis’ 
and the political narrative that has gone along with it (‘grey electoral 
power’) has become so pervasive that it is altering the supply side of 
policy options. That is, when politicians, civil servants and think tanks 
begin to consider policy options within the constraints of the ‘ageing 
crisis’ narrative, then countries may become more likely to implement 
policies to protect older voters but which, ironically, undermine healthy 
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ageing. This can happen even in countries where older people themselves 
are not necessarily advocating for these reforms. Rather, the discourse 
around these issues has become so pervasive that it creates the conditions 
in which ‘win-lose’ policies become more likely. 

The argument of this chapter is that these ‘win-lose’ policies harm 
health among younger citizens and, in so doing, these same policies 
paradoxically contribute to the health problems of an ageing population. 
This is because ageing is not costly per se. Rather, getting older only 
increases costs if those older people are in poorer health. We illustrate 
the problem of win-lose policies in terms of improving healthy ageing 
via reducing health inequalities through exploring a series of case studies 
which illustrate the health effects of win-win or win-lose policies. To 
be clear, we are not arguing that these policies were implemented as a 
result of intergenerational conflict (this has been discussed in Chapters 
3 and 4). Rather, we take examples of the kind of win-win and win-
lose policies described in the introduction to illuminate how they affect 
health and healthy ageing. 

6.2 Win-Win Policies and Healthy Ageing 

Inequalities in health are not only pervasive, as we have discussed. 
They also seem remarkably durable (Mackenbach, 2017; Reeves, 
2017b). Indeed, one of the key debates in public health and allied 
fields is whether achieving reductions in health inequalities is possible 
through government intervention. This debate has crucial implications 
for inequalities in healthy ageing and whether win-win policies could 
minimize the economic risks associated with the ageing crisis. One of the 
great disappointments of public health is that health inequalities seem 
to persist in high-income countries despite substantial improvement in 
living standards, the creation of welfare states and concerted govern-
ment efforts to reduce such disparities (Hu et al., 2016; Mackenbach, 
2012). Professor Johan Mackenbach has, in recent years, struck a more 
pessimistic note than many in the field, arguing that ‘reducing health 
inequalities is currently beyond our means’ (Mackenbach, 2010). Many 
do not agree with him, however. Professor Sir Michael Marmot, for 
example, is far more optimistic. His recent book lays out the evidence 
behind health gaps around the world but it also argues that these 
in equalities are not only avoidable but that ‘we know what to do to 
make a difference’ to health inequalities (Marmot, 2015). In other words,  
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societies can address inequalities in healthy ageing and they know how 
to do it – they just need the political will to do so (Bambra, 2016). This 
does not mean that reducing health inequalities across the life-course 
is straightforward, but this section examines two examples of how 
health inequalities have been successfully reduced through policies 
which embody ‘win-win’ approaches to the ageing crisis. We begin with 
the English health inequalities strategy (2000–2010) and then turn to 
a rather unusual example of win-win policies by examining Germany 
post-Reunification (1990–2010) in order to draw lessons for other 
European countries.

6.2.1 The English Health Inequalities Strategy as a Win-Win 
Strategy

In 1997 a Labour government was elected in England on a manifesto that 
included a commitment to reducing health inequalities. This led to the 
implementation between 2000 and 2010 of a wide-ranging and multi-
faceted health inequalities reduction strategy for England (Mackenbach, 
2010) in which policymakers systematically and  explicitly attempted 
to reduce inequalities in health. The strategy focused specifically on 
supporting families, engaging communities in tackling deprivation, 
improving prevention, increasing access to health care and tackling 
the underlying social determinants of health (Mackenbach, 2010). For 
example, the strategy included large increases in levels of public spend-
ing on a range of social programmes, the introduction of the national 
minimum wage, area-based interventions such as the Health Action 
Zones and a substantial increase in expenditure on the health care 
system (Robinson et al., 2019). The latter was targeted at more deprived 
neighbourhoods when, after 2002, a ‘health inequalities weighting’ 
was added to the way in which National Health Service (NHS) funds 
were geographically distributed, so that areas of higher deprivation 
received more funds per head to reflect higher health need (Bambra, 
2016). Furthermore, the government also made tackling health, social 
and educational inequalities a public service priority by setting public 
service agreement targets. The key targets of the Labour government’s 
health inequalities strategy were to: (1) reduce the gap in life expectancy 
at birth between the most deprived local authorities and the English 
average by 10 per cent by 2010; and (2) cut inequalities in the infant 
mortality rate by 10 per cent by 2010.
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Part of Mackenbach’s scepticism was rooted in an early analysis of 
England’s efforts to reduce health inequalities following the election 
of New Labour in 1997. Those papers suggested the strategy had not 
delivered the expected results (Hu et al., 2016), concluding ‘if this did not 
work, what will’? (Mackenbach, 2010). However, more recent empirical 
examinations of this investment has suggested that these reforms did 
reduce inequalities, at least geographical inequalities in health (Barr et 
al., 2014; Barr et al., 2017; Buck & Maguire, 2015; Robinson et al., 
2019). What is particularly striking about these analyses is that they 
suggest the reversal of these policies, which largely occurred following 
the implementation of austerity in the UK, actually stopped progress 
towards reducing health inequalities and may have even led to them 
increasing.

Recent empirical studies have found that the strategy was partially 
effective. Barr et al. (2017) found that geographical inequalities in life 
expectancy declined during the English health inequalities strategy 
period, reversing a previously increasing trend. Before the strategy, the 
gap in life expectancy between the most deprived local authorities in 
England and the rest of the country increased at a rate of 0.57 months 
each year for men and 0.30 months each year for women. During the 
strategy period this trend reversed, and the gap in life expectancy for 
men declined by 0.91 months each year and for women by 0.50 months 
each year. Barr et al. (2017) also found that since the end of the strategy 
period the inequality gap has increased again at a rate of 0.68 months 
each year for men and 0.31 months each year for women. At the end 
of the English health inequalities strategy period, the gap in male life 
expectancy was 1.2 years smaller and the gap in female life expectancy 
was 0.6 years smaller than would have been the case if the trends in 
inequalities before the strategy had continued.

Further, Robinson et al. (2019) investigated whether the English 
health inequalities strategy was associated with a decrease in geograph-
ical inequalities in infant mortality rate. They found that before New 
Labour’s health inequalities strategy (1983–98), the gap in the infant 
mortality rate between the most deprived local authorities and the rest 
of England increased at a rate of 3 infant deaths per 100,000 births per 
year. During the strategy period (1999–2010) the gap narrowed by 12 
infant deaths per 100,000 births per year and after the strategy period 
ended (2011–17) the gap began increasing again at a rate of 4 deaths 
per 100,000 births per year. This is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Another area of strategy success was around reducing geographical 
inequalities in mortality amenable to health care, which is defined as 
mortality from causes for which there is evidence that they can be pre-
vented given timely and appropriate access to high quality care (Nolte 
& McKee, 2011). NHS funding was increased from 2001 when the 
aforementioned ‘health inequalities weighting’ was added to the way 
in which NHS funds were geographically distributed to target funding 
to areas of higher deprivation. Analysis has shown that this policy of 
increasing the proportion of resources allocated to deprived areas as 
compared to more affluent areas was associated with a reduction in 
absolute health inequalities from causes amenable to health care (Barr 
et al., 2014). Increases in NHS resources to deprived areas accounted 
for a reduction in the gap between deprived and affluent areas in male 
‘mortality amenable to health care’ of 35 deaths per 100,000 and female 
mortality of 16 deaths per 100,000. Each additional £10 million of 
resources allocated to deprived areas was associated with a reduction 
in 4 male deaths per 100,000 and 2 female deaths per 100,000 (Barr 
et al., 2014).
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Source: adapted from Robinson et al., 2019, with permission from BMJ Publishing
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Thus, the most recent data show that the English strategy did reduce 
health inequalities in terms of life expectancy, infant mortality rates 
and mortality amenable to health care. So, what does New Labour’s 
experience teach us about reducing health inequalities? First, investing 
in good services in deprived areas (Barr et al., 2017), the creation of 
programmes which support young families, such as Sure Start (Sammons 
et al., 2015), reducing child poverty whilst protecting older households, 
and ensuring low-wage workers get paid a decent wage (Reeves et al., 
2017a) all seemed to improve health and may have contributed to the 
reduction in health inequalities. 

However, it has to be acknowledged that the decreases were on the 
modest side. Arguably, the English health inequalities strategy may have 
been even more effective in reducing health inequalities if there had not 
been a gradual ‘lifestyle drift’ in governance – whereby policy went from 
thinking about the social determinants of health alongside behaviour 
change, to focusing almost exclusively on individual behaviour change 
(Whitehead & Popay, 2010). Only so much can be achieved in terms of 
reducing health inequalities by focusing only on individual-level behav-
iour change (a form of ‘win-lose’ policy) or the provision of treatment 
services such as smoking cessation programmes or by increasing access 
to health care services. There is a need to also address the more funda-
mental social and economic causes. Whilst some policies enacted under 
the 1997–2010 Labour governments focused on the more fundamental 
determinants (e.g. the implementation of a national minimum wage, 
the minimum pension, tax credits for working parents, and a reduction 
in child poverty), as well as significant investment in the health care 
system, there was, however, little substantial redistribution of income 
between rich and poor (Lynch, 2020). Nor was there much by way of 
an economic rebalancing of the country (e.g. between north and south). 
Further, in wider policy areas the Labour governments continued the 
neoliberal approach of Thatcherism, including, for example, further 
marketization and privatization of the health care system (Scott-Samuel 
et al., 2014). The strategy may also have been even more effective if it had 
been sustained over a longer time period. But the global financial crisis 
of 2007–8 led to the premature end of the English health inequalities 
strategy, a change of governing political party and an increase again in 
health inequalities (Taylor-Robinson et al., 2019).

So, the lessons we learn from England’s strategy are only relevant to 
a particular vision of what society could be. The Labour governments 
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of 1997–2010 did not fundamentally try to alter the political economy 
of society but rather to harness the two impulses of both neoliberalism 
and progressive politics. Their approach was to ‘let the market rip’ and 
then use taxes and transfers to redistribute wealth to those communities 
not benefiting from the explosion of growth (Lynch, 2020). They did 
not attempt to pursue more radical policies that would fundamentally 
reorganize society, for example by shifting the mode of capitalism that 
dominates within the UK (Hall & Soskice, 2001). It is, of course, very 
difficult to make such radical leaps from one type of political economy 
to another, as economic and political institutions are path dependent 
(Beramendi et al., 2015). But what Labour’s experience cannot tell us 
is what would have happened had they tried to do so. This is, in fact, 
where Mackenbach’s basic pessimism comes from: he is profoundly 
sceptical that such radical breaks from one political-economic arrange-
ment to another are politically feasible. However, this does overlook the 
emergence of powerful narratives that have enabled countries to embark 
on radical reforms that reduced inequality – such as in post-war Britain 
and Europe with the setting-up of the welfare state and free, universal 
health care (Scheve & Stasavage, 2016).

6.2.2 German Reunification: Drawing Lessons from an 
Unusual Win-Win

There is another dimension to debates about what will work to improve 
healthy ageing and reduce health inequalities that it is important to 
stress, and that is the issue of time. Mackenbach is also attuned to 
this when he acknowledges that health inequalities are the result of 
the cumulative impact of decades of exposure to health risks, some 
of them intergenerational, of those who live in socioeconomically less 
advantaged circumstances (Mackenbach, 2010). Inequalities within 
age-groups, including among the elderly, are not solely the product of 
current practices and a contemporary socioeconomic position. Rather, 
habits of consumption over many years both reflect and interact with 
exposure to sustained economic conditions that structure our lives to 
generate health inequalities (Bartley, 2016).

This comes through in life-course research which has repeatedly 
observed that the conditions into which children are born and then 
raised cast a long shadow over their health for the rest of their lives 
(Ben-Shlomo & Kuh, 2002). Children born into lower socioeconomic 
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positions have poorer physical capabilities in later years; for example, 
they have slower walking speeds and find it more difficult to get out of 
a chair (Birnie et al., 2011). While such reduced mobility is a negative 
health outcome in and of itself, these measures are also highly predictive 
of future mortality rates too (Kuh et al., 2014). Birth weight is posi-
tively related to grip strength (Kuh et al., 2014) and grip strength also 
predicts mortality (Celis-Morales et al., 2018). Crucially, birth weight 
is influenced by the generosity of the welfare state (Strully et al., 2010).

This is not just about childhood. Living in poor quality housing for 
many years has an additional negative impact on your health over and 
above the influence of living in poor quality housing today (Pevalin et al., 
2017). Neighbourhoods too have a scarring effect on health. Living in a 
deprived neighbourhood during your adult life increases your allostatic 
load in adulthood, even after accounting for your own personal living 
conditions (Gustafsson et al., 2014).

As Professor Ted Schrecker has argued, addressing health inequalities 
will require a substantial redistribution of resources, but it will also 
require time (Schrecker, 2017). The example of German Reunification 
provides an example of reductions in regional health inequalities over a 
twenty-year period. In 1989 – before the fall of the Berlin Wall – there 
was a four year life expectancy gap between East and West Germany. 
But this East-West gap rapidly narrowed in the following decades so 
that by 2010 it had dwindled to just a few months for women and just 
over six months for men (Figures 6.2 and 6.3) (Bambra et al., 2014; 
Bambra, 2016). So, how was this done? 

First, the living standards of East Germans improved with the eco-
nomic terms of the Reunification whereby the West German Deutsche 
Mark (a strong internationally traded currency) replaced the East 
German Mark (considered almost worthless outside of the Eastern bloc) 
as the official currency – a Mark for a Mark. This meant that salaries 
and savings were replaced equally, one to one, by the much higher 
value Deutsche Mark. Substantial investment was also made into the 
industries of Eastern Germany and transfer payments were made by the 
West German government to ensure the future funding of social welfare 
programmes in the East. This meant that by as early as 1996, wages in 
the East rose very rapidly to around 75 per cent of Western levels from 
being less than 40 per cent in 1990 (Kibele et al., 2015). This increase 
in incomes was also experienced by old age pensioners. In 1985 retired 
households in the East had only 36 per cent of the income of employed 
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households, whilst retirees in the West received 65 per cent (Gjonca et 
al., 2000). After Reunification the West German pension system was 
extended into the East which resulted in huge increases in income for 
older East Germans: in 1990 the monthly pension of an East German 
pensioner was only 40 per cent of that a Western pensioner, but by 
1999 it had increased to 87 per cent of West German levels (Gjonca et 
al., 2000). This meant that retired people were one of the groups that 
benefited most from Reunification, particularly East German women 
as they had, on average, considerably longer working biographies than 
their West German counterparts (Gjonca et al., 2000). 

Secondly, access to a variety of foods and consumer goods also 
increased as West German shops and companies set up in the East. It 
has been argued that this led to decreases in cardiovascular diseases as 
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Figure 6.2 Trends in male life expectancy in Former East and West 
Germany to 2010.

Source: reproduced from Bambra, 2016, with permission of Policy Press
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a result of better diets (Nolte et al., 2002). It was not all Keynesianism 
for the ‘Ossis’ (Easterners), though, as unemployment (unheard of in 
the full employment socialist system) also increased as a result of the 
rapid privatization and de-industrialization of the Eastern economy 
and, indeed, unemployment still remains nearly double that of the West 
today. A special solidarity surcharge had, however, been introduced to 
fund economic improvements. This was levied at a rate of up to 5.5 per 
cent on income taxes owed across both East and West (e.g. a tax bill of 
€5,000 attracts a solidarity surcharge of €275) (Gokhale et al., 1994).

Thirdly, immediately after Reunification considerable financial 
support was given to modernize the hospitals and health care equip-
ment in the East, and the availability of nursing care, screening and 
pharmaceuticals also increased. This raised standards of health care in 
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Figure 6.3 Trends in female life expectancy in Former East and West 
Germany to 2010.

Source: Reproduced from Bambra, 2016, with permission of Policy Press
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the East so that they were comparable to those of the West within just 
a few years (Nolte et al., 2002). This had notable impacts on neonatal 
mortality rates and falling death rates from conditions amenable to 
primary prevention or medical treatment (Nolte et al., 2002). 

Both the economic reforms and the increased investment in health 
care were the result of the deep and sustained political decision to reunify 
Germany as fully as possible so that, as Chancellor Kohl stated, ‘what 
belongs together will grow together’. Germany’s lessons for reducing 
health inequalities and reducing unequal ageing are therefore two-fold: 
firstly, even large health inequalities can be significantly reduced, over 
time; secondly, the tools to do this are largely economic but – cru-
cially – within the control of politics and politicians. Ultimately, the 
German experience shows that if there is sufficient political desire to 
reduce unequal ageing, it can be done. It shows the primacy of politics 
and economics, underlying the need for a political dimension to our 
understanding of how to reduce health inequalities. 

And yet, despite the case study evidence in favour of investing in 
social protection and creating institutions which ensure a more equitable 
distribution of both wealth and opportunity, there are reasons to be 
cautious about simply extrapolating from these two country case stud-
ies. The same intervention will not work the same everywhere because 
it will inevitably interact with pre-existing conditions and attitudes, 
and the outcomes are not straightforwardly predictable. We certainly 
have some good evidence that particular reforms have improved (or 
aggravated) health inequalities in some contexts, but what is less clear 
is whether we can take those reforms to other countries and deliver 
the same results. 

6.3 Win-Lose Policies and the Implications for Healthy Ageing

Win-win policies may reduce health inequalities, but this does not neces-
sarily mean that win-lose policies make them any worse. This is in part 
because the distinction between high- and win-lose is not necessarily 
just a question of ‘treatment’ intensity and so we cannot think about 
the association between government policy and health inequalities as 
a simple dose-response relationship. In part, this is because there are 
likely to be all kinds of non-linearities and spill-over effects which will 
play out differently in win-win and win-lose contexts. Indeed, if win-
win contexts are places where policies are coherently pulling towards a 
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life-course approach to ensuring healthy ageing, then win-lose contexts 
may be precisely the kinds of places where incoherent policies are pulling 
in different directions and thereby make some inequalities worse but 
others better, with little overall change in general population. In these 
win-lose settings, the marginal influence of government may simply 
be quite small. Of course, if Marmot is right – that health inequalities 
are avoidable and we know how to avoid them – then win-lose poli-
cies may indeed exacerbate the gaps in health outcomes between the 
privileged and the deprived. This section again explores these issues 
through two ‘win-lose’ policy case studies: austerity in the UK and the 
Americanization of European economies. Both of them are rooted in 
liberal market economies in part because these are places where win-lose 
policies have been implemented but also because these are sites where 
politicians have perceived the electoral power of older votes to be large 
(even if in practical terms it has not been as substantial as many might 
have thought). These cases are examples of countries where win-lose 
policies have been pursued in light of – albeit perhaps not directly caused 
by – the narrative around the ageing crisis. 

6.3.1 Austerity Politics and Ageing in the UK 

We start again with the UK because it is such a crucial case. Not only 
is the UK an example of an attempt to pursue win-win policies, but the 
pursuit of austerity policies over the last decade (2010–20) provides 
some hints at how failing to take the win-win may create long-term 
health challenges that could affect the ageing process. Stagnating life 
expectancy in the UK, for example, has been driven by a mix of rising 
mortality among both the elderly and, more surprisingly, those of 
working age (PHE, 2018). Perhaps more striking, inequalities in life 
expectancy have tragically risen in the last few years, according to 
recently released figures from the Office for National Statistics (ONS, 
2019). There are also signs that inequalities in infant mortality rates 
may also be increasing – particularly in areas that have experienced 
the greatest increases in child poverty (Taylor-Robinson et al., 2019). 
This is not only because of greater improvements among the better-
off but because the poorest have also experienced real declines. In the 
most deprived parts of England, female life expectancy at birth fell by 
almost 100 days between 2012 and 2017. Men in the poorest areas saw 
no improvements while those in the richest parts of the UK continued 
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to see their life expectancies improve. This will have implications for 
inequalities in ageing into the future.

Given our arguments above, falling life expectancy is not entirely 
unexpected. Indeed, part of the explanation of these unprecedented 
changes may be rooted in economic reforms implemented in the UK 
since the economic crisis. As a political response to the 2007–8 finan-
cial crisis, the 2010 Conservative-led coalition government pursued a 
policy of austerity, characterized by a drive to reduce public deficits 
via large-scale cuts to central and local government budgets, reduced 
funding for the health care system, and large reductions in welfare 
services and working-age social security benefits. These changes 
appear to be increasingly linked to rising geographical inequalities 
and health inequalities (Pearce, 2013). While the government boasted 
about record levels of employment, we have seen the quality of work 
and wage levels decline. The number of children living in absolute 
poverty rose by 200,000 between 2016–17 and 2017–18, and risks 
hitting record levels (Richardson, 2019). In-work poverty continues 
to rise. The proportion of poor who live in working households has 
never been higher (70 per cent), and the face of poverty is getting 
younger too: 53 per cent of poor children are under the age of 5. 
Living standards actually fell last year. This is not remotely normal; it 
means families have been left struggling to afford to heat their homes, 
feed their families and even access health care (Loopstra et al., 2015; 
Reeves et al., 2015).

Austerity has been central to these changes. Cuts to housing benefit 
have meant households have not been able to respond to the rising cost 
of housing and the benefits freeze has slowly undermined the generosity 
of social security payments (Barnard, 2019; Reeves et al., 2016). The 
punitive sanction regime and the draconian implementation of working 
capability assessments have both created destitution, pushed people 
onto antidepressants and may have even induced higher suicide rates 
(Barr et al., 2016; Loopstra et al., 2018).

Take the benefits freeze. Since 2016 the value of social security pay-
ments has been fixed at 2015 prices. This freeze has affected more than 
27 million people, and swept around 400,000 into poverty (Barnard, 
2019). Unable to deal with the rising tide of higher prices, low-income 
families are, on average, £340 a year worse off than they would have 
been. This has been one of the costliest aspects of austerity, but we are 
only just starting to see the effects of this change in health data because 
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the latest figures on inequalities in life expectancy come from 2015–17, 
the very start of the freeze. 

Alongside the benefits freeze, we are still in the middle of the roll-out 
of Universal Credit. The Work and Pensions Committee have pointed 
out ‘fundamental flaw[s] in the benefit’s design’ which may lead to a 
‘human and political catastrophe’ (Keen et al., 2017). Emerging evi-
dence suggests Universal Credit has created homelessness, hunger and 
destitution (Hay, 2019; Jitendra et al., 2018). Moreover, we are still 
waiting for the most significant change, bringing all current recipients 
of tax credits onto the programme (~7 million people in total when 
it is complete) (Hills, 2014). Particularly concerning is the high rate 
of sanctions faced by those on Universal Credit (up to 7 per cent of 
claimants every month). When sanctions were deployed at high rates 
under the Job Seekers Allowance, it merely pushed people away from 
the labour market, leaving them to rely on informal forms of support 
(Loopstra et al., 2015; NAO, 2016; Reeves, 2017a).

The UK’s austerity measures tended to focus on people of working 
age, leaving pensioners in a better position than ever, through a series 
of reforms that ensured growth in the value of the state pension (Akhter 
et al., 2018). But the elderly were not protected in every country. Due 
to population ageing, pensions have become one of the largest single 
areas of public expenditure in high-income countries. It is unsurprising 
therefore that governments around Europe used this moment to recon-
figure pension schemes to cut spending on the elderly. Shortly after 
austerity began to spread, the OECD expressed concern that proposed 
cuts to pensions would only harm the financial security of the elderly. 
Many countries went ahead anyway: Czechia and Norway altered 
indexation rules to reduce spending over the long term, while Greece 
and Hungary took a more immediate approach, implementing fairly 
stark reductions in the value of payments. These changes have not been 
benign either, and have led to increases in unmet medical need among 
the elderly, particularly for those who were already at the bottom of 
the income distribution. Reductions in European state pensions have 
widened inequalities in access to social care, and this may be partially 
behind the excessive fatalities amongst most deprived groups linked to 
the coronavirus epidemic that has ravaged elderly populations across 
the continent (see Chapter 5, Section 2.7). 

In the area of health care, Britain’s approach to the NHS provides 
an intriguing case. It did not increase co-payments but neither did it  
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expand services. Instead, spending on health was ‘ring-fenced’ by the 
Conservative-led coalition government, and this in the context of major 
reductions in spending almost everywhere else. And yet, this ring-fence 
created the most sustained decline ever in NHS spending as a percentage 
of GDP, simultaneously producing the most financially difficult decade for 
the NHS since its inception. American political scientist Jacob Hacker calls 
such changes ‘policy drift’, when the maintenance of the status quo slowly 
stops it from adapting to shifting social conditions and changing risks. Over 
the last few winters the NHS has increasingly struggled to cope with the 
demands placed upon it. The coronavirus pandemic has provided a stark 
example of how long-term underfunding has impacted on the health care 
system, with all health care providers cancelling all non-essential surgeries, 
leading to immense backlogs and waiting lists, and arguably contributing 
to excess non-coronavirus deaths – especially in more deprived neigh-
bourhoods (Bambra et al., 2020; Bambra et al., 2021). Subsequently, the 
mortality rate in the first quarter of 2018 was the highest since 2009. 

Elderly people are one of the groups most reliant on effective health 
and social care services. When these services break down, the elderly 
will suffer, and these data suggest that some of the most vulnerable – 
that is, the oldest old – have indeed been left exposed. These real-term 
reductions in public expenditure on social care associated with austerity 
policies in the UK were associated with higher mortality rates among 
the elderly, especially those in care homes – precisely those groups who 
seem to be driving the slow-down in improvements in life expectancy 
in the UK. This is especially tragic because a muddled plan to address 
the deficit in social care spending during the 2015 UK general election 
missed an opportunity to address this crisis, leaving many elderly people 
exposed to inadequate social care and, all too often, shorter lives – espe-
cially given the particular vulnerability of the over-80s to respiratory 
conditions, including the coronavirus pandemic. 

Austerity is a ‘slow train coming’; an unfolding crisis that is only 
now becoming visible in the published data, and it is interacting with 
and exacerbating the impacts of the coronavirus pandemic (Bambra 
et al., 2020). The true impact of austerity goes well beyond the most 
immediate health consequences because of its impact on material dep-
rivation driven by cuts to social protection and other social services, 
including health systems. Poverty harms health, but the implications 
may not manifest themselves in the same year or even in the year after. 
Poverty has a scarring effect on health, but it may take some time for 
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these scarring effects to show up as higher rates of mortality. In part, 
this is because austerity has powerful supporters. Many countries are 
still waiting to implement, or at least implement fully, austerity meas-
ures announced some years ago. The restructuring of welfare states in 
response to the 2007–8 global financial crisis and now the coronavirus 
economic depression is ongoing.

6.3.2 Health Inequalities and the “Americanization” of 
European Political Economy

Stalling life expectancy in Europe is closely linked with higher mortality 
among the elderly, while in the USA rising mortality rates have been 
most striking among people of working age (Case & Deaton, 2015). 
Unsurprisingly, the causes of death have been quite different too, mainly 
suicides and drug overdoses in the USA – what Case and Deaton call ‘deaths 
of despair’ (Case & Deaton, 2015). Many of these deaths are clearly not the 
product of the Great Recession alone, nor of any systematic state retrench-
ment in response to the financial crisis. With austerity, European countries 
are, in many instances, merely emulating the neoliberal economic and 
welfare reforms already implemented in the USA in the 1980s and 1990s, 
which also reduced the generosity of welfare and increased conditionality. 
European countries such as the UK and Germany are now witnessing 
stagnating wages, something Americans have lived with for almost thirty 
years. So, what are the implications of the Americanization of European 
political, welfare and economic systems for the future of healthy ageing?

It is well established that the USA has a significant mortality dis-
advantage relative to other wealthy countries – with, for example, life 
expectancy rates that are more than three years less than France and 
Sweden (Avendano & Kawachi, 2014) and growing mortality and mor-
bidity rates, particularly amongst middle-aged, low income Whites (Case 
& Deaton, 2015). It also has higher health inequalities – particularly in 
terms of ethnicity and income (Bambra, 2019). These can be explained 
through the political economy of the USA. 

One political economy mechanism behind the worse health of the 
USA is through the relatively limited regulation of unhealthy products, 
such as tobacco, alcohol and ultra-processed food and drinks, and the 
industries that produce and market these products (Freudenberg, 2016). 
The USA is one of the least regulated markets among high income  
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countries, and is one of only a small number of high income countries 
not to have ratified the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control 
(WHOon, 2003). These various political and economic factors interact 
to shape the health of Americans unevenly, contributing to the coun-
try’s extensive health inequalities (Krieger et al., 2014). Geographical 
work has shown that tobacco, alcohol and ultra-processed foods tend 
to be highly available in low income urban areas of the USA, and that 
the products are increasingly targeted at, and available to, low income 
and minority populations – thereby shaping the local context within 
which health inequalities arise (Beaulac et al., 2009).

A second mechanism is through higher rates of poverty in the USA 
compared to most of Europe. The state provision of social welfare is 
minimal in the USA, with modest social insurance benefits which are 
often regulated via strict entitlement criteria, with recipients often being 
subject to means-testing and receipt, accordingly, being stigmatized 
(Bambra, 2016). This is particularly the case in health care, where even 
after the implementation of the Affordable Care Act health insurance and 
access to care remained politically contentious and deficient for many. 
This contributed to declining life expectancy (US National Academy 
of Medicine, 2021). The USA now provides the lowest level of welfare 
generosity and the lowest level of health care access of high income 
democracies (Bambra, 2016). Indeed, the relative underperformance 
of the US social security system has been associated with a reduction 
of up to four years in life expectancy at the population level (Beckfield 
& Bambra, 2016).

Thirdly, internationally, collective bargaining and political incor-
poration have also been associated with national health outcomes. 
Countries with higher rates of trade union membership have more 
extensive welfare systems and higher levels of income redistribution – 
and correspondingly have lower rates of income inequality (Pickett & 
Wilkinson, 2010). They also have better health and safety regulations. 
The USA long had the lowest rate of trade union membership amongst 
wealthy democracies, restricting the representation of working class 
interests in policy and politics. For example, in 2010 only 12 per cent 
of the workforce in the USA was a member of a trade union. In con-
trast, the rates were 26 per cent in the UK and 68 per cent in Sweden 
(Schrecker & Bambra, 2015). Further, the political incorporation of 
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minority groups is also robustly associated with better health among 
those groups, suggesting a direct connection between political empow-
erment and health (Krieger & Ruhose, 2013). The USA was a historical 
laggard in terms of the incorporation of minority groups – with equal 
civil rights for African-Americans only achieved in the 1960s (Krieger 
& Ruhose, 2013). 

The combination of all of these political and economic factors helps 
to explain why the US has a mortality disadvantage relative to other 
countries and why it has become more pronounced since 1980 (when 
neoliberal economics led to welfare retrenchment, de-industrialization 
and deregulation) (Schrecker & Bambra, 2015), arguably leading to 
the increasing mortality and morbidity rates amongst middle-aged, 
low income Whites that are now being observed (Navarro, 2019). By 
exporting neoliberal policies (e.g. through political/policy transfer and/
or trade agreements) that keep wages low and earnings insecure, particu-
larly for those with less education, the USA may also be exporting the 
conditions which have created ‘deaths of despair’ and increased health 
inequalities in the USA. Europe may never reach the levels seen in the 
USA due to differences in the political economy of European health 
care systems, but the USA may provide a grim forecast of what future 
European health and ageing crises may look like if Europe also fosters 
an environment where there is a steady deterioration in economic and 
social opportunities. This is increasingly a pressing issue in light of the 
severe economic recession that has followed the coronavirus crisis. 

6.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has argued that ‘win-lose’ policy choices – policies that 
are now often discursively framed and advocated in Europe partly as a 
solution to the ageing crisis – can produce health inequalities across the 
life-course because they fail to recognize that the cost of ageing today is 
rooted in health inequalities created in the recent past. Greater health 
inequalities in the early years will not simply disappear by the time people 
reach older ages and it is these inequalities in healthy ageing that are the 
real cost to society. Indeed, policies that deepen inequalities in health 
among younger groups in order to protect the assumed interests and 
economic power of older voters are merely exacerbating the future costs 
of an unequal, ageing population. This has been shown in a devastating 
manner in relation to the coronavirus pandemic, where countries with 
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a higher burden of chronic disease amongst the elderly have had higher 
mortality rates. The politics of intergenerational conflict is really after 
all the politics of inequality.

This politics of intergenerational conflict is not inevitable, however. 
Our analysis has revealed examples of ‘win-win’ political choices that 
governments can make to reduce current and future health inequali-
ties – by expanding the social safety net. The solidarity shown across 
generations in relation to the coronavirus pandemic also gives reason for 
optimism. We have also shown how ‘win-lose’ policies of austerity and 
neoliberalism are resulting in increased health inequalities by reducing 
the social safety net – arguably storing up problems for healthy ageing 
in the future. This does not mean that such choices are easy. Certainly 
the path dependence of countries’ political and economic institutions 
make it hard to simply shift towards health investments across the 
life-course, especially in settings where tax rises could be unpopular 
(Lynch, 2020). But, as Chapter 3 shows, it is possible to build coali-
tions – particularly when key socio-demographic groups such as women 
and unions are effectively mobilized – that promote healthy ageing for 
all and in the process address the financial burdens imposed through 
an ageing population. 
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7 Conclusion

This book has, we hope, destroyed two straw men that are common 
in debates about intergenerational equity, spending and health. The 
first is the myth of ‘greedy geezers’ – the stereotype of a pampered 
pensioner, living off lavish old-age provision including fine health care, 
while voting against investments in future generations. The second is 
the myth of unsustainability – of health care costs driven by ageing 
that make it impossible to finance a welfare state. The two straw men 
arguments come together in a call for cuts to public health care and 
other public service provision: the former by demonizing older people, 
the latter by suggesting that public provision, unlike private finance, is 
unsustainable. The images of greedy older people and an ineluctably 
increasing financial burden associated with ageing both strengthen the 
argument against public provision. 

The economics and health system analysis behind this argument is 
weak. An ageing society need not affect health care much. In fact, as we 
suggested in the Introduction, there is no meaningful question about the 
best policy or priority that is answered by focusing on ageing. Obviously, 
planning long-term care or developing the health workforce or designing 
accessible spaces are activities in which demographic change matters, 
but they are properly understood as relatively technical problems that 
can be solved without major political change. Claims that policy or 
politics inexorably leads to a clash of generations are simply wrong, 
belied by policy analysis, political practice and the behaviour of people. 

Instead, it is possible to envision both win-win policies and win-win 
politics. Win-win policies are those which invest in people across the 
life-cycle, avoiding false choices by targeting the conditions of health 
and wellbeing at any age. Win-win politics, meanwhile, simply avoid 
assuming that there is a zero-sum conflict between generations, which 
is easy because in neither health policy nor electoral behaviour does 
any such conflict necessarily exist. The origin of zero-sum, win-lose, 
politics lies in elite and interest group coalitions that furnish the supply 
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of political ideas. This chapter recaps the reasons why win-lose politics 
need not happen and make a poor descriptive theory of ageing politics, 
and then argues for a focus on broad public policies that can create 
win-win or win-lose policies. 

7.1 Tearing Down Straw Men

So why are the straw men made of straw? The first and simplest reason 
why is that we all age, and in fact are doing so every day. That means 
age cannot be a stable political cleavage. While marketers have done 
wonders to persuade the media that generations have stable characteris-
tics (boomers, Generation X, Millennials, etc.), there is little evidence of 
that. Meanwhile, families redistribute resources across generations, tying 
people together and redefining their interests in ways that extend people’s 
time horizons and draw upon better motivations than simple avarice.

The second reason is that older people are heterogeneous. There is 
heterogeneity between countries. Put simply, the narrative of greedy 
pensioners sunning themselves in the Mediterranean is very much a 
Western European one. It is a nonsensical idea for much of Central 
and Eastern Europe, where poverty among the elderly is a serious issue 
and the scale of unmet health needs suggests that health services are 
not disproportionately catering to them. Even between rich Western 
European states there is considerable heterogeneity. The experience of 
older people, their health status and use of health care, and their financial 
situation are all quite different from country to country. Even getting to 
be old at all varies and is substantially predicted by other, well-known 
inequalities such as income, place and race. The relatively inflamed 
intergenerational politics of the UK and USA, however influential they 
may be in English-language debates, are an outlier and not a harbinger.

There is also heterogeneity within countries. One of the most alarm-
ing findings we present is that there is a positive relationship between 
inter- and intragenerational inequality: countries with overall social 
spending more skewed towards the elderly are the ones with more 
in equality among the elderly. The countries with the most rhetoric about 
the unjustly good lifestyle of pensioners, and the most striking flow of 
public resources to the over-65s, are precisely the countries with the 
most pensioner poverty. 

The third reason the straw men are made of straw is that the whole 
argument about greedy older people depends on a popular model of 
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politics that good political science will not sustain. To claim that a large 
bloc of older voters is shaping public policy to their tastes, against the 
interest of others, is to claim that (1) older voters have homogeneous 
interests shaped by their age as against other issues such as wealth, 
gender or labour market position; (2) that they vote on these interests; 
and (3) that politicians deliver policies in response to their interests. 
None of these three assertions has strong empirical justification. There 
is no reason to believe, and no evidence, that political identities and 
policy preferences are primarily shaped by age. Not only are political 
identities much more complex and citizens often uninterested in much 
policy, but ageing itself means different things for the sicker, healthier, 
richer, poorer, etc. Even when people think about age, they are likely to 
personalize it and think about their families, which span generations. 
Selfishness is not just hard to translate into concrete policy, it is not 
even all that demonstrably popular. 

The reason is even more important for understanding politics: there 
is little reason to believe in the underlying demand-side model of politics 
in which politicians identify the preferences of the electorate and then 
cater to them (Gilens, 2012; Hacker & Pierson, 2014; Mair, 2013)1. 
Far superior are models in which politics happens at the level of elites 
such as party leaders, major interest groups and policy entrepreneurs. 
Their interaction, which can be understood in a variety of established 
political science theories, produce the ‘supply’ of policy demands and 
shape the political agenda including the salience and content of debates 
about health care and ageing. Voters do not formulate their own lists of 
policy demands and ask politicians to deliver them; rather, politicians 
develop policy ‘offers’ that balance their electoral interests against other 
issues such as coalitional politics amongst elites, and constraints such as 
fiscal pressure. Satisfying coalitional allies and bond markets, making 
targeted electoral offers and managing relations with other politicians 
are all much more concrete, observable and powerful explanations of 
political activity than a search for the mythical demands of a mythical 

1 These are median voter models, akin to representative agent thinking in 
economics, in which politicians are assumed to cater to the interests of the 
median voter, a fictitious creature whose existence depends on the assumption 
that voters are neatly aligned on a single axis with a median. The attraction of 
this model is not in its realism or usefulness, but in the way it can convert the 
entire electorate into a single agent (the median voter), and posit a gravitational 
pull towards centrist policy. 
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and remarkably policy-literate median voter. They also fit with the fact 
that there is no single axis on which voters easily align; politicians and 
the media can change the subject, elevating topics which work for their 
interests and repressing inconvenient ones (thus, for example, making 
immigration and crime more prominent on the agenda is often an explicit 
strategy of parties on the right that benefit when the attention is there). 
Put another way: if polling data or median voters drove politics, the 
USA would have universal and equitable health care access and most 
countries would have universal jobs guarantees. 

7.2 Equity, Intergenerational and Other

Political elites are expert in changing the subject. When any policy 
argument puts the spotlight on one issue, we should ask what is being 
left in the dark. In the case of a focus on the politics of ageing and 
health, the price of a focus on intergenerational inequality is a loss of 
focus on almost every other dimension of inequality. It is not hard to 
see why people whose policy goal is to shrink public health care pro-
vision and expose more people to the market would want to foment 
intergenerational conflict. What if we do not listen to them, and instead 
ask what other kinds of inequality are at work, shaping life chances 
and the politics of ageing? 

There are many. Racial and ethnic inequalities shape life chances 
and, in the context of the politics of ageing, also shape the likelihood 
that people at any stage of the life-course are helped or helping, for free 
or for often inadequate pay. Citizenship exacerbates these inequalities, 
since one way to reduce the cost of care is to exploit undocumented 
people or others with precarious citizenship. Gender inequalities are 
enormous in the context of ageing, since the preponderance of paid 
and unpaid care is delivered by women, with consequences for their 
own health, wellbeing and labour market status. Above all, income and 
wealth inequalities are at work. The stronger and more universal the 
public provision, the less it matters how much money a family has, and 
the less likely it is that costs associated with ageing fall upon a family 
in a way that does real damage. This is important because a family’s 
wealth, in particular, can be wiped out by the costs of long-term care. 
Resetting the inheritance of many families to zero every generation 
in order to pay for long-term care should have effects on long-term 
mobility and stability. 
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Chapters 5 and 6 approached this issue, urging us to keep our eye 
on the much larger issues obscured by a focus on ageing, in particular 
the inequalities and equity issues that, unlike generations, do actually 
matter. When we put the spotlight on generations, we illuminate very 
little at the price of obscuring the important issues. 

7.3 After the Straw Men: Understanding the Politics of Ageing 
and Health

Other inequalities and heterogeneity shape political identities, politics 
and policies more than generations. Policies matter in shaping the 
interaction of ageing with those other, more consequential, inequal-
ities. Much of the evidence is in how much states matter: the scale 
of interstate heterogeneity in cross-section. A place like the Belgian-
French-Luxembourg-Netherlands border region might look integrated 
and relatively undifferentiated, but the lives of citizens at every age are 
quite different on different sides of those likes. 

Much evidence is also in change, and that is most promising for our 
analyses. Policy and political change are constant, and create constantly 
changing opportunities as well as constraints on political creativity. 
Chapter 4 focused on change as well as interstate differences. It finds 
some constants: benefits to the aged hold up under austerity better than 
other kinds of benefits, presumably because of the political, human and 
other costs of reducing benefits to people who have left the labour market 
and are unlikely to return. But changes are also interesting: under what 
circumstances do win-win solutions appear? 

From this perspective, creating and mobilizing intergenerational 
conflict is a political and policy strategy. The simple strategy, much 
discussed in the pensions literature, is to cut future pensions by leav-
ing pension entitlements alone for current pensioners. Thus, younger 
generations will have higher retirement ages, lower benefits and more 
exposure to individual private pensions. This is more or less a formula 
for creating intergenerational conflict, since it asks people in some spe-
cific cohorts to finance a state pension system at benefit levels that they 
will not experience. It is likely that any intergenerational polarization 
it creates is still less consequential than political identities shaped by 
other factors that are more deeply embedded in people’s lives and in 
society. Health benefits are difficult to cut in this way because health 
care systems in most countries are relatively unified and hard to divide 
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at any level (from high-level structures to the internal cross-subsidies 
within hospitals) but many of the policy techniques can also work in 
education, housing, and long-term care, with long-run bad results. 

Equally, a focus on assembling coalitions in favour of win-win solu-
tions changes the kinds of political thinking that is required. Consider, for 
example, the interaction of gender, work, and care. Gender inequalities 
are present in every policy conversation, but especially every conversation 
to do with ageing because women are disproportionately responsible for 
paid and unpaid caring. Policy in the interests of women should take this 
into account, and also try to change it. Dependency ratios depend on 
female labour force participation as well as the size of cohorts. Unpaid 
caring labour, whether it is children caring for parents, grandparents 
caring for grandchildren, or something else, is disproportionately done 
by women. Paid caring labour is likewise feminized, and becomes more 
so in the areas of the labour market that are less prestigious, protected 
and paid, such as home health aides or much of the workforce in nursing 
homes. All of this means that organizations concerned with the situation 
of women in society have multiple interests in the definition of ageing, 
the ageing policy agenda and the policies adopted. It is possible to 
imagine narrowly class-based definitions of women’s interests, in which 
the interest of well-off working women in having cheap child and elder 
care is prioritized, but it is also possible to imagine, and in some coun-
tries see, much more encompassing approaches that align the interests of 
working women (in support for their family and work roles), paid carers 
(in salary and good conditions) and older people (in good support). The 
class-based approach simply offloads duties from overburdened working 
women onto less well-off working women, but women’s organizations 
could also opt for broader coalitions and policies that are more inclusive 
and sustainable and permit coalitions with unions (representing the paid 
carers), providers who see benefit in offering a better quality product, and 
representatives of immigrants, who often are the paid carers. In other 
words, there is immense scope and incentive for interest groups to adopt 
a broader and more enlightened approach in their own self-interest. 

7.4 Getting to a Win-Win

Bringing together the themes in this book, we can phrase our thesis so 
far as: there is no really important question about the politics of health 
that is best answered by analysing the politics of ageing. Nor does it 
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work to infer politics, let alone policies, from demographics: people do 
not have or feel that they have clear interests shaped by demography 
and policymaking is driven by supply rather than demand. Instead, the 
right focus for explaining policies is on the supply side: the coalitions of 
policymakers and interest groups that put particular issues and policy 
ideas on the agenda. 

One step is policy ideas: what are the policies that are win-win, that 
successfully balance interests that are often occluded, such as the interests 
of the care workforce, and that are based on a realistic evaluation of 
important factors such as the role of older people in providing unpaid 
care? A focus on policy ideas includes a focus on policy debate, which 
often means once again arguing against facile generational arguments. 
Constantly trying to quash zombie ideas is frustrating work, but it is 
not clear why stopping will help. Ceasing to try to argue with zombie 
ideas merely sets them up to become the conventional wisdom. 

One point to underline in thinking about the policies is that life-
course analysis is often taken to mean a focus on the young: a point 
of view that can be caricatured as the idea that the optimal return on 
investment in a person is a few months before birth, with declining 
returns every day afterwards. Life-course approaches mean what the 
term says: approaches over the life-course, which can and should include 
effective assistance and interventions at all ages. Life ends only at death, 
and so should life-course interventions.

A second step is coalitional politics. What are some organized groups 
with an interest in positive-sum approaches to health policy, including 
policies relevant to ageing? It includes groups with a commitment, 
based on a formulated understanding of their interests, to a sustainable 
approach to ageing and social care. Organized groups can do two things 
that disorganized voters, focused on other issues, cannot: formulate and 
debate complex policy options, and identify longer-term sustainability 
threats and possibilities. 

A number of these organized groups stand out from our analysis. 
One is providers of health care and social care, whose interests in being 
financed to make any adaptations can lead to an interest in a quality 
and well structured system. Another is the formal caring workforce, 
typically organized, if organized at all, by public sector unions. They 
likewise have an incentive to promote a fiscally sustainable, high qual-
ity model of care, and to undercut insider/outsider divides that unions 
in other sectors can often promote. The formal caring workforce, like 
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the informal caring workforce, is predominantly female, and women 
are at the centre of any likely sustainable policy solution. Women’s 
movements can opt for many different definitions of the problems that 
women face, and their internal politics are complex and filled with their 
own representational inequalities. That makes their decisions particu-
larly interesting, and shows the importance of highlighting the gender 
dimensions of this issue, on the level of individuals as well as society. 
Such an understanding has changed politics to a surprising degree, for 
example in Japan (Schoppa, 2010). Policymakers themselves can be 
important members of coalitions; health ministry officials, for example, 
will often have awareness of good and plausible policy options and skills 
at promoting them in coalition. Finally, organizations representing the 
elderly, especially the better established, have an interest in solutions 
that reflect the unselfishness of many elderly voters (who can care about 
their society and children as much as anybody) and in policy solutions 
that will be fiscally and politically sustainable over time.

This is a message of optimism. Instead of deterministic theories 
that read inexorable conflict and policy change from demographics, 
we have a world of complex coalitions and debates about policy ideas 
and agendas. The supply of ideas can be shaped by small numbers of 
people with policy skills, and the development of coalitions is flexible 
and can always offer new opportunities and ideas. Policy ideas that 
move towards positive-sum relations between people and groups and 
away from simple constraint and comparison can be developed. Instead 
of trying to infer inevitable policy from demographic patterns, we can 
embrace the complexity of politics and the possibilities that it brings. 
Instead of assuming, or creating, a zero-sum struggle between the gen-
erations, we can get positive-sum life-course policies. Instead of a world 
of winners and losers, we can make win-win policies. But we need to 
get the politics right.
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